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(ABSTRACT)
Smart antenna systems are employed to overcome multipath fading, extend range, and increase
capacity by using diversity or beamforming techniques in wireless communication systems.
Understanding of the smart base antenna performance mechanisms for various environments is important
to design cost effective systems and networks.

This dissertation focuses on the experimental

characterization and modeling of the smart base station antenna performance for various propagation
environment scenarios.
An eight-channel Virginia Tech smart base station antenna testbed was developed to investigate
performances of three reverse link diversity methods. The experiment campaign resulted in 245 sets of
collected data over 83 measurement sites, which were used to compare the performance of space,
polarization, and angle diversity under identical conditions. Measured propagation path loss, envelope
correlation coefficients, power imbalances, and mean effective gain (MEG) are characterized as a
function of distance between the base station and the mobile terminal to illustrate the diversity
performance mechanisms over different propagation environments. The performance of the three base
station diversity methods with selection combining (SC), maximal ratio combining (MRC), and equal
gain combining (EGC) techniques for both urban and suburban non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments
are presented and summarized using the measured data.
Forward-link performance of a twelve-fixed narrow-beam base station antenna system for urban
NLOS environments is investigated using the same measured data. A new procedure is introduced to
experimentally model the forward-link performance of muitlple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas
using the measured reverse-link vector channel response. The experimentally calculated lower bound
performance result shows that it achieves 2.5 to 2.8 times higher average RF SIR compared to the
conventional three-sector base station system for typical urban NLOS multipath fading environment
conditions. Also, a new mobile user angle estimation algorithm using the muitlple-fixed narrow-beam
antennas for NLOS multipath fading environment conditions is developed and the experiment results are
presented.
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Chapter 1
Overview and Contributions
1.1 Introduction
Capacity and reliability of wireless communication systems are limited by three major
impairments: multipath fading, delay spread, and co-channel interference [Win98].

Smart

antenna techniques have been investigated to increase capacity and extend range by overcoming
these impairments with more than one antenna. The performance of smart antenna techniques is
determined by multipath fading and co-channel interference, and is limited by the antenna
configuration and the condition of propagation environment.
Digital-cellular voice communication assumes equal-data traffic on the reverse-link (or
uplink) and the forward-link (or downlink), but the reverse-link is more challenging due to the
limited mobile-terminal transmit power.

Diversity techniques are employed singly or in

combination to improve reverse-link performance by overcoming multipath fading. In addition,
different diversity methods can be deployed for different situations. Limited research has been
reported on diversity effectiveness, but definitive and comprehensive results are not available.
Second-generation (2G) wireless communication systems did not anticipate the use of data
communication applications, needed for the wireless Internet. Internet traffic is asymmetric and
has about ten times more received data than transmitted data at the terminal. Forward-link
beamforming is one of the promising solutions for increasing forward-link capacity and can be

1

implemented with multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas or with an electronically beam
steering toward a user. The performance of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas under
multipath fading propagation conditions is not well understood. A procedure to experimentally
model the performance of the forward-link narrow-beamforming base station antennas for the
urban non-line-of-sight (NLOS) multipath propagation environment is developed in this
dissertation.
We developed the Virginia Tech smart base station antenna testbed and collected 245 sets of
data over 83 measurement sites with the testbed to compare the performance of space,
polarization, and angle diversity under identical conditions. The measured propagation path
losses, envelope correlation coefficients, power imbalances, and mean effective gains (MEG) are
characterized to illustrate the diversity methods for different propagation environments.
The performance of smart antenna techniques are usually modeled and expressed by a
mathematical expressions, but the physical meaning in real situations is frequently confused. A
considerable amount of effort has been made to understand and explain the mathematical models
in this dissertation.

1.2 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 overviews multipath fading propagation
models. Multipath fading propagation mechanisms are summarized in Section 2.1. Large-scale
propagation path loss models are discussed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses characterization
of multipath channels using mathematical expressions. Various vector propagation channel
models are summarized in Section 2.4 to explain the performance of the smart base station
antenna system under different propagation environment scenarios.
An overview of smart antenna systems is presented in Chapter 3. Fundamentals of space,
polarization, and angle diversity systems are introduced in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 explains the
operation of the proposed angle diversity system in detail. Theoretic backgrounds of selection
combining (SC), equal gain combining (EGC), and maximal ratio combining (MRC) techniques
are covered in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 summarizes the fundamentals of adaptive beamforming
techniques and discusses the relationship between adaptive arrays and maximal ratio combining.
2

Section 3.5 explains how to implement multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas using a radio
frequency (RF) beamforming network (BFN). The property of multiple-fixed narrow-beam
antennas is discussed. Also, the relationship between multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas and
adaptive arrays is derived.
The Virginia Tech smart base station antenna testbed is described in Chapter 4. Hardware
details and the operation of the testbed during the data collection are explained in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. Theoretical mean effective gain expressions for the three kinds of base station diversity
antennas are derived in Section 4.3.
In Chapter 5, the data processing procedure and the definitions of the propagation channel
parameters are addressed in detail.

Section 5.1 summarizes the data-reduction procedure.

Section 5.2 presents a procedure to separate the measured instantaneous fading signal envelope
received at the base station into the short-term (Rayleigh) signal fading and long-term fading (or
local mean). This procedure is necessary to avoid biasing the diversity statistics due to the longterm fading components. Section 5.3 compares the local means of the different base station
diversity antennas for different orientations of the mobile terminal antenna under identical
conditions. Section 5.4 illustrates the definitions and data processing procedure for diversity
gain, relative diversity gain, and mean effective gain from the measurement data. A new
definition, relative diversity gain, is introduced to measure the ultimate performance of the
different antenna diversity systems under identical conditions. The data processing procedures
for determining signal correlation coefficients and power imbalances are summarized in Sections
5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
Chapter 6 presents measured channel characteristics graphically and curve fits are used to
model the data as a function of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal.
These results are used to analyze the measured performances of the diversity systems presented
in Chapter 7. A map, measurement sites, and propagation conditions around the base station are
presented in Section 6.1. Measured propagation path losses for different base station diversity
antennas and the mobile terminal antenna orientations are presented and compared together in
Section 6.2.

Measured mean effective gains, envelope correlation coefficients, and power

imbalances for urban non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions are graphically presented versus
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal and summarized in tables in Sections
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6.3 to 6.5. Measured channel characteristics for urban indoor NLOS and suburban NLOS
environment conditions are presented and summarized in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.
In Chapter 7, measured diversity performances of the space, polarization, and angle diversity
with selection, equal gain, and maximal ratio combining under identical conditions in urban
NLOS environments are graphically presented and represented with fitted curves as a function of
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. Section 7.1 presents the measured
diversity performances of the three base station diversity methods for vertical and horizontal
mobile antenna orientations when selection combining is applied. Diversity performances of the
angle and polarization diversity are compared with relative diversity gain and diversity gain.
Measured diversity performances when maximal ratio combining and equal gain combining are
applied are presented in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. Section 7.4 presents the performance
for angle diversity with two-branch diversity combining instead of four-branch combining.
Measured diversity performances in suburban environments are presented in Section 7.5.
Section 7.6 summarizes the measured diversity performances for various conditions and
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the base station diversity methods.
Chapter 8 models forward-link performance of the narrow-beamforming smart base station
antennas using the measured reverse-link vector channel responses. Results of chapter 8 are
applied to improve the forward-link capacity using a single narrow beam for each user through
narrow beamforming techniques. Reesults in chapter 7 are applied to improve the reverse-link
reliability using multiple base station antennas through diversity combining techniques. Section
8.1.1 summarizes the mathematical expressions of the vector channel impulse response. Section
8.1.2 derives the moving-average power vector channel response from the vector channel
impulse response and expresses it in terms of vector mean effective gain. Section 8.2 presents a
proposed forward-link beamforming system. Implementation and operation of the proposed
forward-link beamforming system are explained in Section 8.2.1 and its modeled performance is
mathematically derived using the vector channel moving-average power response. Section 8.3
derives the vector mean effective gain as a function of a mobile user direction and discusses its
physical meaning.

Section 8.4 summarizes the representative multipath azimuth-power-

probability-density-function (APPDF) models that can be found in the literature. Section 8.5
presents simulated vector mean effective gain to illustrate the impact of the multipath angle
spread on the performance of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas using the
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APPDFs defined in Section 8.4.

Also, measured signal-to-interference (SIR) gain of the

forward-link narrow-beamforming system is compared to the conventional three sector system as
a function of mobile users using the vector quasi-mean effective gain (QMEG). Section 8.6
presents the measured SIR gain as a function of both angle and distance between the base station
and the mobile user and the average SIR gains as a function of the coverage radius. A binning
process in Section 8.6 is explained to obtain the polynomial fitting curves of the measured SIR
gain as a function of both angle and distance.

Section 8.7 presents a mobile user angle

estimation algorithm for terrestrial multipath fading environments using measurement results of
multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas. There exist several angle-of-arrival (AOA) estimation
algorithm that use array antennas, but this new algorithm enables the proposed forward-link
multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in Section 8.2 to estimate the angle of mobile users
without installation of additional array antennas.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation and suggests future work.

1.3 Original Contributions
Several original contributions regarding the hardware development, measurement data
collection, data processing procedure, propagation channel characterization, and diversity
performance characterization have been made in this dissertation.

1. Implementation and operation principles of the angle diversity system; See Section 3.2.
2. Hardware development and data collection to compare the three base station diversity
methods under identical conditions; See Chapter 4.
3. Theoretical mean effective gain expressions for three kinds of base station diversity
antennas are derived and illustrated in Section 4.3.
4. A new term, relative-diversity gain, is defined to measure the diversity performance of
different diversity methods under identical conditions in Section 5.4.
5. Measured channel characteristics such as envelope correlation coefficients, mean
effective gain, and power imbalances are presented as a function of distance between the
base station and the mobile terminal; See Chapter 6.
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6. Diversity performances are presented as a function of distance between the base station
and the mobile terminal in Chapter 7. Advantages and disadvantages of three base
station diversity methods are summarized in Section 7.6.
7. A procedure to experimentally model the performance of the forward-link narrowbeamforing system is introduced in Chapter 8. For this investigation, vector channel
moving-average power response is derived in Section 8.1.2. Signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) gain at each mobile terminal compared to the conventional three-sector base station
antenna system is presented as a function of both azimuth angle and distance between the
base station and the mobile terminal. This result is used to compute the average SIR gain
as a function of the radius of the coverage area.
8. Vector mean effective gain is introduced to characterize the performance of the multiplefixed narrow-beam antennas for multipath fading environments. Simulated vector mean
effective gain is presented as a function of mobile user directions using several multipath
azimuth power probability density function (APPDF) models in Section 8.5.1. Also,
vector quasi-mean-effective-gain (QMEG) is defined to use the collected measurement
data.

Measured vector QMEG is presented as a function of mobile user directions in

Section 8.5.2.
9. Mobile-user angle estimation algorithm using the multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB)
antennas for NLOS multipath environment conditions is developed in Section 8.7.
Measured results are presented and summarized in Section 8.7 and Appendix.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Multipath Fading Propagations
2.1 Multipath Fading Propagation Mechanisms
Received signals in terrestrial communications typically have several multipath components.
Multipath fading occurs when there exist more than one signal component and the relative
phases between them change. The causes of the relative phase changes are the positional change
of the transmitter (Tx), receiver (Rx), or objects along the propagation path over time. Below we
review some typical propagation conditions.

Direct Propagation
When there exists a visible straight path between the base station (BS) antenna and the
mobile terminal antenna and no other multipath component exists, as shown in Figure 2.1(a), the
received signal power attenuation conforms to free space propagation.

This direct signal

component is called as a line-of-sight (LOS) component. If the received signal has the LOS
component only, it does not experience multipath fading.

However, there always exist

multipath components other than the LOS component between the transmitter and the receiver in
real terrestrial communication systems. Under real propagation conditions, various terrestrial
objects such as mountains, buildings, and hills frequently block the LOS component.
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Reflection
Reflection occurs when a radio wave impinges on an object that is very large compared to its
wavelength. Examples of such objects are the earth’s surface, buildings, and walls as shown in
Figure 2.1(b),. If the surface of the object is smooth, the angle of reflection is equal to the angle
of incidence.

Diffraction
When the radio path between the transmitter and receiver is obstructed, diffraction occurs
from edges, such as building corners, causing energy to reach shadowed regions that have no
LOS component from the transmitter as shown in Figure 2.1(c). The phenomenon of diffraction
can be explained by Huygen’s principle [Rap96]. The received power for a vertically polarized
wave diffracted over round hills is stronger than that diffracted over a knife-edge, but the
received power for a horizontal polarization wave over the round hills is weaker than that over a
knife-edge [Lee98c].

Scattering
Scattering occurs when the wave travels through or reflected from an object with dimensions
smaller than the wavelength. If the surface of the scattering object is random, the signal energy is
scattered in many directions as shown in Figure 2.1(d). Rough surfaces, small objects, or other
irregularities in the channel cause scattering [Rap96].
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LOS Component

(a) Direct Propagation
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(b) Reflection
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(c) Diffraction

Random Surface
(d) Scattering

Figure 2.1

Multipath propagation mechanisms.
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2.2 Large Scale Propagation Path Loss Model
2.2.1 Free Space Propagation Model
The power received by an antenna that is separated from a transmitter antenna by a distance d
in free space is given by the Friis free space equation [Lee98c]:

Pr (d ) =

Pt Gt Gr λ2
(4π ) 2 d 2

 λ 

= P0 
 4π d 

2

(2.1)

where Pr (d) = received power, which is a function of d
Pt = transmitted power
P0 = Pt Gt Gr
Gt = transmitter antenna gain
Gr = receiver antenna gain
d

= transmitter to receiver separation in meters

λ = wavelength in meters.

Free space gain is defined as

GFS

 λ 

= 
 4π d 

2

=

1
PLFS

(2.2)

where PLFS is the free space path loss and usually expressed in decibels:
 4πd 
PLFS (dB ) = 20 log
 (dB )
 λ 

=

d 
PL(d 0 ) + 20 log  .
 d0 
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(2.3)

(2.4)

where d 0 is a reference distance for PL(d 0 ) .

2.2.2 Path Loss Model in Obstructed Environments
In obstructed environments, the path loss is often modeled as

PL(d ) =

d 
PL(d 0 ) + 10n log 
 d0 

(2.5)

where the first term is the free space path loss at a reference distance d 0 and the path loss
exponent n is empirically obtained by using a fitting curve from the measured data. Table 2.1
shows the typical path loss exponents obtained in various mobile radio environments.

2.2.3 Log-Normal Shadowing
When measured path losses are plotted on a graph, the data points at a given distance show
deviation compared to the model in (2.5) due to the vastly different surrounding environment for
each measurement.

The measured path loss PL(d ) at a particular location is log-normally

distributed (normal in decibels) about the mean distance path loss [Cox84][Ber87][Rap96] and is
expressed as

PL(d ) = PL(d ) + X σ

(2.6)

where X σ is a zero mean Gaussian distributed random variable (in decibels) with a standard
deviation σ (in decibels).
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Table 2.1
Path Loss Exponents for Various Environments [Rap96].

Environment

Path Loss Exponent, n

Free space

2

Urban area cellular radio

2.7 to 3.5

Shadowed urban cellular radio

3 to 5

In building LOS

1.6 to 1.8

Obstructed in building

4 to 6

Obstructed in factories

2 to 3
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2.2.4 Hata Model [Rap96]
The Hata model [Hat80] is an empirical formulation of the graphical path loss data provided
by Okumura [Oku68], and is valid from 150 MHz to 1500 MHz. The standard Hata formula for
median path loss in urban area is given by
PL50 (urban ) (dB) = 69.55 + 26.16 log f c − 13.82 log hte − a (hre )

+ (44.9 − 6.55 log hte ) log d

(2.7)

where
f c = Frequency in (MHz) from 150 MHz to 1500 MHz
hte = Effective transmitter (base station) antenna height (in meters) ranging from 30 to 200 m
hre = Effective receiver (mobile) antenna height (in meters) ranging from 1 to 10 m
d = Tx-Rx separation distance (in km)
a (hre ) = Correction factor for effective mobile antenna height

For a small to medium sized city, the mobile antenna correction factor is given by
a (hre ) = (1.1log f c − 0.7)hre − (1.56 log f c − 0.8) dB

(2.8)

and for a large city, it is given by

a (hre ) = 8.29 (log1.54hre ) 2 − 1.1 dB for f c ≤ 300 MHz
a (hre ) = 3.2 (log 11.75hre ) 2 − 4.97 dB for f c ≥ 300 MHz

(2.9)
(2.10)

The path loss in a suburban area the standard Hata formula in (2.7) is modified as
PL50 (dB) =

PL50 (Urban) − 2 [log( f c / 28)]2 − 5.4
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(2.10)

and for path loss in open rural areas, the formula in (2.7) is modified as
PL50 (dB) =

PL50 (Urban) − 4.78 (log f c ) 2 − 18.33 log f c − 40.98

(2.11)

2.2.5 PCS extension to Hata Model [Rap96]
The European Co-operative for Scientific and Technical research (EURO-COST) organized
the COST-231 working committee to develop an extension version of Hata model to cover the
PCS bands, forming a Hata model version that is valid to 2000 MHz [Eur91]:
PL50 (urban ) (dB) = 46.3 + 33.9 log f c − 13.82 log hte − a (hre )
+ (44.9 − 6.55 log hte ) log d + C M

where
f c = 1500 MHz to 2000 MHz
hte = 30 m to 200 m
hre = 1 m to 10 m
d = 1 km to 20 km

CM = 0 dB for medium sized city and suburban areas
3 dB for metropolitan centers
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(2.12)

2.3 Characterization of the Multipath Channel
The performance of the wireless communication system is highly dependent upon the radio
propagation environment.

Therefore, the characterization of the multipath radio channel

response at the antenna output is important for the analysis of smart antenna systems. The four
main propagation mechanisms in wireless mobile communication systems are direct propagation,
reflection, diffraction, and scattering. The output of the receiver is frequently impaired by
multipath signals arising from all four mechanisms.
The multipath components of the channel response between the mobile transmitter and base
station receiver have different amplitude and phase responses, time delays, angle-of-arrivals
(AOA), and Doppler shifts. A discrete model that considers each multipath component as a
plane wave is commonly used to characterize the channel response. The channel response of the
signal arriving at the base station receiver from the kth user is modeled using channel impulse
response (CIR) [Lib99]:

hk (t ,τ ) =

Lk ( t )−1

Lk ( t )−1

l =0

l =0

∑

α k ,l (t ) δ (t − τ k ,l (t )) =

∑

ρ k ,l (t ) e

j ( 2πf k ,l ( t ) t +ψ k ,l ( t ))

δ (t − τ k ,l (t ))

(2.13)

where

α k , l (t ) =

ρ k , l (t )e

j ( 2πf k , l ( t ) t +ψ k , l ( t ))

(2.14)

and Lk (t ) is the number of multipath components, ρ k ,l (t ) is the amplitude response, ψ k ,l (t ) is
the carrier phase shift, τ k ,l (t ) is the time delay, and f k ,l (t ) is the Doppler shift

of the lth

multipath component of the kth user. All channel parameters change with time. The vector
channel impulse response (VCIR) includes the AOA components and is expressed as

h k (t ,τ ) =
=

Lk −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

) α k , l (t ) δ (t − τ k , l (t ))

Lk −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

) ρ k ,l (t ) e

j ( 2πf k ,l t +ψ k ,l )

δ (t − τ k , l (t ))
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(2.15)

(2.16)

where a(φ k ,l ) is the steering vector, which is a function of the array antenna geometry and the
AOA, φ k , l (t ) :

[1

a (θ , φ ) =

a1 (θ , φ ) L

am (θ , φ ) L aM −1 (θ , φ )]

H

(2.17)

where
am (θ , φ ) = eiβ ( x m cos(φ ) sin(θ ) + y m sin(φ ) sin(θ ) + z m cos(θ ))

(2.18)

and β = 2π / λ is the phase propagation factor.
When a signal, sk (t ) , is transmitted, the output signal vector is represented by

u k (t ) =

[u

k ,0

(t ) L uk , M −1 (t )] T

(2.19)

= sk (t ) * h k (τ , t ) + n(t ) =
=

Lk −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

∫

t

−∞

sk (λ )h k (t − λ , t )dλ + n(t )

)α k ,l (t ) sk (t − τ k ,l ) + n(t )

(2.20)
(2.21)

where n(t ) is the noise vector at each antenna element.
When the time delays of multipath components are within a chip or symbol period, the flat
fading approximation, τ k ,l = τ k ,0 , may be applied and the channel is called narrow band channel.
The narrow band vector channel impulse response (NBVCIR) is expressed as

u k (t ) = sk (t − τ k , 0 )
=

Lk ( t ) −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

)α k ,l (t ) + n(t )

s k (t − τ k , 0 ) b k (t ) + n(t )

(2.22)
(2.23)

where the term b k (t ) is called the spatial signature of the narrowband channel and is expressed
as
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b k (t ) =

L −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

) α k ,l (t ) =

L −1

∑ a(φ
l =0

k ,l

) ρ k ,l e

j ( 2πf k ,l t +ψ k ,l )

.

(2.24)

2.4 Vector Propagation Channel Models
Vector propagation channel models are used to predict the performance of proposed
communication systems before actual hardware implementation and field trial tests. This section
briefly summarizes the defining geometry of the vector channel models that have appeared in the
literature [Ert98]. Because the predicted performance will be different depending on the model
chosen, it should be carefully chosen and validated with measurement data. Understanding the
defining geometry and the angular aspect of the models is useful to explain the phenomenon of
the smart base station antenna system under different propagation environment scenarios.

2.4.1 Lee’s Model
Figure 2.2 shows the forward link (or downlink) channel for a typical macrocell environment.
The height of the scattering objects around the mobile terminal is usually same as or higher than
the mobile terminal. The signal will bounce off surrounding objects, and the mobile will receive
the signals. However, the base station will receive signals from a smaller angular region,
Φ BW [Lib99].

In Lee’s model, effective scatterers are uniformly spaced on a radius, R, about the mobile as
shown Figure 2.3. This model was originally used to determine the correlation between the two
antenna elements as a function of element spacing, d0. The local scattering area around a mobile
terminal in a suburban environment is roughly 33 meter in diameter [Lee73][Lee98c]. This
model explains why a narrow band signal requires an element spacing of about 0.2 wavelength at
a mobile terminal receiver and about 20–40 wavelengths at a tall base station [Lib99].
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Typical macrocell environment.
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Geometry for the Lee’s model.
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2.4.2 Circular Model
The circular model assumes that scattering objects are uniformly distributed over an area
bounded by a radius around the mobile as shown in Figure 2.4 [Jak93]. The appropriate values
for the radius of scattering objects are obtained by equating the angle spread predicted by the
model with measured values. This model was used to determine the effects of beamforming on
the Doppler spectrum for narrow band signals [Pet97a][Pet97b].

2.4.3 Typical Urban Model
The typical urban (TU) model is a special case of the circular model, and 120 scatterers are
randomly placed within the radius of 1 km about the mobile [Zet96a][Zet96b][Mog96]. In the
circular model, the location of the mobile and objects are fixed. In the TU model, the position of
the scatterers is held fixed while the mobile travels 5 m and is adjusted so that the scatterers are
returned to the origin position relative to the mobile at each 5 m interval. The AOA statistics are
approximately Gaussian.

2.4.4 Bad Urban Model
The bad urban (BU) model considers a secondary cluster with another 120 scatterers offset
45° from the first as shown in Figure 2.5 [Zet96a][Zet96b] ][Mog96]. The mean power level of
the second cluster is 5 dB less than the first. The existence of the second cluster increases
angular spread and time delay spread.
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Geometry for the circular model.
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Figure 2.5

Geometry for the bad urban (BU) model.
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2.4.5 Elliptical (Liberti’s ) Model
This model, called the geometrically based single bounce elliptical model (GBSBEM),
uniformly distributes objects in an ellipse where the base station and the mobile terminal are
located at the foci of the ellipse as shown in Figure 2.6. This model was developed for microcell
and picocell environments where antenna heights are low, so that multipath scattering is just as
likely near the base station as it is near the mobile [Lib95][Lib99]. An essential feature of the
GBSBEM model is that all single bounce multipath components with a delay up to and including
τ m are considered. In this model, the angular spread is much greater than models presented

previously in the dissertation.

2.4.6 Uniform Sector Model (Norklit’s Model)
This model assumes that scatterers are uniformly distributed in the region specified by a
finite angular range of Φ BW and radial distance range of ∆R centered about the mobile terminal
as shown in Figure 2.7 [Nor94].

The magnitude and phase of the scatterers are uniform

distributed over [0,1] and [0, 2π], respectively.

2.4.7 Gaussian Wide Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering Model
The Gaussian wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (GWSSUS) vector channel model
assumes that scatterers are grouped into D uncorrelated clusters as shown in Figure 2.8 where D
= 3 [Zet96a][Zet96b][Mog96]. The mean AOA for the kth cluster is denoted as φ 0k in the figure.
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2.4.8 Gaussian Angle of Arrival Model
The Gaussian angle of arrival (GAA) model is a special case of the GWSSUS model where
D = 1 as shown in Figure 2.9 and the AOA statistics are assumed to be Gaussian distributed
[Zet96a][Zet96b][Asz96]. The Gaussian AOA model is frequently chosen to predict the effect of
the multipath angle spread in many literature sources because it does not have an abrupt
discontinuity at the boundary of the scattering region in the model.
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Geometry for the Gaussian wide sense stationary uncorrelated
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Geometry for the Gaussian angle of arrival model.
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Chapter 3
Overview of Smart Antenna Systems
Capacity and reliability of wireless communication systems are limited by three major
impairments: multipath fading, delay spread, and co-channel interference [Win98].

Smart

antenna techniques have been investigated to increase capacity and extend range by overcoming
these impairments with more than one antenna. Smart antenna techniques can be divided into
space, time, and space-time processing. The performance of space processing is determined by
multipath fading and co-channel interference and is limited by the antenna configuration.
Whereas, the performance of time processing is determined by delay spread and is limited by the
time resolution which is inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the system. The bandwidth
of terrestrial wireless communication is the most valuable radio resource. Increasing the number
of antenna elements is a much more economical choice to achieve more capacity and better
reliability than increasing the bandwidth.
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3.1 Overview of Diversity Systems
3.1.1 Space Diversity Systems
Space processing includes adaptive, fixed beamforming, diversity techniques, or a
combination of them.

Low correlation coefficient and balanced average powers between

channels are required to achieve good diversity gain. For space diversity, wide separation
between antenna elements is required to obtain low correlation between channels, whereas close
separation is required to synthesize a narrow beam without generating grating lobes and to
achieve good interference rejection. Adaptive array processing using M closely spaced antenna
elements can effectively suppress up to M–1 interfering signal components by synthesizing nulls
toward the direction of the interfering signals. When the number of interfering signals is much
larger than M, adaptive array antennas are overloaded and not all interfering signals can be
effectively suppressed. In TDMA systems, the number of significant co-channel interfering
signals is usually one or two. In CDMA systems, the number of interfering signals is much
larger than M and the performance of optimum adaptive processing is not much better than
maximal ratio diversity combining (MRC) [NaG96][Del99]. Several researchers have suggested
that high space diversity gain can be achieved in CDMA systems with maximal ratio combining
by increasing element separation as far as possible. Most three-sector cellular communication
systems have two widely separated receiving antennas for space diversity and one transmitting
antenna per sector at a base station. The required element separation for good space diversity
gain allows only a few receiving antenna elements per sector on a cellular tower.
When the base station antenna height is increased, the correlation between diversity antennas
is decreased, provided that the base station antenna spacing remains unchanged. Since there are
many parameters involved, a design parameter is defined as follows [Lee77] [Lee98c]:

η =

antenna height
antenna spacing
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(3.1)

which simplifies the design criterion. The empirical formula for the broad side case in suburban
area at a distance of 3 mi is given by [Lee98c]

ρ = 0.2 + 0.7 log10

η

(3.2)

2

η = 2 ⋅ 10 ( ρ −0.2 ) / 0.7 .

(3.3)

As an example, given h = 100 feet and ρ = 0.7 for the broad side case, the antenna separations
can be found by

η =
d

h
d

=

100 ft
d

= 11

(3.4)

= 9 ft (or 8 wavelengths at 850 MHz).

(3.5)

The presence of scattering objects along the propagation path will cause the signal received by
the two base station antennas to become less correlated as the propagation path increases, and the
required antenna spacing tends to be reduced.

3.1.2 Polarization Diversity Systems
A typical sector base station with space diversity consists of two spatially separated receive
antennas and one transmit antenna per sector. In a three-sector configuration, nine antennas are
required as shown in Figure 3.1(a). However, polarization diversity performs the same function
with three antennas, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), using one of the simplex antenna configurations
in Figure 3.2. Several researchers have reported that a slant ±45° configuration is a slightly
better (~1 dB) than a vertical/horizontal (V/H) polarization diversity configuration due to the
balanced mean powers between channels. Also, it is known that a polarization diversity system is
more

effective

when

the

orientation

of

the

[Lot96][Lem98][Col00][Bec97] [EMS95a] [EMS95b].
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mobile

unit

antenna

is

slanted

8 ~ 10 feet

(b) Polarization diversity installation

(a) Space diversity installation

Figure 3.1

Typical three sector configuration.

Transmit Array

Receive Array

(a) Slant ±45° receive

Figure 3.2

(b) V/H receive

Simplex antenna configurations for polarization diversity.
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3.1.3 Angle Diversity Systems
Digital cellular voice communication uses equal data traffic on both the reverse link (or
uplink) and the forward link (downlink) but requires better uplink performance due to the limited
mobile terminal transmit power.

CDMA systems are uplink capacity limited due to the

asynchronous operation on the uplink and the synchronous operation on the downlink [Lee98a].
Space or polarization diversity is used to achieve better uplink reliability.

However, data

applications demand much more downlink capacity than on the uplink. Downlink capacity or
reliability improvement is also an important issue in third generation and other future wireless
communication systems.

Downlink beamforming is one of the promising solutions for

increasing downlink capacity and can be implemented with multiple fixed narrow beams
(MFNB) or by steering a beam toward a user. Angle diversity provides additional protection
from deep multipath fading in multiple beam systems. It was reported that in dense urban areas,
angle diversity is just as effective as conventional space diversity and provides about 8 dB of
diversity gain at the 99 % reliability level with selection combining [Per98]. In rural areas, space
diversity provided 1 to 2 dB improvement, and angle diversity provided virtually no
improvement.
A beamforming system using a multiple-fixed narrow-beam antenna or a fully adaptive array
antenna transmits and receives more energy between the base station and the mobile terminal
compared to a wide beam antenna system. However, the beamforming system may occasionally
experience multipath fading when the multipath components are incident from very close angles.
In dense urban environments, the base station antenna system will experience reduced antenna
gain and wide angular spread of multipath components. In that situation, an angle diversity
system can avoid deep multipath fading by choosing the best beam to collect energy. The size of
the angle diversity system is very compact compared to the wide separation required by the
space diversity system.
Angle diversity schemes can be implemented using the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas
in cellular radio and digital personal communication systems. Although fully adaptive antennas
are more flexible, multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas are relatively easy to implement and are
cost effective.

Figure 3.3 shows Metawave’s deployed SpotLight 2000 system and sector

synthesis with a balanced traffic load. This system can change not only sector orientation, but
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also beamwidth in 30° increments. Angle diversity can be applied to these already existing
systems.
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(a) Unbalanced load with conventional three-sector system
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alpha

(b) Balanced load after sector synthesis

Figure 3.3

Sector synthesis techniques.
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3.2 Proposed Angle Diversity System
An ideal N-sector cellular system achieves N-times higher gain toward the signal arriving
from a desired user, and suppresses all co-channel interference signals incident from the other
sectors.

In real terrestrial propagation environments, however, adjacent beams receive

significant signal from the mobile terminal due to the multipath angle spread, as illustrated in
Figure 3.4. Also, the mean effective gain (MEG) of a narrow beam antenna is known to decrease
in urban multipath environments [Gre99a][Gre99b][Zet00]. Sectors can be divided into multiple
orthogonal beams using a beamforming network (BFN), such as the Buttler matrix [But61],
combining the outputs from a linear arrays of elements with a 120° element pattern as shown in
Figure 3.5. Three sets of fixed orthogonal beams cover 360° with almost identical beamwidths.
Multiple-fixed narrow beam (MFNB) antennas used for a twelve-sector system provide 12 to 20
dB directional interference rejection toward other mobile users in adjacent sectors and have
about 25 to 30 dB front-to-back ratio, as shown in Figure 3.5. The N-sector system chooses the
best serving sector covering the location of a desired mobile user. It achieves high average
antenna gain and good co-channel interference suppression on the both uplink and downlink, but
does not have protection against deep multipath fading, which can cause 40 dB signal nulls in a
Rayleigh fading environment.
When a diversity combining circuit is added to the N-sector system to provide protection
from deep multipath fading as shown in Figure 3.6, it is called as angle diversity [Per98]. When
multipath angle spread is negligible, the best beam associated with the strongest received signal
in the angle diversity system will achieve high average antenna gain and its average power will
be significantly higher than for the other beams. In this situation, the diversity combining circuit
will provide little improvement due to the significant power imbalances between channels.
However, when the multipath angle spread is significant, the average antenna gain of the best
beams will be reduced and there will be several beams that have comparable average power
levels.

Even then, the number of channels that effectively contribute to the diversity

performance will be much smaller than the total number of beams, M. This is especially likely in
the usual scenarios where the base station antennas are higher than surrounding buildings. The
required number of channels for effective diversity combining, M, will be smaller than N and
depends on the typical multipath angle spread of a given environment. The multipath angle
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spread experienced by the base station antennas is currently an active research topic and reported
data cover only few situations [Lib99][Fuh97]. For the example in Figure 3.4 with N = 12, M =
4, and a mobile user located at the position A, the base station can use beams 3 to 6 for uplink
diversity combining and beam 4 for the downlink transmission. When a mobile user moves from
the position A to B, the base station can drop beam 3 and add beam 7 for the uplink diversity
combining and chooses beam 5 for the downlink transmission. In the proposed angle diversity
system in Figure 3.6, the uplink beam selector pre-selects the best M-beams among the N-beams.
The pre-selection of the M-beams is performed slowly after monitoring the average received
powers from N-beams for a certain time window so that it will not be affected by instantaneous
deep multipath fading. Diversity combining or adaptive processing can be applied to the Mchannels after the uplink beam selection is performed. Selection diversity combining (SC) in the
angle diversity system provides the instantaneous selection of the best channel among the Mchannels. Recently proposed beamspace-time receiver [Lee01], sectorized beamspace adaptive
diversity combiner [Lee99], and beam pattern selection diversity techniques [Wat00] are similar
digital beamforming systems. At first stage, they synthesize M-beams out of N-antenna elements
to perform pre-suppression of interference signals. At the second stage, they employ a RAKE1
receiver, diversity combining techniques, or an adaptive algorithm. The angle diversity system
in Figure 3.6 is a similar system except that it performs fixed RF orthogonal beamforming at the
first stage using the RF beamforming network instead of digital beamforming.

The pre-

suppression of interference signals at the first stage using the RF beamforming network is not
only very simple and inexpensive, but also provides improved dynamic range.

1

RAKE receiver is used at both base stations and mobile terminals to diversity-combine multipath signal
components that are separated by more than the duration of single chip or symbol. At the base station, the RAKE
receiver is also used to diversity-combine received signals from different base station antennas for diversity.
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Twelve sector system in a multipath environment.

A set of four orthogonal beams (Data provided from Metawave).
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Figure 3.6

Tx signal for a user

Base station configuration of an N-sector system for angle diversity.
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3.3 Diversity Combining Techniques
Figure 3.7 shows the generalized combining system, and its output signal y (t ) is represented
by

y (t ) =

M

∑w
m =1

*
m

u m (t ) =

M

∑w

*
m

m=1

[bm (t ) s (t ) + nm (t )]

um (t ) = bm (t ) s (t ) + nm (t )

(3.6)
(3.7)

where M is the number of antenna elements, s (t ) is the transmitted signal, um (t ) is the signal
plus noise at the receiving end, bm (t ) is the channel response, wm is the weight, and nm (t ) is the
noise signal at mth branch of the system. In matrix form,

y (t ) = w H u(t ) =

M

∑ w [b
m =1

*
m

m

(t ) s (t ) + nm (t )]

u(t ) = b(t ) s (t ) + n(t )

(3.8)
(3.9)

where

w

= [ w1

w2 L wM ]T

(3.10)

b(t ) = [b1 (t ) b2 (t ) L bM (t )]T

(3.11)

n(t ) = [n1 (t ) n2 (t ) L nM (t )]T ,

(3.12)

H denotes conjugate transpose of a matrix, and T denotes transpose of a matrix. b(t ) is called

the spatial signature in the narrow band antenna array system as defined by (2.24).
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Figure 3.7

Generalized diversity combining system.
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3.3.1 Selection Combining
Selection combining (SC) is the least complicated of the three types of linear combining:
selection, equal gain, and maximal ratio. The algorithm for selection diversity combining is
based on the principles of selecting the best signal of all the signals received from different
branches at the receiving end as shown in Figure 3.8(a). For selection combining, let wk of (3.6)
denote the index of a channel for which the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is γ k ≥ γ m ; then

wm

1
= 
0

k=m
k≠m

for m = 1, K, M .

(3.13)

In some communication systems, selection combining is very difficult to implement because a
threshold is floating. In such systems, switched combining is a practical alternative because it is
based on a fixed threshold level although its performance is always worse than selection
combining [Lee98b]. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the difference between the selection and
switched combined signals. In this dissertation, we will not address switched combining because
the threshold level is application dependent and its approximate performance can be deduced
from the results of selection combining.
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(a) Selection combining (SC) diversity conceptual diagram.
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(b) Switched combining diversity conceptual diagram.

Figure 3.8

Conceptual difference between selection combining and switched combining.
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(b) Switched combined signal.

Figure 3.9

Difference between selection combined and switched combined signals.
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3.3.2 Maximal Ratio Combining
In maximal ratio combining (MRC), M branch signals are weighted and co-phased (or cophased and weighted) before combing as shown in Figure 3.10. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
γ , of the generalized combining system in Figure 3.7 can be written as

w H Rsw
w H R nw

(3.14)

= E[ s (t ) ] ⋅ E[bb H ]

(3.15)

= E[nn H ]

(3.16)

γ

=

where
Rs

2

Rn

where R s and R n are the covariance matrix of the signal and noise vector, respectively.
Equation (3.8) is rewritten here:

y (t ) = w H u(t ) =

M

∑ w [b
m=1

*
m

m

(t ) s (t ) + nm (t )] .

If spatially white Gaussian noise is assumed, noise covariance matrix in (3.16) can be written as

Rn

=

σ n2,1
0 


2
σ n,2
H
.

E[nn ] =


O

2 
σ n ,M 
 0
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(3.17)
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Demodulator

Co-phase
GM =

uM

σ n2,M

Figure 3.10 Maximal ratio combining (MRC) conceptual system diagram.
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The assumption of spatially white Gaussian noise is valid when we observe the noise power at
the receiving end where only thermal noise is accounted for. If identical element antennas are
used, the thermal noise power in each branch will be equal and uncorrelated and (3.17) reduces
to unity matrix.

The noise component due to the noise figure (NF) of the system before

combining may or may not be included in (3.17) depending on the observation point or
combining point. By applying (3.17) into (3.14), we obtain

M

γ

[

w H R sw
w H R nw

=

= E s (t )

2

]

∑ wm* bm

m=1
M

2

.

(3.18)

 M bm 2   M

2
≤  ∑ 2  ⋅  ∑ bm σ n2,m 
 m=1 σ n,m   m=1




(3.19)

∑w

m

m =1

2

σ

2
n ,m

Using the Schwarz inequality [Lee98b],

M

∑w b

2

*
m m

m=1

M

γ

=

[ ]

E s (t )

2

∑w b

m =1
M

∑w
m =1

2

*
m m
2

m

σ

≤

M

bm

∑σ
m =1

2
n ,m

2

2
n ,m

.

(3.20)

The equal sign is used if and only if

wm

=

K

bm

σ n2,m

.

(3.21)

Then using (3.21), the SNR after the maximal ratio combining becomes

γ

=

M

E[ s (t ) ] ∑
2

m=1

bm

2

σ n2,m
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=

M

∑γ
m =0

m

(3.22)

where

γm

=

2

E[ s (t ) ]

bmbm*

(3.23)

σ n2,m

where γ m is the SNR of each branch before combining. If each noise power is the same as σ n2, 0 ,

γ

=

M

E[ s (t ) ] ∑
2

m =1

bm

σ

2

2

=

2
n ,m

E[ s (t ) ]

σ

2
n ,0

M

∑b
m =1

m

2

.

(3.24)

3.3.3 Equal Gain Diversity Combining
Although the maximal ratio combining technique is an ideal diversity combining technique,
it requires expensive design in the receiver circuitry to adjust the gain in each branch. Whereas,
equal gain combining (EGC) can be easily implemented by using a simple phase lock summing
circuit as shown in Figure 3.11. Equal gain combining coherently combines individual branch
signals but incoherently combines noise components, as shown in Figure 3.12.
In the equal gain combining systems, the weight in each branch is expressed as

wm

=

bm
.
bm

(3.25)

Then using (3.25), the SNR after the equal gain combining becomes

M

γ

=

w H R sw
w H R nw

[

= E s (t )

2

]

∑w b

m=1
M

∑w
m =1
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2

*
m m

m

(3.26)
2
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Figure 3.11 Equal gain combining (EGC) diversity conceptual diagram.
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(a) Noncoherent branch signals.

(b) Coherent combining.

Figure 3.12 Complex signal diagram illustrating the concept of coherent
combining [Lee98a].
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=


M
 ∑ bm 
2
E[ s (t ) ]  mM=1 

∑σ
m =1

2

=

r2

2

E[ s (t ) ]

2
n ,m

(3.27)

M

∑σ
m =1

2
n ,m

where

r

M

∑b

=

m=1

m

.

(3.28)

r2
.
Mσ n2, 0

(3.29)

If each noise power is the same as σ n2, 0 ,

γ

2

= E[ s (t ) ]

3.3.4 Comparison of Three Diversity Combining Techniques
We define a normalized signal power, γ n , which is normalized by 1 / σ n2, 0 to make fair
comparisons of the performances among different diversity combining systems.

The γ n is

expressed as

γ n = E[ s (t ) ] wm* bm
2

γn

=

γn

=

M

 ∑ bm 
2
E[ s (t ) ]  m=1 
M
M

E[ s (t ) ] ∑ bm
2

2

for selection combining

(3.30)

for equal gain combining

(3.31)

for maximal ratio combining

(3.32)

2

m =1

From now on, all performance comparison of three combining techniques are based on the
expressions in (3.30) to (3.32).
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The probability density function (pdf) of a Rayleigh-distributed signal envelope is expressed
as

2rm

=

f rm

σ r2

−

e

rm2

σ r2m

(3.33)

m

where σ r2m is the mean signal power of the branch m. The instant SNR, γ m , is

γm

=

rm2

(3.34)

2σ n2,m

and (3.33) becomes
γm

fγ m

=

1 − Γm
e
Γm

(3.35)

where Γm is the mean SNR of the branch m and expressed as

Γm

σ r2
=
σ n2,m

(3.36)

m

When all γ m are uncorrelated and all Γm are equal to a value Γ , the cumulative distribution
function (CDF), which is the probability of the resultant SNR, γ , is found in the literature as
[Jak93]

x
− 

P (γ ≤ x) = 1 − e Γ 



P (γ ≤ x) = 1 − e

−

x
Γ

1  x
⋅∑
 
m =1 ( m − 1)! Γ 
M

M

for selection combining

(3.37)

for maximal ratio combining

(3.38)

m −1
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and plotted in Figure 3.13 when Γ = 1. Because the closed expression for equal gain combining
is not available and only numerical results are available, the CDF for equal gain combining is not
listed above. The average signal to noise ratio after each combining is summarized as [Jak93]

M

1
m =1 m

<γ > = Γ ∑

for selection combining

(3.39)

π

< γ > = Γ 1 + ( M − 1) 
4


for equal gain combining

(3.40)

<γ > = Γ M

for maximal ratio combining

(3.41)

The improvement in average SNR compared to one branch linearly increases with the number of
branches in the case of maximal ratio combining. The improvement in the average SNR by
equal gain combining is only 1.05 dB at most poorer than maximal ratio combining. However,
the improvement in the average SNR by for selection combining is slowly increasing with the
number of branches. Figure 3.14 shows the CDFs for the shifted selection combining for the
given M expressed as

M

x
M
− 

1
P (γ ≤ x) = 1 − e Γ  − Γ ∑ + Γ M
m =1 m



for shifted selection combining

(3.42)

and the CDFs for maximal ratio combining. From this comparison, it is clear that the advantage
of maximal ratio combining over for selection combining is due to the better average SNR
improvement.
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Figure 3.13 CDFs for for selection combining and maximal ratio combining computed
using (3.37) and (3.38).

Figure 3.14 CDFs for the shifted selection combining (SC) computed using (3.42) and
CDFs for maximal ratio combining (MRC) computed using (3.38).
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3.4 Adaptive Beamforming Techniques
This section discusses the three basic adaptive beamforming techniques. The techniques are
described in terms of their cost functions and their solutions. Although details of beamforming
techniques are found in the literature, usually their derivations and their notational
representations are very different. We will briefly present important expressions in a consistent
manner. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 explain the principles of the angle diversity system that will be
presented with field-measured data later.

3.4.1 Adaptive Arrays
Figure 3.15 shows a general adaptive array system. The basic difference between diversity
systems and adaptive arrays is that an adaptive array system may try to suppress interference
signals and may use feedback from the output to adjust the weights to optimize some metric or
cost function.

Now for simplicity, we rewrite (3.8) to (3.12) to include the interference

components for a narrow band adaptive array system:

y (t ) = w H u(t ) =

M

∑ w [b
m=1

*
m

m

(t ) s (t ) + im (t )] =

ys (t ) + yi (t )

(3.43)

u(t ) = b(t ) s (t ) + i (t )

(3.44)

ys (t ) = w H b(t ) s (t )

(3.45)

yi (t ) = w H i (t )

(3.46)

where

w

= [ w1

w2 L wM ]T

(3.47)

b(t ) = [b1 (t ) b2 (t ) L bM (t )]T

(3.48)

i (t ) = [i1 (t ) i2 (t ) L iM (t )]T

(3.49)
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Figure 3.15 Block diagram of an adaptive array system.
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and im is the sum of all the interfering signals plus noise at the mth branch. Equation (3.49) may
be written as

Ni

∑ s (t )b

i (t ) =

j

j =1

j

(t ) + n(t )

(3.50)

where b j (t ) represents the spatial signature for the jth interfering signal, s j (t ) , and N i is the
number of interfering signals.

3.4.2 Minimum Mean-Square Error
The minimum mean-square error (MMSE) algorithm chooses weight to minimize the meansquare error (MSE) between the beamformer output and the reference signal [Van88][Lit96]:

2

E[e 2 (t )] =

E[ d (t ) − w H u(t ) ]

(3.51)

where d (t ) is the reference signal. Its optimum solution is found as

w opt

= R −1r

(3.52)

r = E{d (t )u(t )}
=

R

{

(3.53)

}

E u(t )u H (t )

(3.54)

where (3.52) is the Wiener-Hopf solution. After some manipulation, (3.52) can be rewritten as

w opt

β

=
Ri

= β R i−1b

(3.55)

E{d 2 (t )}
1 + E{d 2 (t )} b H R u−1 b

(3.56)

{ }

(3.57)

= E i iH .
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3.4.3 Maximum Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio
The average signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) of (3.42) may be expressed as

2

SINR =

E { y s (t ) }

(3.58)

2

E{ yi (t ) }

 w H b s (t )(b s (t )) H w 
= E
 =
wHi i Hw



wH Rsw
w H Riw

(3.59)

where
Rs

=

2

E{ s (t ) } b b H

(3.60)

Equation (3.59) can be derived to an equation with a joint eigen problem. The optimum weight
of Maximum SINR (Max SINR) can be obtained by solving the following equation:
R i−1R s w = λmax w

(3.61)

where λmax is the optimum value of the SINR and w opt is an eigen vector corresponding to λmax .
After some manipulations, the optimum weight can be expressed as

w opt

β

=

= β R i−1b
E{d 2 (t )} H
b w opt .
SINR

(3.62)
(3.63)

3.4.4 Minimum Variance and Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance
Equation (3.43) can be written as
y (t ) = w H u(t ) = w H bs (t ) + w H i
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(3.64)

The minimum variance (MV) imposes constrains on (3.64) by
wHb =

g

(3.65)

bH w =

g* .

(3.66)

or

The variance of the output is given by
Var{ y (t )} = w H R w

= w H R sw

+ w H Riw .

(3.67)

The minimization of (3.67) constrained on (3.65) is equivalent to minimizing w H R i w . After
some manipulations, the optimum weight is expressed as

w opt

β

= β R i−1b

(3.68)

g
.
b R i−1b

(3.69)

=

H

Linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) imposes multiple constrains on (3.64). If
there is a fixed interference signal at a known direction φ , then it may be desirable to force zero
gain in the direction in addition to maintaining the response g to the desired signal [Van88]. This
is expressed as

b H (θ )
g* 
 H w =  .
b (φ )
0

(3.70)

If there are L < M linear constraints on w,
Cw = f

(3.71)
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where C is the M-by-L constraint matrix and f is L response vector. The constraints are assumed
to be linearly independent so C has rank L. Each linear constraint uses one degree of freedom in
the weight vector so with L constraints there are only M-L degrees of freedom available for
minimizing variance. Optimum weight of LCMV is given by

w opt

= R −1C [C H R −1C]−1 f .

(3.72)

3.4.5 The Relationship between Adaptive Beamforming and Maximal Ratio
Combining
It has been shown in the preceding sections that the optimum weights of the MMSE, Max
SINR, and MV can be expressed in the forms of w opt = β R i−1b . Although the different values of
scalar β are assigned to different techniques, they all achieve the same SINR, which is given as
[Lit96]

H
w opt
R s w opt

SINR =

H
w opt
R i w opt

β 2 E{s 2 (t )} b H R u−1b b H R u−1b
β 2b H R i−1b

=

= E{s 2 (t )} b H R i−1b .

(3.73)
(3.74)

Equation (3.74) is independent of β and dependent only on b and R i .
Now we compare the optimum SINR in (3.74) with maximal ratio combining when there are
no interfering signals. In that case, R i can be written as

Ri

σ n2,1
0 


2
σ n,2


=


O


σ n2,M 
 0
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(3.75)

which is the same as R n in (3.17). Then the optimum SINR in (3.74) and SNR of maximal ratio
combining in (3.22) are same. Also, optimum weight becomes w opt = β R −n1b which is the
exactly same weight used by maximal ratio combining.
In the case of a CDMA communication system, there are several multiple access interference
(MAI) users with the different PN sequences in the uplink. [Nag96] and [Del99] have shown
numerically for CDMA and analytically for W-CDMA system that R i is proportional to an
identity matrix and the interference is spatially white in a heavily loaded CDMA system. In that
case, the performance of maximal ratio combining is almost same as the adaptive array system.
When the noise level is low and there are a few interfering signals, adaptive arrays can
generate beam patterns with up to M-1 nulls in the directions of interference signals (as
explained with LCMV in previous section). If L constraints are used to suppress interference
signals, then only M-L degrees of freedom will be available for the maximal ratio combining of
the desired signal [Lee99]. If the number of significant interferers is greater than or equal to M
(the number of array elements), the array is called overloaded [Lib99]. The performance of the
optimum SINR with adaptive arrays in the multipath environment is more complicated.
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3.5 Multiple-Fixed Narrow-Beam Antennas
3.5.1 Fixed Beamforming Networks
An M-by-Q transformation matrix T characterizes a fixed beamforming network (BFN) that
relates the inputs from the M element array antennas to Q outputs. The relationship between the
inputs and outputs of the beamforming network is expressed by [Lib99]
y (t ) = T H u(t ) .

(3.76)

Typically, the beamforming network produces M outputs from M elements.

The M-by-M

Beamforming Networks Matrix (BFNM) is given by

T =

[w1

w 2 L w M ].

(3.77)

If the transformation matrix T is M-by-M with full ranks, then any adaptive array solution can be
obtained with the beamforming network. Figure 3.16 shows a simple four-by-four beamforming
matrix and its corresponding transformation T is given by [But61][Lib99].

T

H

=

 (1 − j )

2

 1
1
2  (−1 − j )

2

 −j


(1 + j )
2

−1
(1 − j )
2

−j
(1 − j )
2

−j
(1 + j )
2

−1
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(−1 − j ) 
2 .

1 

(1 − j ) 
2 
−j

(3.78)
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4
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-90° -90°

90° Hybrid Couplers

A2

A1

A4

Figure 3.16 Butler matrix implementation of a fixed beamforming network
(BFN) [But61][Lib99].
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A3

Figures 3.17 shows a set of power radiation patterns of the four orthogonal beams produced by
the beamforming network of Figure 3.16 using isotropic element antennas. Although all beam
power patterns have the same maximum value of 4 that is the number of the antenna elements,
the directivities of them are not equal. Because two outer beams, A1 and A4, have wider
beamwidth and greater sidelobe levels than two inner beams, A2 and A3, their antenna
directivities are also smaller than that of two inner beams. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the
relative power radiation patterns produced by (3.78) using isotropic element and 120° sector
antennas respectively compared to an isotropic antenna pattern. It is clear that the relative power
radiation patterns produced using 120° sector antennas are more close to each other than using
isotropic antenna.
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Figure 3.17 A set of power radiation patterns of the four orthogonal beams
produced by the beamforming network of Figure 3.16 using
isotropic element antennas.

Figure 3.18 Relative power radiation patterns of Figure 3.17 compared to
an isotropic antenna pattern.
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Figure 3.19 Relative power radiation patterns produced by the
beamforming network of Figure 3.16 using 120° sector
element antennas compared to an isotropic antenna pattern.
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3.5.2 Relationship between the Multiple-Fixed Narrow-Beam Antennas and
Adaptive Arrays
Figure 3.20 shows the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas followed by adaptive processors.
In this system, the signal and noise vectors before and after the transformation matrix T is related
by [Mon80]
s' = T H s

(3.79)

n' = T H n .

(3.80)

Then the output signal and noise are represented by

ys

= w ' H s' = w ' H T H s

(3.81)

yn

= w ' H n' = w ' H T H n .

(3.82)

If adaptive arrays without multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas have a weight vector w ' that
produces the output signal y s as expressed by

ys

= wHs ,

(3.83)

then, the corresponding weight vector w ' that produces the same output signal can be found
from the equation

w H = w 'H T H (or w = Tw ' )

(3.84)

w ' = (T) −1 w

(3.85)

and expressed as
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s1 , n1

s'1 , n'1

s2 , n2

s '2 , n '2

w'1

w'2

T

uM , nM

u 'M , n ' M

Σ

y (t )
= y s (t ) + yn (t )

w'M

Figure 3.20 Block diagram of multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB)
antennas followed by adaptive processors.
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as long as the transformation matrix T has full ranks (i.e. inverse of the matrix exists). However,
the output noise power produced by w ' and w related by (3.84) can be different, which can
result in a different SNR at the output. The output noise power from the adaptive arrays without
the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas may be expressed as

2

E ( w H n ) = E (w H n n H w )
= wH Rn w

= w'H T H R n T w' .

(3.86)
(3.87)

The output noise power from the adaptive processors with the multiple-fixed narrow-beam
antennas may be expressed as

2

E ( w 'H n' ) =

E ( w ' H n ' n' H w ' ) = w ' H R n ' w ' .

(3.88)

If the condition

R n'

= T H R nT

(3.89)

is met, two systems will have the same SNR performance. If identical array elements are used,
the noise correlation matrix can be expressed as

Rn

= σ n2 I .

(3.90)

= σ n2 T H T .

(3.91)

Then the condition in (3.89) is reduced to

R n'

If T H T = I , then R n ' = σ n2 I and the two systems have the same noise correlation matrix,
which produces the same noise power at the output for the weight vectors related by (3.84). The
transformation matrix T in (3.78) meets such conditions. This means that the array antennas and
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the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas used in the experiment followed by the maximal ratio
combining system produce exactly same output signals and SNR.
The equivalence of the optimum SINR of the adaptive arrays and the multiple-fixed narrowbeam followed by adaptive processors can be proven by

SINR

= s' H R i−'1s'
= ( T H s ) H ( T H R i T ) −1 ( T H s )
= s H T ( T H R i T ) −1 T H s
= s H ( T H R i ) −1 T H s
= s H R is

(3.92)

where R i and R i ' are the interference plus noise correlation matrix of the two systems. Matrix
inversion lemma C( AC) −1 = A −1 is used in the proof.
As a conclusion, the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas followed by adaptive processors
and the adaptive arrays are equivalent in terms of maximal ratio diversity combining and any
adaptive processing if T has full ranks and the condition T H T = I is met.

Thus, our

measurement result obtained from the panel antennas for angle diversity can be also interpreted
as the result of the four-element array without beamforming network in terms of maximal ratio
combining and any adaptive processing.
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Chapter 4
Smart Base Station Antenna Testbed
4.1 Base Station System
4.1.1 The Smart Base Station Antenna Testbed Configuration
The smart base station hardware at Virginia Tech consists of a mobile transmitter unit,
antenna assembly, receiver assembly, and data acquisition assembly as shown in Figure 4.1. An
assistant operator with the mobile transmitter unit is equipped with a cellular phone for the twoway voice communication with the operator at the base station. Figure 4.2 illustrates the overall
concept of the simultaneous measurement with the space, polarization, and angle diversity
systems in multipath environments.
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Figure 4.1

Telephone

Configuration of the smart base station hardware.
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Figure 4.2

Eight-channel smart base station testbed for the space, polarization,
and angle diversity comparison in multipath environments.
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4.1.2 The Base Station Antenna Assembly
The base station antenna assembly consists of one panel antenna with 4×30° beams, two
sector antennas, and one ±45° slanted dual polarized antenna. The 4×30° panel antenna covers
120°, sector antennas cover 95°, and the dual polarized antenna covers 90°. All have a vertical
beamwidth of about 15°. The three antenna subsystems have a total of eight outputs connected
to an eight-channel receiving system with the channel designations shown in Table 4.1. Channel
S1 is used as a reference channel through the measurement and calibration process.

Table 4.1
Assigned Channel Name

Channel Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Symbol

S1

P1

P2

A1

A2

A3

A4

S2

Note: S = space diversity antenna, P = Polarization diversity antenna, A = Angle diversity antenna

Figure 4.3 shows antenna assembly with the 95° sector (S1), dual polarized (P), 4×30° narrow
beam (A), and 95° sector antennas (S2) on top of the six story high building. The height of the
antenna assembly is 30 m from the ground. The order of the narrow beams is counted from outer
left (A1) to outer right (A4). The polarization of P1 is 45° slanted to the right (like /) and of P2 is
to the left (like \). The separation between the 95° sector antennas is about 3 m (8.5 wavelengths
at 842 MHz).
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S1

A1 to A4

P 1, P 2

3m

Figure 4.3

Smart base station antenna assembly.
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S2

4.1.3 The Receiver Assembly
The superheterodyne and the direct-conversion (DC) receivers are the most popular modern
receivers. Compared to the superheterodyne receiver, the DC receiver has a much better dynamic
range and filtering is performed in the base band [ARR01]. Figure 4.4 shows the base station
receiver and data acquisition assembly connected to the antenna assembly. Figure 4.5 shows the
block diagram of the single signal direct conversion receiver that can reject the noise and signals
on one sideband of the local oscillator (LO).
With the image rejection in the direct-conversion receiver, image noise power is suppressed
and there is a 3 dB NF improvement. However, this requires in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
radio frequency (RF) signals from LO and audio frequency phase shift. We used the mini R2
receiver [Cam93] but replaced the mixers with TUF-2 mixers that operate at up to 1 GHz.
To achieve high image signal suppression, the phase difference should be as close as possible
to 90° and power should be as balanced as possible. We implemented these IQ signals by
adjusting the lengths of the RG–188 coaxial cables repeatedly. Power balance is adjusted by the
gain of the power combiner in Figure 4.5. All eight receivers have about a 40 dB or better image
rejection at the frequency of 842 MHz, and several MHz of deviation from 842 MHz will have
negligible impact on the performance of the receivers.
All eight receivers are built with individual shielding cases. DC power connectors and audio
output connectors are used to reject RF signals. The noise figure (NF) of this receiver is known
to be about 20 dB without using low noise amplifier (LNA). Using an LNA with a 31 dB gain
and 0.9 dB NF, the overall noise figure of the receiver is close to the noise figure of the LNA.
However, the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is also reduced due to an increase in power
level by the LNA. The noise input power level is around –135 dBm with the LNA and is
reduced to about –145 dBm with digital band pass filtering in the post processing.
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Figure 4.4

Base station receiver and data acquisition assembly.
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The block diagram of the receiver for one of the eight channels.
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4.1.4 The Data Acquisition Assembly
Output signals from the direct-conversion receivers are connected into a data acquisition
board using the connector block. The data acquisition board has the following characteristics:
16-bit analog-to-digital (A/D), 100 kS/sec, adjustable 40 dB gain, and real time stream into the
PC hard drive. This 16-bit A/D, equivalent to a 90 dB ((16−1) × 6 = 90 dB) dynamic range, is
enough for our experiment. The eight-channel sampling can have a maximum of 12.5 kS/sec.
For the high-speed data logging into the PC hard drive, data are written in binary format using
two bytes for one sample. Due to the size of the data file, 6.25kS/s per channel is used and the
frequency of the down converted signal is usually adjusted to 1.2 kHz so that the sampling rate
will be about five times higher than the signal.
Figure 4.6 shows the screen used to monitor one of eight simultaneous channels in the time
and frequency domain.
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Figure 4.6

A screen used to monitor one of eight channels in both the time and
frequency domain.
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4.2 The Mobile Unit
The mobile test cellular telephone used as a transmitter has a maximum output of 3 Watts. Its
power attenuation can be adjusted from states 0 to 7 in steps of 4.0 dB. A half-wavelength
dipole antenna is used as the mobile transmitting antenna and a whip antenna is used on top of a
car for driving speed measurements. Figure 4.7 shows an assistant operator equipped with a
mobile unit.
Measurements are performed along the straight routes with three different dipole antenna
orientations at each location. The first orientation of the dipole antenna is vertical, the second is
horizontally polarized and orthogonal to the direction of movement, and the third is horizontally
polarized and parallel to the direction of movement. We chose the start and stop points with
landmarks like street lamps or room numbers. The coordinates of all measurements sites are
obtained later using electronic maps in AutoCad format. The position accuracy is about 1 m or
less for outdoor measurement sites. Before every measurement, the power levels of the signals
are adjusted by monitoring the signal level via a computer program so that signal does not
saturate and is not too weak. Because the two operators can communicate each other using the
cellular phone, the start and stop points are synchronized by voice over the cellular phone.
Based on measurement experience, the accuracy of this synchronization is within about 1 second.
Considering that the recording duration is from 30 seconds to 120 seconds, this method can be
considered accurate.
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Figure 4.7

An assistant operator equipped with the mobile transmitter unit.
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4.3

Theoretical Mean Effective Gain of Base Station
Antennas

An experiment procedure to measure the gain of a mobile terminal antenna in a multipath
environment was introduced by [Dav77]. An expression for the mean effective gain (MEG) of a
mobile terminal antenna was introduced later to analyze the reduced mean effective gain in
multipath environments relative to its gain in a free space [Tag88][Tag90]. Recently, a few
researchers have reported measured mean effective gains of high gain base station antennas are
also reduced in urban multipath environments [Gre99a][Gre99b][Zet00]. In this dissertation,
theoretical mean effective gain is derived to analyze the measured mean effective gains of the
base station antennas.
When a transmitting mobile terminal antenna moves in a multipath environment over a
random route, the mean effective gain of a receiving base station antenna, Ge , is obtained using
the following equation [Tag90][Oga01]:

Ge =

Prec
P1 + P2

(4.1)

where Prec is the power received by the actual base station antenna, P1 is the mean power that
would be received by a θ -polarized isotropic antenna, and P2 is the mean power that would be
received by a φ -polarized isotropic antenna. The total mean incident power arriving at the
receiving antenna, averaged over the route, is P1 + P2 . The mean received power of the base
station antenna, Prec , is expressed as follows [Jak93]:

Prec = ∫

2π
0

π
∫ {PGθ (θ ,φ ) Sθ (θ ,φ ) + P Gφ (θ ,φ )Sφ (θ ,φ )} sin θ dθ dφ
0

1

2

(4.2)

where Gθ (θ , φ ) and Gφ (θ , φ ) are the θ and φ components of the receiving antenna power gain
pattern, respectively, and Sθ (θ , φ ) and Sφ (θ , φ ) are the θ and φ the power components of
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incoming plane waves, respectively; See Fig. 4.8. The orientation angle of the mobile terminal
antenna in the x-y plane, β , is assumed to be random because of the random orientations of the
mobile terminal.
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Sθ (θ , φ ) and Sφ (θ , φ ) satisfy the following condition:
2π

π

0

0

∫ ∫

Sθ (θ , φ ) sin θ dθ dφ = ∫

2π
0

∫

π
0

Sφ (θ ,φ ) sin θ dθ dφ = 1

(4.3)

This the same property of the pdf (probability density function) used in statistics, they will be
called as angular power probability density functions of the incoming plane waves in this
treatment. Gθ (θ , φ ) and Gφ (θ , φ ) in (4.2) also satisfy the conditions:
π π
∫ ∫ {Dθ (θ ,φ ) + Dφ (θ ,φ )} sin θ dθ dφ = 4π
2

0

0

(4.4)

where Dθ (θ , φ ) and Dφ (θ , φ ) are the component directivities of the antenna [Tag90] and are
related to the gains by the radiation efficiency: Gθ (θ , φ ) = eθ Dθ (θ , φ ) and Gφ (θ , φ ) = eφ Dφ (θ , φ ) .
Gθ (θ , φ ) and Gφ (θ , φ ) include losses on the antenna and nearby structures [Stu98]. Inclusion of
loss is critical for the mobile terminal antenna because a human operator or nearby objects can
absorb significant power. The ratio P1 / P2 represents the cross-polarization power ratio (XPR):

XPR =

P1
.
P2

(4.5)

XPR will change in the same environment depending on the polarization and the inclination
angle of the mobile terminal transmitting antenna. The expression for the mean effective gain
can be rearranged as

Ge =

1
P1 + P2

π π
∫ ∫ {PGθ (θ ,φ ) Sθ (θ ,φ ) + P Gφ (θ ,φ ) Sφ (θ ,φ )} sin θ dθ dφ
2

0

0

1

2

Also, (4.6) can be expressed in terms of XPR as in [Tag88][Tag90] instead of P1 and P2 .
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(4.6)

When the base station antenna is receiving signals, Gθ (θ , φ ) and Gφ (θ , φ ) are fixed in time
and are determined by the base station antenna type. Sθ (θ , φ ) , Sφ (θ , φ ) , and XPR depend on
the direction of a mobile user (θ u , φu ) , radiation pattern, and inclination angle α of the
transmitting mobile terminal antenna.

Base station antennas are usually located above

surrounding buildings and incident waves are confined to a very narrow vertical angle range
about θ = π / 2 . In this situation, Sθ (θ , φ ) and Sφ (θ , φ ) are considered as φ dependent only and
(4.6) is approximated as
2π
GV
⋅ ∫ {P1Gθ (φ ) Sθ (φ ) + P2Gφ (φ ) Sφ (φ )} dφ
P1 + P2 0

Ge ≈

(4.7)

where GV is a gain to account for the vertical pattern of the base station antenna. And, the mean
effective gain expressions for three types of base station diversity antennas considered in this
dissertation further reduce to:

Ge,S =
Ge, A =
Ge, P =

GV P1 2π
⋅
{GS (φ ) Sθ (φ )} dφ
P1 + P2 ∫0

(4.8)

2π
GV P1
⋅ ∫ {G A (φ ) Sθ (φ )} dφ
P1 + P2 0

(4.9)

2π
1 GV
⋅ ∫ GP (φ ){P1Sθ (φ ) + P2 Sφ (φ )} dφ
2 P1 + P2 0

(4.10)

where the subscript symbols S, P, and A represent space, polarization, and angle diversity,
respectively. Because the azimuth beamwidths of the space and polarization diversity antennas
are nearly the same, GP (φ ) can be approximated as GS (φ ) . If we assume that Sθ (φ ) ≈ Sφ (φ ) ,
then (4.10) can be approximated as

Ge, P ≈

GV 2π
⋅ GS (φ ) Sθ (φ )dφ
2 ∫0
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(4.11)

Frequently, relative gain is used to quantify the performance of an antenna relative to a
standard reference antenna such as half-wave dipole antenna [Stu98]. In this paper, the space
diversity antenna S1 in Figure 4.3 is chosen as the reference antenna because it has the same
pattern as the polarization diversity antenna and the same polarization as the angle diversity
antenna while the others have different patterns and polarizations. The mean effective gain of
the polarization and the angle diversity antennas relative to the space diversity antenna are
Ge, P P1 + P2 1 + XPR
≈
=
Ge,S
2 P1
2 ⋅ XPR

(4.12)

2π

Ge, A
=
Ge,S

∫ G (φ ) Sθ (φ )dφ
π
∫ G (φ )Sθ (φ )dφ
0
2
0

A

(4.13)

S

The ratio Ge, P / Ge,S in (4.12) depends only on XPR, whereas Ge, A / Ge,S in (4.13) is independent
of XPR and is determined by the azimuth power probability density function (APPDF) of
incoming plane waves, Sθ (φ ) .
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Chapter 5
Processing of Experimental Data
5.1 Measured Signals and Initial Data Reduction
The block diagram of the data processing and reduction procedures for handling the 245
measurement data files are shown in Figure 5.1.

Although many channel parameters and

numerous combinations of performance comparisons with different system configurations can be
obtained from the measurement data, it would be very time consuming to repeat the data
processing from the beginning for each parameter of interest. Therefore, a standard procedure is
used to process the measurement data files.
For the analysis of the diversity performance analysis, phase information is not necessary. At
first, the signal strength data (SSD) files are obtained from raw measurement files.

All

environmental information related to the SSD files is stored in another environment information
file that also contains parameters associated with the data.

The data processing program

calculates many parameters using the SSD files and stores them into parameter files. The
parameter files also contain many variables generated during previous data processing for future
applications. Examples of the parameters and variables included in the parameter files are
propagation path loss, mean effective gains, envelope correlation coefficients, diversity gains,
CDFs, and etc. Most results presented from this point forward are directly obtained from the
parameter files. If a desired parameter is not included in the parameter files, it is necessary to
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run a modified data processing program to obtain updated parameter files, which can require a
very long time.
Considerable care was taken to collect measured data and detailed environmental information
for various locations.

Many known measurement results were obtained from different

environments and conditions, but it is difficult to compare results from different measurement
campaigns. Our single integrated measurement program facilitates direct comparison.
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Measured Data File in LabView Format
•
•
•
•

2 Bytes/sample
Sampling rate of 6.25 kHz
*.bin
Not readable by other program language

Calibration Information

Measured Data File in Text Format
•
•
•

Signals in IF frequency (~1.2 kHz)
Sampling rate of 6.25 kHz
*.txt

•
•
•

Calibration matrix
Reference input power
Mobile TX power

Standard Signal-strength Data (SSD) Files

Environment Information

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

8 bytes/sample
Detected signal envelopes
Sampling rate of 1.25 kHz
Phase information is not included
*.mat

Coordinates of site
Measured distance
Environment tags
Orientation tags
In/Outdoor tags

Data Processing Program

Parameter Files

Visualization Program

Figure 5.1

Block diagram of the data processing and reduction procedure.
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5.2 Estimation of Local Mean
The instantaneous fading signal envelope received at the base station antenna, r(t), can be
separated into two factors [Lee85]: m(t), representing long-term signal fading (or local mean);
and f(t) representing short-term (Rayleigh) signal fading:
r (t ) = m(t ) ⋅ f (t )

(5.1)

The position of the mobile terminal, x, is related to time, t, through the constant speed of
transmitter, V:
x =V ⋅t

for x = [0, L ]

(5.2)

where L is the length of the measured path at each measurement site. The estimate of the local
mean, mˆ ( x ) at a position x, can be obtained from

mˆ ( x ) =

1
W

∫

x + W2
x − W2

r ( y ) dy

for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

(5.3)

where W is the moving average window size. W should be between 20λ and 40λ to handle
general situations including Rayleigh distribution and Rician distribution for the local mean
estimation procedure [Lee85]. The data were processed using W set to 40λ, which is 14.25 m at
the test frequency of 842 MHz.
A measured signal envelope of the reference signal S1 may be expressed as

rS1 ( x) = mS1 ( x) ⋅ fS1 ( x)

and its estimated local mean can be obtained from
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(5.4)

mˆ S 1 ( x ) =

1
W

∫

x + W2
x − W2

rS 1 ( y ) dy

for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

(5.5)

The measured length L ranged between 60 m and 120 m for outdoor conditions and between 35
m and 50 m for indoor conditions. A representative data set of M731EA for the conditions of the
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal, d = 1950 m, and L = 105 m is used for
all figures in this chapter. The measured signal envelope of S1 and its estimated local mean are
shown in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that differences of local means between two different
points could be about 8 dB in this measurement. Therefore, the effect of long-term fading should
be removed so that the diversity statistics are not biased. The estimated local mean plays a key
role for the performance comparisons of different systems. The local mean is removed to obtain
the short-term fading component of S1, fˆS1 ( x) , from the received signal envelope as follows:

rS ( x)
fˆS1 ( x) = 1
mˆ S1 ( x)

for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

(5.6)

The measured short-term fading component of S1 obtained using (5.6) is shown in Figure 5.3.
The mean value of fˆS1 ( x) is 1 that is equal to 0 dB. From now on, the estimated mˆ ( x) and fˆ ( x)
will be represented as m(x) and f (x) respectively for simplicity.
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Figure 5.2

The measured signal strength of S1, rS ( x) , and its estimated local
mean mˆ S ( x) . The data set of M731EA is used in the figure.
1

1

Figure 5.3

The short-term fading component fˆS ( x) obtained by removing
mˆ S ( x) from rS ( x) . The data set of M731EA is used in the figure.
1

1

1
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5.3 Comparisons between Local Means
Measured local means of eight channels are shown in Figure 5.4. The local means of the
space and polarization diversity antennas differ by about 1 dB between the channels for the
example data set of M731EA. Whereas, the local means of the angle diversity antennas show a
large power level difference up to 10 dB between the channels. However, the strongest local
means of the angle diversity antenna is about 3 dB better than the local means of the space
diversity antennas in this figure. We choose the antenna S1 as the reference antenna for space
diversity and P1 for polarization diversity to represent the performance with no diversity case.
For angle diversity, the local mean of the channel with strongest average power during the
measurement is chosen. We define the signal used to remove the long-term fading components
from the measured signal envelopes for the diversity gain calculation as a reference local mean
(RLM). The RLMs of three kinds of diversity systems for three orientations of the mobile unit
antenna are shown in Figure 5.5. The example RLMs of the three kinds of diversity antennas are
highly dependent on the orientations of the mobile unit antenna and can be different even
between H+ and H|| orientations; the orientations of the mobile unit antenna are discussed in
Section 4.2.
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Figure 5.4

Local means of the eight channels measured under identical conditions.
The data set of M731EA is used in the figure.
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(a) V orientation,
M731EA

(b) H+ orientation,
M731EB

(c) H|| orientation,
M731EC

Figure 5.5

RLMs of three kinds of diversity systems for three orientations of the mobile
terminal antenna. Data sets of M731EA, M731EB, and M731EC are used.
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5.4 Diversity Gain, Relative Diversity Gain, and Mean
Effective Gain
The long-term fading components should be removed from the received signal envelopes
before extracting diversity statistics because they can be differ by more than 10 dB during a
measurement runs and can bias the statistics. The short-term fading components are obtained
after removing the local means from the received signal envelopes as follows:

rS1 ( x)

fS1 ( x) =

f P1 ( x) =
f A MAX ( x) =

mS1 ( x)

rP1 ( x)
mP1 ( x)

rA MAX ( x)
mA MAX ( x)

Space diversity

(5.7)

Polarization diversity

(5.8)

for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

Angle diversity

(5.9)

where the subscripts, S1, P1, and AMAX, represent the reference antennas for each diversity
method. AMAX is the channel that has the highest average power in the angle diversity system at
each measurement. The mean value of the short-term fading components in (5. 7) to (5.9) is
unity, or 0 dB. The short-term fading components when selection combining is applied are
expressed as

fS,SC ( x) =
f P,SC ( x) =
f A,SC ( x) =

rS,SC ( x)
mS1 ( x)

rP, SC ( x)
mP1 ( x)

Space diversity

(5.10)

Polarization diversity

(5.11)

rA,SC ( x)
for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]
mA MAX ( x)

Angle diversity

(5.12)

Diversity gain, Gdiv, is obtained from the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the
short-term fading signals expressed by (5.7) to (5.12). Diversity gain is a measure of the
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composite signal improvement using multiple channels compared to the signal of a single
channel. The example data set of M731EA for conditions of d = 1950 m, L = 105 m, and vertical
mobile terminal antenna orientation is shown Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

5 m snapshots of the

measured signal powers and selection diversity combined signal powers are shown in Figure 5.6.
The CDFs corresponding to the signals of Figure 5.6 are shown in Figure 5.7. Diversity gain is a
measure of the improved effective signal level compared to the no-diversity case at a given
occurrence level in the CDFs. Alternatively, one can say that reliability will be increased for a
given fade level through the use of diversity. The diversity gain for space diversity, Gdiv,S, is
obtained from the CDFs of fS1 ( x) and fS,SC ( x) , as in Figure 5.7(a). The signals of the antenna
S1 equals or exceeds –19.2 dB relative to the mean signal level for 99 % of the time and the
selection diversity combined signal equals or exceeds –7.9 dB for 99 % of time. The diversity
gain Gdiv,S in this case is –7.9– (–19.2) = 11.3 dB at the 99% reliability level or 1% level in the
CDF. The diversity gain for angle diversity, Gdiv,A, is obtained from the CDFs of f A MAX ( x) and
f A,SC ( x) , as shown in Figure 5.7(b). The diversity gain Gdiv,A in this example is –10.3– (–17.6)
= 7.3 dB at 1% level. The diversity gain for polarization diversity, Gdiv,P, is obtained in the same
way.
If a choice is given to choose the best diversity system among different kinds of diversity
systems, it is desirable to choose a system that can achieve both high diversity gain and mean
effective gain (MEG). If a certain diversity system achieves high diversity gain at the cost of
low mean effective gain, then its performance can be poorer than another system that achieves
some diversity gain and some mean effective gain. One way to compare the performance of
different diversity antenna systems under identical conditions is to measure diversity
performance compared to a same reference antenna. We define the term relative diversity gain
as a measure of diversity performance compared to the reference antenna S1, and express it as
Grdiv. The performance of the angle diversity system can be simultaneously compared with the
reference antenna S1, as shown in Figure 5.6(c). For the relative diversity gain calculation, the
short-term fading components are normalized by the same local mean, mS1 ( x ) , and are expressed
as
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(a) rS1 ( x) and rS,SC ( x)

(b) rA MAX ( x) and rA,SC ( x)

(c) rS1 ( x) and rA,SC ( x)

Figure 5.6

Illustration of the measured diversity gain and relative diversity gain. 5 m
snapshots from the data set of M731EA with 105 m measured length is
used in the figures.
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fS1

fS,SC

(a) CDFs of f S1 ( x) and f S,SC ( x)

Gdiv,S at 1%

f A MAX

f A,SC

(b) CDFs of f A MAX ( x) and f A,SC ( x)

Gdiv,A at 1%

fS,SC
fS1
Gdiv,S at 1%

g A,SC

(c) CDFs of fS1 ( x) and g A,SC ( x)

Grdiv,A at 1%

Figure 5.7

Illustration of the measured diversity gain and relative diversity gain in the
CDFs corresponding to the signals of the data set of M731EA as shown in
the Figure 5.6: (a) Diversity gain of space diversity, (b) Diversity gain of
angle diversity, and (c) Relative diversity gain of angle diversity.
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g P,SC ( x) =

rP,SC ( x)
mS1 ( x)

g A,SC ( x) =

rA,SC ( x)
mS1 ( x)

Polarization diversity

Angle diversity

(5.13)

(5.14)

In the case of space diversity, Gdiv,S and Grdiv,S are always the same because the same reference
antenna S1 is used. The relative diversity gain of angle diversity, Grdiv,A, is obtained from the
CDFs of fS1 ( x) and g A,SC ( x) . The CDF of g A,SC ( x) in Figure 5.7(c) is about 3 dB shifted to the
right side compared to the CDF of f A,SC ( x) in Figure 5.7(b). The 3 dB shift is due to the 3 dB
higher mean effective gain of the angle diversity antenna compared to the reference antenna S1.
The relative diversity gain Grdiv,A at 1% level in this example is the difference between the value
of the CDF of fS1 ( x) –19.2 dB and the value of the CDF of f A,SC ( x) –7.3 dB, or –7.3– (–19.2) =
11.9 dB. The relative diversity gain of polarization diversity, Grdiv,P, is obtained in the same way.
The definition of the mean effective gain of the polarization diversity antenna relative to the
reference antenna S1 is expressed as

G e, P ( x )
G e, S ( x )

=

∫
∫

x + W2
x − W2
x + W2

x − W2

rP21 ( y ) dy
2
S1

r ( y ) dy

x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

(5.15)

where Ge, P ( x) and Ge,S ( x) is the mean effective gain of the polarization and space diversity
antenna at the given mobile terminal position x, respectively. And then, the average mean
effective gain of the polarization diversity antenna relative to the space diversity antenna at each
measurement, Ge, P / Ge,S , is obtained as

Ge ,P
1
=
Ge,S L − W

∫

L− W2
W
2
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Ge,P ( x)
dy
Ge,S ( x)

(5.16)

The average mean effective gain of the angle diversity antenna relative to the space diversity
antenna, Ge,A / Ge,S , is obtained in the same way.
Relative diversity gain is approximately the same as the sum of diversity gain and mean
effective gain at each measurement. This relationship can be expressed as

Gdiv,P

+ Ge,P / Ge,S

≅ Grdiv,P

Polarization diversity

(5.17)

Gdiv,A

+ Ge,A / Ge,S

≅ Grdiv,A

Angle diversity

(5.18)

The above equations are helpful to understand the physical meaning of the measured relative
diversity gains in Chapter 7.

5.5 Signal Cross-Correlation Coefficients
The cross-correlation coefficients of the signals between multiple antenna elements are used
to evaluate not only diversity combining systems but also generic array processing because the
ideal SINR of the array is a function of the array correlation matrix [Ert99]. There are three
types of cross-correlation coefficients measured from the complex signals, the signal envelopes,
and the signal powers. The complex signal correlation coefficient is expressed as [Col98]

ρs

=

E [V1V2* ]
E [V1V1* ] E [V2V2* ]

(5.19)

where V1 and V2 are the demean complex voltages. The signal envelope correlation coefficient
is expressed as [Col98]

ρe =

E [e1e2 ]
E [e12 ] E [e12 ]
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(5.20)

where e1 and e2 are the demeaned signal envelopes and are expressed in our definition as

e1 ( x) =

r1 ( x)
1
−
m1 ( x) L − W

e2 ( x) =

r2 ( x)
1
−
m2 ( x ) L − W

∫
∫

L − W2
W
2

L − W2
W
2

r1 ( x)
dy
m1 ( x)
r2 ( x)
dy
m2 ( x)

(5.21)
for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

(5.22)

where r1 ( x) and r2 ( x) corresponds to rS1 ( x) and rS2 ( x) for space diversity, rP1 ( x) and rP2 ( x) for
polarization diversity, and two strongest channels for angle diversity, respectively. The mean
value of (5.21) and (5.22) is 0. The signal power correlation coefficient is expressed [Col98]

ρp

=

E [ P1P2 ]
E [ P12 ] E [ P12 ]

(5.23)

where P1 and P2 are demeaned signal powers. The envelope correlation coefficient is the most
widely measured parameter to evaluate diversity system. In Rayleigh fading environments, it is
found that ρ s ≈ ρ e ≈ ρ p [Col98][Pie60][Egg93][Fee91][Ert99].
2

5.6 Power Imbalances
Average power level difference between the channels in a diversity system that is called as
power imbalance is also important parameter to characterize the performance of the diversity
system. To achieve high diversity gain, the power imbalance between channels must be within 2
dB [Lee98b]. The power imbalance of the angle diversity system is not only related to diversity
gain, but also the mean effective gain of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas. If
the power imbalance between the channels of the angle diversity system is small, it will achieve
large diversity gain large but with small mean effective gain. If the power imbalance is large, it
will achieve small diversity gain with large mean effective gain.

Therefore, large power

imbalance is not bad characteristic for the performance of the angle diversity system. The
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diversity performance of angle diversity must be expressed with relative diversity gain that was
defined in Section 5.4 instead of diversity gain.
The moving averaged power ratio between the branches during each measurement are
expressed as

Pratio,S ( x) =

Pratio,P ( x) =

Pratio,A ( x) =

∫
∫

x + W2
x − W2
x + W2
x − W2

x + W2

∫

x − W2

∫
∫
∫

x + W2
x − W2
x + W2

x − W2
x + W2
x − W2

rS22 ( y ) dy

r

(5.24)

Polarization diversity

(5.25)

r ( y ) dy
rP22 ( y ) dy
rP21 ( y ) dy

rA2MAX2 ( y ) dy
2
A MAX1

Space diversity
2
S1

for x = [ W2 , L − W2 ]

Angle diversity

(5.26)

( y ) dy

where AMAX1 and AMAX2 are the strongest and the second strongest channels of the angle
diversity system during each measurement, respectively.

And then, average the power

imbalances in dB at each measurement are expressed as

Pimb,S

=

 1
10 ⋅ log 
L −W

Pimb,P

=

 1
10 ⋅ log 
L −W

Pimb,A

=

 1
10 ⋅ log 
L −W

∫
∫

L − W2
W
2

L − W2
W
2

∫

L − W2
W
2


Pratio,S ( x) dx  (dB)


Space diversity

(5.27)


Pratio,P ( x) dx 


(dB) Polarization diversity

(5.28)


Pratio,A ( x) dx 


(dB) Angle diversity

(5.29)

Above equations are used to calculate the measured power imbalances presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Measured Channel Characteristics
This chapter presents measured channel characteristics graphically and curve fits are used to
model the data as a function of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal.
These results are used to analyze the measured performances of the diversity systems presented
in Chapter 7. A map, measurement sites, and propagation conditions around the base station are
presented in Section 6.1. Measured propagation path losses for different base-station diversity
antennas and the mobile terminal antenna orientations are presented and compared together in
Section 6.2.

Measured mean effective gains, envelope correlation coefficients, and power

imbalances for urban non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions are graphically presented versus
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal and summarized in tables in Sections
6.3 to 6.5. Measured channel characteristics for urban indoor NLOS and suburban NLOS
environment conditions are presented and summarized in Sections 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.

6.1 Measurement Sites
The base station was located on the roof of Whittemore Hall, a six-story building on the edge
of the core campus of the Virginia Tech. The height of the base station testbed was 30 m above
the ground. Measurements were made with the base station receiving the signal transmitted from
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the mobile terminal. The mobile terminal was operated in both urban and suburban sites as
indicated in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. All measurements weree performed along straight paths. The
length of measurement path, L, ranged between 60 m and 120 m for outdoor conditions and
between 35 m and 50 m for indoor conditions. At each measurement site, three measurements
were performed along the same path using a half-wavelength dipole antenna to cover three
orthogonal mobile terminal antenna orientations; vertical (V), horizontal while orthogonal to the
mobile terminal direction of travel (H+), and horizontal while parallel to the direction of the
mobile terminal motion (H||).
In the first phase of data collection, 151 sets of data collection at 51 measurement sites were
made in the urban 1 outdoor NLOS environment conditions with the mobile terminal located
within the coverage area. As shown in Figure 6.2, the heights of most buildings in the urban
NLOS measurement sites within the distance of 1.5 km from the base station were between 15 m
to 25 m and are between 5 m to 15 m for distances of more than 1.5 km. In the second phase, 64
sets of data were collected at 22 measurement sites in the urban indoor NLOS environment
conditions with the mobile terminal moving along a hallway inside of building. In the third
phase, the base station antenna assembly was located on the opposite side of the building and 21
sets of data collection at 7 measurement sites were made in suburban NLOS environment
conditions. The mobile terminal was located where buildings were sparsely distributed with the
heights between 5 m to 12 m. Also, additional nine sets of data collection at three measurements
sites were made in the LOS environment conditions, as shown in Figure 6.3.
Because some measurements were performed at different levels of multi-story buildings and
the corresponding coordinates are same, the total number of points in the Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is
less than the total number of 83 measurement sites. The marked locations are the mid-point of
the start and stop points of the measurement runs. In most cases, measured data with three
orientations of the mobile terminal antenna are available for each site. However, because a few
corrupted data sets were found after data collection, only one or two orientations are available for
a few of the measurement sites. The 245 sets of measurement data files in this dissertation
exclude those corrupted files.

1

Urban Environment: Hata model divides the definition of urban environment into two cases: medium-small city
and larg city. Large city model is applied when the building height average is more than 15 m [Hata80].
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Bore-sight for the
Suburban Environment

Bore-sight for the
Urban Environment

Figure 6.1

Map showing measurement sites of the mobile terminal around
the base station.
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Figure 6.2

Figure 6.3

Mobile terminal measurement sites for urban NLOS environment
conditions. The mobile terminal moved along a straight path during the
measurements at each site.

Mobile terminal measurement sites for suburban LOS and NLOS
environment conditions. The mobile terminal moved along a straight
path during the measurements at each site.
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6.2 Measured Propagation Path Losses
The base station measures mean received power for three diversity mechanisms
simultaneously: space diversity, Prec,S; polarization diversity, Prec,P, and angle diversity, Prec,A.
The antenna system used to accomplish this is described in Section 4.1.2. The mean received
power and path loss for each case are summarized in Table 6.1 and plotted in Figures 6.4 to 6.7
for the urban outdoor NLOS environment condition to illustrate the effect of different mobile
terminal antenna orientations. First-order least square polynomial curve fits are plotted as well.
If the incident waves have only vertically polarized components, then the cross-polarization
power ratio (XPR) in (4.5) becomes infinite and Prec,P/Prec,S becomes –3 dB. If the incident
waves have only horizontally polarized components, then XPR is 0 and Prec,P/Prec,S becomes
infinite. There always exists, however, a certain number of vertically polarized incident wave
components in real terrestrial propagation environments even if the mobile terminal antenna
orientation is horizontal (HPMS). Measured Prec,S at the distance of 1 km was about 10 dB lower
when the mobile terminal antenna was horizontal than when it was vertical (VPMS), as shown in
Table 6.1. The measured values of Prec,P was about 4 dB lower at the distance of 1 km when the
mobile terminal antenna was horizontal than when it was vertical. As a result, Prec,P/Prec,S was
about –3 dB at the distance of 1 km when the mobile terminal antenna was vertical but was about
+3 dB when the mobile terminal antenna was horizontal.
Propagation path loss is calculated from the measured Prec in dBm as

PL

=

PTx + GA,Tx + GA,Rx − Prec

(dB)

(6.1)

where PTx is the transmitting power in dBm, GA,Rx is the receiving base station antenna gain in
dB, and GA,Tx is the transmitting mobile terminal antenna gain in dB. Table 6.1 summarizes the
calculated propagation path loss from the measured Prec using the performance values: PTx = 3
Watt = 34.77 dBm, GA,Tx = 2.15 dB, and GA,Rx = 14.0 dB. Path loss is frequently modeled using
a log-distance mathematical form [Rap96]:
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PL(d ) =

PL(d 0 ) + 10 ⋅ n ⋅ log10 (d / d 0 )

(dB)

(6.2)

where n is the propagation path loss exponent and the d0 is the reference distance. The values of
n = 3.62 and PL = 119.5 dB at d = 1 km with the base station antenna for space diversity when

the mobile terminal antenna was vertical (see Table 6.1) are very close to those of n = 3.52 and
PL = 125.7 dB at d = 1 km obtained from the Hata model [Hat80] for an urban environment, as

shown in Figure 6.7. It is interesting to note that n is slightly larger when the mobile terminal
antenna orientation is horizontal.

Table 6.1
Measured Propagation Path Losses in the Urban Outdoor NLOS Environment

Base Station
Antenna Type

Mobile terminal is vertical
(VPMS)
n

Prec

PL

(d = 1 km)

(d = 1 km)

Mobile terminal is horizontal
(HPMS)
n

Prec

PL

(d = 1 km)

(d = 1 km)

Space

3.62

-68.6 dBm

119.5 dB

3.84

-78.3 dBm

129.2 dB

Polarization

3.53

-71.6 dBm

122.5 dB

3.68

-76.0 dBm

126.9 dB

Angle

3.38

-65.9 dBm

116.8 dB

3.64

-75.5 dBm

126.4 dB
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Figure 6.4

Figure 6.5

Measured mean received powers for the space diversity, Prec,S, in urban
outdoor NLOS environments.

Measured mean received powers for polarization diversity, Prec,P, in
urban outdoor NLOS environments.
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Figure 6.6

Measured mean received powers for angle diversity, Prec,A, in
urban outdoor NLOS environments.

Figure 6.7

Measured propagation losses for space diversity in urban
outdoor NLOS environments.
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6.3 Measured Mean Effective Gains
Definitions, theoretical expressions, and physical meaning of mean effective gain (MEG) are
discussed in Section 4.3 and mathematical expressions to calculate measured mean effective
gains from experimental data are explained in Section 5.4. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the
measured mean effective gain values versus distance between the base station and the mobile
terminal in the urban NLOS environment. Third-order least square polynomial curve fits are
also plotted. When the mobile terminal antenna orientation is vertical, theoretical mean effective
gain of the ±45° slanted polarization diversity antenna compared to the vertically polarized
reference antenna S1 is –3 dB in free space and the measured values of Ge,P / Ge,S in the urban
multipath environment is about –2.5 dB at the distance of 1 km, as shown in Figure 6.8. When
the mobile terminal antenna orientation is horizontal, the measured values of Ge,P / Ge,S in the
urban multipath environment are about 2.5 dB at the distance of 1 km and increase with distance.
The angle diversity antenna with 30° azimuth beamwidths has about 5 dB higher mean
effective gain in free space compared to the reference antenna S1 that has 95° azimuth
beamwidth. The measured values of Ge,A / Ge,S have the lowest values of about 1 dB at the
distance of 300 m and increase up to about 4.5 dB at the distance of around 2 km as shown in
Figure 6.9. Frequently, Lee’s [Lee73] circular scattering region model is used to explain why
wide separation between antenna elements is required for spatial diversity at the base station.
The same model can be used to explain why the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antenna for angle
diversity in the urban environment achieves higher measured values of Ge,A / Ge,S at the longer
distance, as seen in Figure 6.9. The same size of a multipath scattering region around the mobile
terminal appears smaller and may have smaller angle spread seen from the base station at the
longer distance. Reduced Ge,A / Ge,S values at the distance of about 5 km may be due to hilly
terrains that may have much wider angle spread than the multipath scattering region around the
mobile terminal. Note that no definitive conclusions are possible at the distance of about 5 km
since the results are obtained only from nine measurements at three sites.
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Figure 6.8

Measured mean effective gain values for polarization diversity, Ge,P / Ge,S , in
urban NLOS environments. The curves represent fits to the measured data.

Figure 6.9

Measured mean effective gain values for angle diversity, Ge,A / Ge,S , in urban
NLOS environments. The curves represent fits to the measured data.
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6.4 Measured Envelope Correlation Coefficients
Definitions and mathematical expressions of envelope correlation coefficients are explained
in Section 5.5. The measured envelope correlation coefficients, ρ e , versus the distance between
the base station and the mobile terminal in the urban outdoor NLOS environment are shown in
Figures 6.10 and 6.11. Table 6.2 summarizes the mean values and standard deviations of the
envelope correlation coefficients for different scenarios. The measured envelope correlation
coefficients of spatial diversity, ρ e ,S , are about 0.2 and increase with the distance regardless of
the mobile terminal antenna inclinations. The increased ρ e ,S at the longer distances in urban
environments are explained by the decreased multipath angle spread (see Lee’s vector channel
model in Section 2.4.1).
The envelope correlation coefficients for polarization diversity, ρ e ,P , are highly dependent on
both the distance and the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna. When the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical, the measured envelope correlation coefficients for
polarization diversity are about 0.6 at the distances up to 1 km and decrease toward 0.3 with the
increasing distance. When the inclination of the mobile antenna is horizontal, the measured
envelope correlation coefficients for polarization diversity are about 0.25 and slowly decrease at
the distances up to about 2 km and then increase again with the distances. This result means that
polarization diversity is more effective when the mobile antenna is horizontal.

The high

envelope correlation coefficients for polarization diversity ρ e ,P at the short distances may be
explained by reduced chance of multipath scattering between the base station and the mobile
terminal.
The measured envelope correlation coefficients for angle diversity, ρ e,A , are obtained using
the strongest and the second strongest channels during each measurement.

The measured

envelope correlation coefficients for angle diversity are about 0.3 at short distances, increase up
to 0.7 at the distances up to 1.5 km, and then remain about 0.7 for the distances greater than 1.5
km. It is interesting to note that the envelope correlation coefficient for angle diversity is lower
than that for polarization diversity when the mobile terminal antenna is vertical and the distance
is less than 1 km in urban NLOS environments.
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Table 6.2
Measured Envelope Correlation Coefficients in Urban NLOS Outdoor Environments

Measurement
Environment Condition

Urban Outdoor
VPMS

Urban Outdoor
d < 1 km, VPMS

Urban Outdoor
d > 1 km, VPMS

Urban Outdoor
HPMS

Base Station
Antenna Type

Envelope Correlation
Coefficients
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Space

0.19

0.19

Polarization

0.47

0.20

Angle

0.59

0.27

Space

0.14

0.20

Polarization

0.59

0.14

Angle

0.42

0.27

Space

0.23

0.18

Polarization

0.39

0.19

Angle

0.69

0.21

Space

0.21

0.16

Polarization

0.25

0.20

Angle

0.57

0.24
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Figure 6.10 Measured envelope correlation coefficients in urban NLOS outdoor
environments when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical.

Figure 6.11 Measured envelope correlation coefficients in urban NLOS outdoor
environments when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is
horizontal.
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6.5 Measured Power Imbalances
Measured power imbalances between the two channels for space and polarization diversity in
urban NLOS environments are shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, and summarized in Table 6.3.
The measured power imbalances for both diversity methods have the mean values of around 0.95
dB and are within 2.5 dB in most cases. They are well balanced for good diversity gain and do
not show significant dependency on the distance between the base station and the mobile
terminal.
The measured power imbalances between the two strongest channels for angle diversity in
urban NLOS environments are shown in Figures 6.14. The measured power imbalances increase
with the distance up to around 2 km and then decrease. This trend is nearly the same for the
measured mean effective gains, as shown in Figure 6.9.

The observed values of power

imbalance for angle diversity vary from 1 to 8 dB, and thus are greater than those for space and
polarization diversity.

Table 6.3
Measured Power Imbalances in Urban NLOS Environments
for Space and Polarization Diversity Methods

Mobile Terminal
Antenna Orientation

Base Station
Antenna Type

Mean

Standard Deviation

Space

0.94 dB

0.61 dB

Polarization

0.97 dB

0.75 dB

Space

0.92 dB

0.63 dB

Polarization

0.92 dB

0.69 dB

VPMS

HPMS
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Figure 6.12 Measured power imbalance between two channels for the space
diversity system in urban NLOS environments.

Figure 6.13 Measured power imbalance between two channels for the
polarization diversity system in urban NLOS environments.
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Figure 6.14 Measured power imbalance between the two strongest channels
for the angle diversity system.
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6.6 Measured Channel Characteristics in Urban Indoor
Environments
Many measurements were also made for the mobile terminal at various levels of multi-story
buildings and sites in urban microcell environments. The mobile terminal was occasionally
located a few floors above ground in the indoor environments. The locations of the indoor
measurement sites in urban microcell environments as a function of story and the distance
between the base station and the mobile terminal are shown in Figure 6.15.
Measured mean effective gains and envelope correlation coefficients in urban indoor
environments for a various mobile terminal locations in the buildings are shown in Figures 6.16
to 6.19. When the mobile terminal is moving in the urban indoor NLOS environments, the
measured envelope correlation coefficients for space diversity, ρ e ,S , and for angle diversity, ρ e ,A ,
are higher than those when the mobile terminal is in the outdoor environment at the same
distance. But the measured envelope correlation coefficients for polarization diversity, ρ e ,P , are
lower than that when the mobile terminal is in the outdoor environment at the same distance.
When the mobile terminal is moving inside of a building, its height above the ground is
frequently much higher than for the outdoor measurements. This may increase the values of
envelope correlation coefficients for space and polarization diversity in the indoor environment.
The measured envelope correlation coefficients for polarization diversity may decrease in the
indoor environment because the electromagnetic waves penetrate through the walls of the
buildings.
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Figure 6.15 Number of stories (altitude) of the indoor measurement sites versus
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal in urban
microcell environments.
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Figure 6.16 Measured mean effective gains for polarization diversity, Ge,P / Ge,S , in
urban indoor environments.

Figure 6.17 Measured mean effective gains for angle diversity, Ge,A / Ge,S , in
urban indoor environments.
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Figure 6.18 Measured correlation coefficients in urban indoor environments when the
orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical.

Figure 6.19 Measured correlation coefficients in urban indoor environments when the
orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal.
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6.7 Measured Channel Characteristics in Suburban NLOS
Environments
Figures 6.20 and 6.23 show the measured mean effective gains and correlation coefficients in
suburban NLOS environments. The measured power imbalances for space and polarization
diversity in suburban NLOS environments are summarized in Table 6.3. It is interesting to note
that the measured power imbalances in suburban NLOS environments are smaller than those in
urban NLOS environments in Table 6.3, except for polarization diversity when the orientation of
the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal. Also, the measured correlation coefficients for angle
diversity are much higher than those for space and polarization diversity in suburban NLOS
environments.

This may be due to narrower multipath angle spread in suburban NLOS

environments than in urban NLOS environments.

Table 6.4
Measured Power Imbalances in Suburban NLOS Environments

Mobile Terminal
Antenna
Orientation

Base Station
Antenna Type

Mean

Standard Deviation

Space

0.59 dB

0.52 dB

Polarization

0.81 dB

0.49 dB

Space

0.64 dB

0.45 dB

Polarization

1.23 dB

0.84 dB

V-pol

H-pol
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Figure 6.20 Measured mean effective gain for polarization diversity, Ge,P / Ge,S , in
suburban NLOS environments.

Figure 6.21 Measured mean effective gain for angle diversity, Ge,A / Ge,S , in
suburban NLOS environments.
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Figure 6.22 Measured correlation coefficients in suburban NLOS environments
when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical.

Figure 6.23 Measured correlation coefficients in suburban NLOS environments
when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal.
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6.8 Summary
This chapter presented measured channel characteristics in graphic form with fitting curves
as a function of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. Measured
environment conditions were described using a map and plots of the measurement sites in
Section 6.1. Measured propagation path losses for different base station diversity antennas and
mobile terminal antenna orientations were obtained under identical conditions in Section 6.2.
The measured propagation path loss exponent and propagation path loss were very close to the
values obtained from the Hata model [Hata] for an urban environment.
Measured mean effective gains, envelope correlation coefficients, and power imbalances for
urban NLOS environment conditions were presented in Sections 6.3 to 6.5, respectively. The
measured mean effective gains of the polarization diversity antenna compared to the reference
antenna were highly dependent on the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna. The measured
mean effective gains of the angle diversity antenna compared to the reference antenna were
dependent on the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. The measured
correlation coefficients for polarization diversity in urban NLOS environments were very high at
the distance up to 1 km and decreased with distance when the orientation of the mobile terminal
was vertical. However, polarization diversity achieved very low correlation coefficient when the
orientation of the mobile terminal was horizontal. The measured envelope correlations for angle
diversity increased with distance between the base station and the mobile terminal in the urban
NLOS environments. Angle diversity achieved low envelope correlation coefficients when the
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal was less than 1km in urban NLOS
environments. The measured power imbalances for the space and polarization diversity antennas
had mean values of around 0.95 dB and were within 2.5 dB in most cases. Whereas, the
measured values of power imbalance for angle diversity varied from 1 to 8 dB, which were
greater than those for space and polarization diversity.
Measured channel characteristics for urban NLOS indoor environments and suburban NLOS
environments were presented in Section 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.
The channel characteristics presented in this chapter are used to analyze the performance of
the three reverse-link diversity methods in Chapter and the forward-link narrow-beamforming
system in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Performance of Diversity Systems
Wireless communication standards (AMPS, GSM, IS-136, IS-95, WCDMA, CDMA2000,
etc.) can implement diversity combining in different ways and may require different levels of
reliability improvement using diversity. In this chapter, the relative performances of diversity
systems are compared for various conditions: diversity antenna types, combining techniques,
distance between the base station and the mobile terminal, orientations of the mobile terminal
antenna, propagation environments, and reliability levels of interest. The general trends of
diversity system performances are presented so that the best system for the given situation can be
selected.
In this chapter, measured diversity performances are compared using diversity gain and
relative diversity gain. Definitions of diversity gain and relative diversity gain are explained in
detail in Section 5.4.

Sections 7.1 to 7.3 compares measured diversity gains and relative

diversity gains for space, polarization, and angle diversity methods when selection (SC), equal
gain (EGG), and maximal ratio combining (MRC) techniques are applied to the 215 sets of data
collected in urban NLOS environment conditions. The performances of the angle diversity
system with the two-branch diversity combining instead of the four-branch diversity combining
are presented in Section 7.4.

The measured diversity performances in suburban NLOS

environment conditions are presented using 21 sets of measured data in Section 7.5. Section 7.6
summarizes and discusses about the base station diversity methods. The measured diversity
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gains and relative diversity gains for various conditions are summarized in Table 7.1 in Section
7.6.
A received signal experiencing deep multipath fading significantly degrades quality-ofservice (QOC) in terrestrial wireless communication systems. It frequently causes call drop and
requires higher transmit power to meet the required fade margin for the given wireless
communication standard. In digital and wireless data communications, a frame of data sent
during the deep fading is usually lost. The probability to experience deep multipath fading is
better characterized at low probability levels such as the 1% and the 10% in the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the received signal.

Thus, it is common to evaluate the

performance of a certain diversity system using the diversity gain at the low probability levels
such as the 1% and the 10% in the CDF.
Average performance of the wireless communication systems is also very important and
frequently represented by the average or median value of the received signal strength or the
received signal power. In statistics, median is the value of a random variable at the 50%
probability level in the CDF. Thus, in this chapter, measured diversity gains and relative
diversity gains are presented and discussed not only at the 1% and the 10% levels, but also at the
50% level in the CDF to illustrate the trend of the average performance using different diversity
methods.
The properties of the received signals in terrestrial wireless communication systems are
random process.

Small number of measurement data cannot properly represent typical

performances of any terrestrial wireless communication systems. When many measurement data
points are graphically plotted, it is not always easy to directly recognize any trends from them.
Thus, least square polynomial curve fits of the measurement data are also plotted in the figures to
help recognize the trends.
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7.1 Comparisons of Diversity Methods for Selection
Combining
Definition and concept of selection diversity combining (SC) are discussed in Section 3.3.1.
Measured diversity gains and relative diversity gains in urban NLOS environment conditions
when selection combining is applied are plotted in Figures 7.1 to 7.4 for the 1%, 10%, and 50%
probability levels in CDFs. The figures show the impact of different mobile terminal antenna
orientations and the distances between the base station (BS) and the mobile terminal (MS).
Third-order least square polynomial curve fits are also shown in the figures.

7.1.1 Comparison between Space and Angle Diversity for Selection
Combining
The measured diversity gains with selection combining at the three probability levels in
urban NLOS environments are shown when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna
orientation is vertical in Figure 7.1 and when it is horizontal in Figure 7.2, respectively. It is
found from the measurement data for urban NLOS environment conditions that the average
values of the measured diversity gains for space diversity, Gdiv,S, are 8.9 dB at the 1%, 4.8 dB at
the 10%, and 2.2 dB at the 50% probability levels, as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 and
summarized in Table 7.3 in Section 7.6. The measured diversity gains for space diversity
decrease slightly as the distances between the base station and the mobile terminal, d, increase.
Also, the measured diversity gains for space diversity are nearly independent of the mobile
terminal antenna orientations. The measured diversity gains for space diversity at the 1% level
are about 10 dB at the distance of 2 km. The diversity gain of 10 dB at the 1% level is the
theoretical diversity gain found from Figure 3.13. As discussed in Section 5.4, the diversity gain
and the relative diversity gain for space diversity are the same in this dissertation since the
antenna S1 for space diversity is used as the reference antenna. Thus, the measured diversity
gains for space diversity in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are the same as the measured relative diversity
gains for space diversity in Figure 7.3 and 7.4, respectively.
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The measured diversity gain for angle diversity, Gdiv,A, represent the improved reliability
compared to the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antenna with no-diversity. The measured diversity
gains for angle diversity are nearly independent of the mobile terminal antenna orientations, as
shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The measured diversity gains for angle diversity are high at the
short distances but rapidly decrease as the distances increase. The measured diversity gains for
angle diversity at the 50% level decrease as the distances increase to 2 km and are negligible at
the distances between 1 km and 4 km, as shown in Figures 7.1(c). These results mean that the
selection diversity combining techniques applied to the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas for
angle diversity achieves high diversity gain at lower probability levels and short the distances,
but provides low diversity gain at the higher probability levels and the long distances.
Relative diversity gain allows us to compare the performance of different diversity antenna
systems under identical conditions and measures diversity performance compared to a same
reference antenna, as explained in Section 5.4. The measured relative diversity gains for angle
diversity, Grdiv,A, represent the improved reliability compared to the single reference antenna S1
that is used for space diversity. The measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity are 8.9
dB at the 1% and 4.7 dB at the 10 % levels, as shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 summarized in
Table 7.3 in Section 7.6. These values are nearly the same as the measured diversity gains for
space diversity at the 1% and the 10% levels for the various distances and the mobile terminal
antenna orientations. However, the measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity at the
50% level are about 2 dB at the distance of 300 m and increase up to about 4.5 dB at the distance
of 2 km, as shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
There is a trade-off relationship between the measured mean effective gain for angle
diversity in Figure 6.9 and the measured diversity gains for angle diversity in Figures 7.1 and 7.2
while the measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity are nearly constant over distance
at the 1% and 10% levels in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The selection diversity combining technique
for angle diversity provides high diversity gain at the short distances but low diversity gain at the
long distances. Whereas, the multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas used for angle
diversity achieve high mean effective gain at the long distances but low mean effective gain at
the short distances compared to the wide beam reference antenna S1 that is used for space
diversity, as shown in Figure 6.9. Also, the impact of the different mobile terminal antenna
orientations is insignificant on the diversity performance between angle diversity and space
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diversity, as shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.4. It is important to note that the plotted measured data
points of diversity gains, relative diversity gains, and mean effective gains for angle diversity
show large deviation from the fitting curves for the distances of less than 1.5 km compared to
those for space and polarization diversity.

7.1.2 Comparison between Space and Polarization Diversity for Selection
Combing
The measured diversity gains for polarization diversity, Gdiv,P, represent the improved
reliability compared to the 45° slanted polarization diversity antenna with no-diversity. The
measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity, Grdiv,P, represent the improved
reliability compared to the vertically polarized reference antenna S1 that is used for space
diversity. It is found from the measurements for urban NLOS environment conditions that the
measured diversity gains for polarization diversity are comparable to the measured diversity
gains for space diversity, but the measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity
highly depends the orientations of the mobile terminal antenna.
When the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical, the measured diversity gains
for polarization diversity at the various probability levels are about 1 to 2 dB lower at distance of
150 m to 1.5 km and approach to the measured diversity gain for space diversity as the distances
increase, as shown in Figure 7.1. When the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal, the measured
diversity gains for polarization diversity at the various probability levels are generally close to
the diversity gains for space diversity, as shown in Figure 7.2. The measured diversity gains for
polarization diversity in urban NLOS microcell environments are different for different
orientations of the mobile terminal antenna, which is due to the very different envelope
correlation coefficients for different orientations of the mobile terminal antenna; See Table 6.2
and Figures 6.10 and 6.11.
The measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity are several dB lower than
those for space diversity when the mobile terminal antenna is vertical, as shown in Figure 7.3.
But the measured diversity gains for polarization diversity are several dB higher than those for
space diversity when the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal, as shown in Figure 7.4. This is
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due to the very different mean effective gains for polarization diversity in Figure 6.9 for the
different orientations of the mobile terminal antenna. The measured relative diversity gains for
polarization diversity tend to increase as the distances increase regardless of the mobile antenna
orientations and the probability levels, as shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.1

Measured diversity gains with selection combining at the three probability
levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the mobile
terminal antenna is vertical. Third-order least square polynomial curve fits are
also shown.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.2

Measured diversity gains with selection combining at the three probability
levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the mobile
terminal antenna is horizontal.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.3

Measured relative diversity gains with selection combining at the three
probability levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.4

Measured relative diversity gains with selection combining at the three
probability levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is horizontal.
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7.2 Comparisons of Diversity Methods for Maximal Ratio
Combining
Definition and concept of maximal ratio combining (MRC) are discussed in Section 3.3.2.
The measured diversity gains and relative diversity gains in urban NLOS environment conditions
when maximal ratio combining is applied and the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is
vertical are plotted in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 for the 1%, 10%, and 50% probability levels in the
CDFs as functions of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. Third-order
least square polynomial curve fits are also shown in the figures. Since the impact of the different
mobile terminal antenna orientations can be deduced using the presented results with selection
combining in the previous section, measured results only for the vertical orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna are presented in this section.
Figure 7.5 shows the measured diversity gains with maximal ratio combining at the 1%, 10%,
and 50% probability levels in urban NLOS environment conditions. The average values of the
measured diversity gains for space diversity, Gdiv,S, in urban NLOS environment conditions are
10.4 dB at the 1%, 6.3 dB at the 10%, and 3.7 dB at the 50% levels in the CDFs. These about
1.5 dB higher diversity gains with maximal ratio combining compared to the diversity gains with
selection combining are consistent with the theoretical diversity gain differences between
selection combing and maximal ratio combining at the corresponding probability levels
presented in Section 3.3.4. The measured values of 11.5 dB diversity gain for space diversity
with maximal ratio combining at the 1% level at the distances of 1 km to 3 km are the same as
the theoretical diversity gain that can be found from Figure 3.13.
Table 7.1 compares the measured diversity gains for angle diversity when selection
combining and maximal ratio combining are applied. The values in Table 7.1 are obtained from
the fitting curves at the given distances and probability levels. At the distance of 300 m,
maximal ratio combining provides 2.5 to 3.1 dB increased diversity gain compared to selection
combining. At the distance of 2 km, maximal ratio combining provides 3 dB increased diversity
gain at the 1% level but only 1.3 dB higher diversity gain at the 50% level compared to selection
combining.
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The measured average values of the relative diversity gains for angle diversity, Grdiv,A, are
12.0 dB at the 1% and 7.5 dB at the 10% probability levels in urban NLOS environment
conditions, as shown in Figure 7.6. The measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity are
0.5 to 2 dB higher than those for space diversity for the different distances and the probability
levels, as shown in Figure 7.6. These results indicate that angle diversity is about 1dB better
than space diversity in urban NLOS environments when maximal ratio combining is applied.
Both the measured diversity gains and the measured relative diversity gains for polarization
diversity with maximal ratio combining are increased by 1.5 dB compared to those with selection
combining regardless of distance and probability levels: compare Figures 7.5 and 7.6 with
Figures 7.1 and 7.3, respectively. Because both the space and the polarization diversity with
maximal ratio combining achieve about 1.5 dB increased gain compared to selection combining,
relative performance between space and polarization diversity does not show a significant
difference between selection and maximal ratio combining. This 1.5 dB increased gain is also
independent of the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna.

Table 7.1
Comparison of the Measured Diversity Gains for Angle Diversity when Selection
Combining (SC) and Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) are applied.

d = 300m

d = 2 km

Probability in
CDF

SC

MRC

SC

MRC

1%

8.0 dB

11.1dB

4.0 dB

7.0 dB

10%

3.6 dB

6.5 dB

0.5 dB

2.7 dB

50%

1.3 dB

3.8 dB

0 dB

1.3 dB
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.5

Measured diversity gains with maximal ratio combining at the three
probability levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.6

Measured relative diversity gains with maximal ratio combining at the three
probability levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
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7.3 Comparisons of Diversity Methods for Equal Gain
Combining
Definition and concept of equal gain diversity combining (EGC) is discussed in Section 3.3.3.
The measured diversity gains and relative diversity gains with equal gain combining in urban
NLOS environment conditions when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical are
plotted in Figures 7.7 to 7.8 for the 1%, 10%, and 50% probability levels in the CDFs as
functions of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. Third-order least
square polynomial curve fits are also shown in the figures.
Figure 7.7 shows the measured diversity gains with equal gain combining at the 1%, 10%,
and 50% probability levels in urban NLOS environment conditions. The measured average
values of the diversity gains for space diversity, Gdiv,S, in urban NLOS environment conditions
are 9.8 dB at the 1%, 5.7 dB at the 10%, and 3.2 dB at the 50% levels in the CDFs. These about
1.0 dB higher diversity gains with equal gain combining compared to those with selection
combining are consistent with the theoretical diversity gain difference between selection
combining and equal gain combining presented in Section 3.3.4. The measured values of about
11 dB diversity gain for space diversity with equal gain combining at the 1% level at the
distances of 1 km to 3 km are the same as the theoretical diversity gain that can be found from
Figure 3.13.
Table 7.2 compares the measured diversity gains for angle diversity when selection
combining and equal gain combining are applied. The values in Table 7.2 are obtained from the
fitting curves at the given distances and the probability levels. At the distance of 300 m, equal
gain combining provides 1.6 to 2.1 dB higher diversity gain compare to selection combining. At
the distance of 2 km, equal gain combining provides 2.0 dB higher diversity gain at the 1% level
but 0.4 dB lower gain at the 50% level compared to selection combining.
When selection combining or maximal ratio combining is applied, the diversity gain in dB is
always positive. When equal gain combining is applied, however, it can be negative if there are
channels that contribute more noise power than signal powers. The –0.4 dB diversity gain for
angle diversity with equal gain combining at the 50% level at the distance of 2 km is a good
example of such a case, as shown in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.7(c). If there is a channel that has
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significantly low average signal power than the other channels, it could be better not to use the
channel in the case of equal gain combining.
The measured average values of the relative diversity gains for angle diversity, Grdiv,A, are
11.0 dB at the 1%, 6.2 dB at the 10%, and 3.8 dB at the 50% levels for urban NLOS environment
conditions, as shown in Figure 7.8. The relative diversity gains for angle diversity are 0 to 1 dB
higher than those for space diversity for different distances and probability levels, as shown in
Figure 7.8.
Both the measured diversity gains and the measured relative diversity gains for polarization
diversity with equal gain combining are increased by 1.0 dB compared to those with selection
combining regardless of the distances and the probability levels: compare Figures 7.7 and 7.8
with Figures 7.1 and 7.2. Because both the space and the polarization diversity with equal gain
combining achieve about 1.0 dB increased gain compared to selection combining, the relative
performance between space and polarization diversity does not show a significant difference
between selection combining and equal gain combining. This 1.0 dB increased gain is also
independent of the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna.

Table 7.2
Comparison of the Measured Diversity Gains for Angle Diversity when Selection
Combining (SC) and Equal Gain Combining (EGC) are applied.

d = 300m

d = 2 km

Probability in
CDF

SC

EGC

SC

EGC

1%

8.0 dB

10.1 dB

4.0 dB

6.0 dB

10%

3.6 dB

5.6 dB

0.5 dB

1.4 dB

50%

1.3 dB

2.9 dB

0 dB

-0.4 dB
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.7

Measured diversity gains with equal gain combining at the three probability
levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the mobile
terminal antenna is vertical.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.8

Measured relative diversity gains with equal gain combining at the three
probability levels in urban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
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7.4 Angle Diversity with Two-Branch Diversity Combining
So far we have presented the measured performances of the angle diversity when four-branch
signals among twelve-channels are used for diversity combining, as shown in Figure 3.6. The
required number of channels of the angle diversity system for effective diversity combining, M,
depends on the typical multipath angle spread of a given environment, as discussed in Section
3.2. In this section, the measured performances of the angle diversity system with two-branch
combining (M = 2) in Figure 7.9 are investigated. Also, so far we have presented diversity
performance on the reverse link (or uplink) where multi-channel signals can be instantly
combined. Current communication systems use only one transmit base station antenna per sector
on the forward link (or downlink). When a mobile user moves from one sector to another in the
three-sector configuration, the base station simultaneously transmits the signals for the user from
two transmit antennas covering different sectors to support soft handoff operation of the mobile
terminal in CDMA systems. The received signals transmitted simultaneously from the two base
station transmit antennas are maximal ratio diversity-combined with RAKE receivers within the
mobile terminal [Lee98a], as shown in Figure 7.10. The results to be presented in this section
can be used to predict the forward link diversity performance when the mobile terminal
diversity-combines received signals simultaneously transmitted from the two best serving narrow
beam antennas among N-narrow beam base station antennas in Figure 7.9.

More detailed

discussions about the application of multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas as a
forward-link beamforming system are provided in Chapter 8.
The measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and fourbranch diversity combining are presented in Figures 7.11 to 7.13.

The measured relative

diversity gains of angle diversity with two-branch combining are noted as “Angle(2)” in the
figures. In the angle diversity system with selection combining, the measured relative diversity
gains at the 1% level with two-branch combining are 1 to 2 dB lower compared to those with
four-branch combining, as shown in Figure 7.11(a). However, the measured relative diversity
gains for the angle diversity with two-branch combining are nearly the same as those with fourbranch combining at the 10% and 50% levels when selection combining is applied, as shown in
Figures 7.11(b) and (c). When maximal ratio combining is applied, the measured relative
diversity gain for the angle diversity with two-branch combining at the 10% level are 1 to 2 dB
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lower compared to those with four-branch combining, as shown in Figure 7.12. When equal gain
combining is applied, the measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with twobranch combining at the 50% level can be slightly higher than those with four-branch combining
at the distances from 1 km to 3.5 km, as shown in Figure 7.13.
Above results suggest that the number of branches used for diversity combining in the angle
diversity system should be carefully chosen considering the complexity of the system, combining
methods, required fade margin for the given wireless communication standard, and etc.
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Tx signal for a user

Rx signal for a user

Figure 7.9

Illustration of the angle diversity system with M-branch diversity
combining. The angle diversity system with two-branch diversity
combining means that M = 2 is used instead of M = 4 in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 7.10 Block diagram of the mobile terminal with RAKE receivers [Lee98a].
The mobile terminal can diversity-combine received signals from
different base station transmit antennas.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.11 Measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining at the three probability levels in urban NLOS
environments when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical and
selection combining is applied. The angle diversity with two-branch combining is
noted as ‘Angle(2)’ in the figure.
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Figure 7.12 Measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining at the 10% level in urban NLOS environments when
the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical and maximal ratio
combining is applied.

Figure 7.13 Measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining at the 50% level in urban NLOS environments when
the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical and equal gain
combining is applied.
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7.5 Diversity Performance for Suburban Environment
So far we have presented the measured diversity performances for urban NLOS environment
conditions. In contrast to urban environments, the diversity gains for space and polarization
diversity are known to be smaller for suburban and open rural environments. However, the mean
effective gain of the narrow beam antenna increases for such environments. Therefore, we can
expect that the relative diversity gain for angle diversity that incorporates both mean effective
gain and diversity gain will be greater than that for space and polarization diversity in suburban
and rural environments.

This means that angle diversity will provide better diversity

performance than space and polarization diversity in suburban and rural environments.
At first, we examine the diversity performance for suburban NLOS environment when
selection diversity combining is applied. The measured relative diversity gains with selection
combining in suburban environments are shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15. It can be found from
the plotted measurement data for suburban NLOS environment conditions that the average
values of the measured diversity gains for space diversity, Gdiv,S, are 9.6 dB at the 1%, 5.4 dB at
the 10%, and 2.6 dB at the 50% probability levels, as shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 and
summarized in Table 7.3 in Section 7.6.
The average values of the measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity, Grdiv,A, are
11.3 dB at the 1%, 7.2 dB at the 10%, and 5.6 dB at the 50% probability levels, as shown in
Figures 7.14 and 7.15. It is clear that the relative diversity gain with selection combining for
angle diversity is usually much higher that that for space diversity regardless of the orientation of
the mobile terminal antenna.
When the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical, the average values of the
measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity, Grdiv,P, are 5.3 dB at the 1%, 0.4 dB
at the 10%, and –2.0 dB at the 50% probability levels, as shown in Figure 7.14. These measured
relative diversity gains with selection combining for polarization diversity are about 5 dB lower
than those for space diversity when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
When the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal, the average values of the
measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity Grdiv,P are 9.2 dB at the 1%, 5.6 dB at
the 10%, and 3.0 dB at the 50% probability levels, as shown in Figure 7.15. It is very interesting
to see that the measured relative diversity gains with selection combining for polarization
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diversity are almost the same as those for space diversity when the orientation of the mobile
terminal antenna is horizontal. This means that the overall performance of polarization diversity
is inferior to that of space diversity in suburban environments.
Next, we examine the diversity performance for suburban NLOS environment when maximal
ratio diversity combining is applied. The measured relative diversity gains with maximal ratio
combining for suburban NLOS environments are shown in Figure 7.16.

The performance

difference between the angle and space diversity with maximal ratio combining is larger than
that with selection combining. The measured relative diversity gain with selection combining for
angle diversity are 1.7 dB higher at the 1% level than those for space diversity, as shown in
Figure 7.14 and summarized in Table 7.3 in Section 7.6. The measured relative diversity gain
with maximal ratio combining for angle diversity is 3.0 dB higher at the 1% level than those for
space diversity, as shown in Figure 7.16.
Finally, we compare the diversity performance for the angle diversity with two-branch
combing. The measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining are presented in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. When selection combining is
applied, the measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch combining
are nearly the same as those with four-branch combining, as shown in Figure 7.17.

When

maximal ratio combining is applied, the measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity
with two-branch combining are slightly lower than those with four-branch combining, as shown
in Figure 7.18.
It is clear that angle diversity is the best choice among the three diversity methods for
suburban NLOS environments, regardless of the combining techniques. Also, it is confirmed
that the angle diversity with two-branch diversity combining is as good as that with four-branch
diversity combining for suburban NLOS environments.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.14 Measured relative diversity gains with selection combining at the 50% level
in suburban NLOS environments when the orientation of the mobile terminal
antenna is vertical.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.15 Measured relative diversity gains with selection combining at the three
probability levels in suburban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is horizontal.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.16 Measured relative diversity gains with maximal ratio combining at the three
probability levels in suburban NLOS environments when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is vertical.
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(a) At the 1% level

(b) At the 10% level

(c) At the 50% level

Figure 7.17 Measured relative diversity gains for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining at the three probability levels in suburban NLOS
environments when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical
and selection combining is applied. The angle diversity with two-branch
combining is noted as ‘Angle(2)’ in the figure.
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Figure 7.18 Measured relative diversity gain for the angle diversity with two-branch and
four-branch combining at the 10% level in suburban NLOS environments
when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical and maximal
ratio combining is applied.
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7.6 Summary and Discussion about the Base Station
Diversity Methods
Table 7.3 presents the measured diversity gains and relative diversity gains for different
measurement environments, mobile terminal antenna orientations, and diversity combining
methods, and various probability levels. The data in the table were explained in Section 7.1, 7.2,
7.3, and 7.5.
This experiment campaign confirmed what others have found that the base station space
diversity with wide separation between antenna elements achieves low correlation and thus high
diversity gain.

The measured diversity gains for space diversity do not show significant

differences for various propagation scenarios in urban and suburban NLOS environments.
The measured relative diversity gains for polarization diversity are better than those for space
diversity when the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal but are worse when
the orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical in the urban NLOS environment.
Therefore, it is desirable to choose the polarization diversity method when the orientation of the
mobile terminal antenna is slanted, but is undesirable when the orientation of the mobile terminal
antenna is vertical. However, polarization diversity shows significant diversity performance
degradation compared to space diversity in a suburban NLOS environment.
Angle diversity provides high diversity gain at the short distances where the multipath angle
spreads are wide. Also, the measured relative diversity gains for angle diversity are nearly
constant for various distances in urban environments. Improved reverse-link performance at the
short distances is critical to alleviate the near-far problem in CDMA communication systems.
Higher mean effective gain and lower diversity gain at the long distances implies that the
multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas for angle diversity experience narrower multipath angle
spread at the long distances, which is a very important characteristic for rejecting co-channel
interference between non-adjacent cells that reuse the same frequency band in TDMA or AMPS
cellular communication systems [Car00]. In CDMA systems, the average signal-to interferenceand-noise ratio (SINR) of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas will be improved by an
amount equal to mean effective gain on both of reverse and forward links while achieving
additional reliability improvement with angle diversity on the reverse link.
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The reverse-link performance of wireless communication systems can be improved by
increasing the number of receiving antenna elements for diversity. However, the performance
improvement with added hardware complexity increases cost. Usually, it is desired to find the
most cost effective solution for the given situation. Theoretically, it is possible to improve the
reliability of a wireless communication system by increasing the number of antenna elements
through space and polarization diversity. However, a practical space diversity system may have
only two antenna elements per sector in the three-sector configuration due to the large separation
required to maintain low correlation coefficients between channels.

Two widely separated

polarization diversity antennas may have four uncorrelated and balanced branches, which is the
practical maximum number of branches for effective diversity combining with space and
polarization diversity. The number of antenna elements for angle diversity implemented with
linear arrays and beam-forming network (BFN) is not limited to four. The angle diversity system
can achieve better performance by using many more than four antenna elements.
The advantages and disadvantages of different base station diversity methods are
summarized in Table 7.4. Base station diversity methods are not limited to the three diversity
methods presented in this dissertation and also can be implemented in combinations to maximize
the performance for a given scenario but with added cost and complexity. This is an important
topic for future study.
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Table 7.3
Measured Diversity Gain (Gdiv) and Relative Diversity Gain (Grdiv) in dB

Environm.

# of
Meas.

Diversity
Combing

SC3
Urban
(d < 1 km)

122

EGC4
MRC5

SC
Urban
(d > 1 km)

93

EGC

MRC

SC

Suburban

21

EGC

MRC

Prob.
at
CDF

Relative Diversity
Gain (dB)

Diversity Gain (dB)
Space

Polarization
VPMS

1

HPMS

2

Angle

Polarization
VPMS

HPMS

Angle

10 %

4.8

3.8

5.0

2.6

0.9

6.2

4.8

1%

8.9

7.8

9.1

6.6

5.1

10.1

9.0

10 %

5.7

4.7

5.9

4.0

1.9

7.0

6.2

1%

9.8

8.7

10.0

8.6

6.0

11.0

11.0

10 %

6.3

5.3

6.5

5.1

2.4

7.6

7.4

1%

10.5

9.3

10.6

9.6

6.6

11.6

12.0

10 %

4.9

4.4

4.6

1.3

2.0

7.2

4.6

1%

9.3

8.9

9.0

5.5

6.3

11.8

8.9

10 %

5.7

5.3

5.6

2.7

2.9

8.2

6.1

1%

10.2

9.8

9.9

7.7

7.2

12.6

11.1

10 %

6.3

5.9

6.1

3.9

3.4

8.7

7.2

1%

10.8

10.4

10.5

8.6

7.8

13.3

12.1

10 %

5.4

4.6

4.4

2.6

0.4

5.6

7.2

1%

9.6

9.1

8.5

6.5

5.3

9.2

11.3

10 %

6.3

5.6

5.4

3.3

1.3

6.6

8.0

1%

10.4

10.1

9.5

8.2

6.3

10.2

13.0

10 %

6.9

6.1

5.9

4.9

1.9

7.1

9.5

1%

11.1

10.7

10.0

9.4

6.9

10.7

14.1

1

VPMS: The orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is vertical
HPMS: The orientation of the mobile terminal antenna is horizontal
3
SC: Selection Combining
4
EGC: Equal Gain Combining
5
MRC: Maximal Ratio Combining
2
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Table 7.4
Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of the Base Station Diversity Methods

Diversity
Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

1. Diversity gain is nearly the same for
various conditions in urban and

Space

suburban environments.

1. Wide separation between antenna
elements.
2. Practically limited number of antenna
elements per sector in a cellular
tower.

1. Very compact size.

1. Poor performance when the mobile

2. Better performance than space
diversity when the mobile terminal

Polarization

antenna is horizontal.

terminal antenna is fixed to vertical.
2. Significantly degraded performance
in suburban environments.

3. Desirable in dense urban
environments.
4. Good performance when the mobile
terminal is inside of a building.
1. Relative diversity gain is the same as
that for space diversity in urban

2. Reduced mean effective gain at a

environments and is better in suburban

short distance in dense urban

environments.

environments.

2. High mean effective gain on both of

Angle

1. Increased complexity and cost.

the reverse and forward links.
3. Directional interference rejection.
4. Compact size.

3. Undesirable in a small cell size due
to reduced mean effective gain at a
short distance.
4. To achieve high mean effective gain,

5. Desirable in a large cell size to achieve

the height of the base station antenna

higher mean effective gain at a longer

should be higher than surrounding

distance.

buildings.
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Chapter 8
Narrow-Beam Smart Base Station Antennas
Digital cellular voice communication uses equal data traffic on the reverse link (or uplink)
and the forward link (or downlink), but requires better reverse link performance due to the
limited transmit power of mobile terminals. Second generation (2G) wireless communication
systems did not anticipate the use of data communication applications, such as wireless Internet
applications. Internet traffic is asymmetric and has about ten times more received data than
transmitted data at the terminal. Forward-link beamforming is one of the promising solutions for
increasing forward-link capacity and can be implemented with multiple-fixed narrow-beam
(MFNB) antennas or digital beamforming.
In previous chapters, we have presented investigated results to improve the reverse-link
performance using base station diversity methods. This chapter investigates how much forwardlink capacity can be increased in a real urban NLOS multipath propagation environment
condition using forward-link narrow-beamforming techniques compared to a conventional threesector base station antenna system.
Section 8.1.1 summarizes the mathematical expressions for the vector channel impulse
response that can be found in the literature. Section 8.1.2 derives the vector channel movingaverage power response expressions from the vector channel impulse response and re-expresses
them with vector mean effective gain (MEG). In Section 8.2, a forward-link beamforming
system using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas is described. Implementation and operation
of the forward-link beamforming system are explained in Section 8.2.1 and the modeled
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performance is mathematically derived using the moving-average power vector channel response.
In Section 8.3, vector mean effective gain is derived as a function of a mobile user direction and
the physical meaning is discussed. Section 8.4 summarizes the representative multipath azimuth
power probability density function (APPDF) models that can be found in the literature.
Section 8.5 presents simulation results of vector mean effective gain to illustrate the impact
of the multipath angle spread on the performance of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station
antennas using the APPDF models described in Section 8.4. Also, computed forward-link
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) gains are presented using the measured vector quasi-meaneffective-gain (QMEG). Section 8.6 presents measured SIR gains as a function of both angle
and distance between the base station and the mobile user. Also presented is the average SIR
gain as a function of the coverage radius. A binning process is used to obtain the polynomial
fitting curves of the measured SIR gains as a function of both the angle and the distance between
the base station and the mobile user. Section 8.7 presents a new mobile user angle estimation
algorithm for terrestrial multipath fading environments using multiple-fixed narrow-beam
antennas and the experimental results. There exist several angle-of-arrival (AOA) estimation
algorithms that use array antennas, but this algorithm enables the forward-link fixedbeamforming system in Section 8.2 to estimate the angle of mobile users without additional
installation of array antennas. Since the AOA algorithms are not a necessary feature for the
forward-link fixed-beamforming system, this angle estimation algorithm should be considered as
a value added feature of using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas.
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8.1 Vector Channel Response
This section derives vector channel moving-average power response (VCMPR) from the
vector channel impulse response (VCIR) to show that it is possible to experimentally calculate
the performance of the forward-link beamforming system explained in Section 8.2 using the
measured vector channel moving-average power responses (VCMPR).

Also, the physical

meaning of the vector moving-average power vector channel response is discussed using the
vector mean effective gain (VMEG) expressions in Section 8.1.3.

8.1.1 Vector Channel Impulse Response
The channel response of the signal arriving at the output of the mth base station antenna from
the jth mobile terminal is modeled using channel impulse response (CIR) [Lib99]:

h j ,m (t ) =
=

∑ {a

m

(θ , φ ) ⋅ α j ,l (t ) ⋅ δ (t − τ j ,l (t ))}

m

(θ , φ ) ⋅ ρ j ,l (t ) ⋅ e

L j (t )
l =1

∑ {a

Lj (t )
l =1

j ( 2πf j , l ( t ) t +ψ j , l ( t ))

(8.1)

}

⋅ δ (t − τ j ,l (t ))

(8.2)

where

α j ,l (t ) = ρ j ,l (t ) ⋅ e

j ( 2πf j , l ( t ) t +ψ j , l ( t ))

(8.3)

and L j (t ) is the number of multipath components, am (θ , φ ) is the amplitude and phase response
of the mth base station antenna, ρ j ,l (t ) is the amplitude response, ψ j ,l (t ) is the carrier phase shift,

τ j ,l (t ) is the time delay, and f j ,l (t ) is the Doppler shift of the lth multipath component of the jth
mobile terminal. All channel parameters change with time because the position of the jth mobile
terminal will be changed with time. The vector channel impulse response (VCIR) includes the
AOA components and is expressed as
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h j (t ) =
=

∑ { a(θ

j ,l

∑ { a(θ

j ,l

Lj (t )
l =1

L j (t )
l =1

, φ j ,l ) ⋅ α j ,l (t ) ⋅ δ (t − τ j ,l (t ))}

, φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ j ,l (t ) ⋅ e

j ( 2πf j , l t +ψ j , l )

(8.4)

}

⋅ δ (t − τ j ,l (t ))

(8.5)

where a(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) is the magnitude and phase response vector of the base station antennas at the
direction of (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) and expressed as

a(θ , φ ) =

[a1 (θ ,φ )

a2 (θ ,φ ) L

am (θ , φ ) L aM (θ , φ )]

H

(8.6)

where am (θ , φ ) is related with the directivity of the mth base station antenna as a function of
angle, Dm (θ , φ ) , as

am (θ , φ )

2

= Dm (θ , φ ) = Dm ⋅ f m (θ , φ )

2

(8.7)

where f m (θ , φ ) is the power radiation pattern of the mth base station antenna that has the
2

maximum value of unity and Dm is the directivity the mth base station antenna expressed as
[Stu98]

Dm

=

4π

∫

Ω

f m (θ , φ ) dΩ
2

(8.8)

Note that the directivity Dm (θ , φ ) is defined as the ratio of the power intensity in a certain
direction to the average power radiation intensity that would be radiated by an isotropic source
and directivity Dm that is quoted as a single number without reference to a direction is the
maximum value of the directivity Dm (θ , φ ) [Stu98]. In the case of array antennas with isotropic
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elements, a(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) is called as the steering vector, which is a function of the array antenna
geometry and the AOA, (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) :

[1

a(θ , φ ) =

a2 (θ , φ ) L

am (θ ,φ ) L aM (θ , φ )]

H

(8.9)

where
am (θ , φ ) = e jβ ( xm cos(φ ) sin(θ )+ ym sin(φ ) sin(θ )+ z m cos(θ ))

(8.10)

and β = 2π / λ is the phase propagation factor. The isotropic antenna elements are located at
position ( xm , ym , zm ) and element 1 is at origin. We will consider the general case expressed
from (8.6) to (8.8). The received signal vector at the base station receivers transmitted from the

jth mobile terminal is obtained as

u j (t ) =
=
=

[u
∫

j ,1

t

−∞

(t ) L u j ,m (t ) L u j ,M (t )

= s j (t ) * h j (t ) + n(t )

T

s j (t − λ ) ∑ { a(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ α j ,l (t ) ⋅ δ (t − τ j ,l (t ))} dλ + n(t )

(8.11)

Lj (t )

(8.12)

l =1

∑ { a(φ

Lj (t )
l =1

]

j ,l

) ⋅ α j ,l (t ) ⋅ s j (t − τ j ,l )} +

n(t )

(8.13)

where n(t ) is the noise vector at each base station antenna and u j ,m (t ) is the received signal at
the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth mobile terminal.
The narrow-band vector channel impulse response (NBVCIR) is expressed as [Lib99]

u j (t ) = s j (t − τ j , 0 )

∑ { a(φ

Lk ( t )
l =1

j ,l

) ⋅ α j ,l (t )}

+ n(t )

= s j (t − τ j , 0 ) b j (t ) + n(t )

where the term b j (t ) is the spatial signature of the narrowband channel and is expressed as
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(8.14)
(8.15)

b j (t ) =

∑ { a(θ
Lj

l =1

∑ { a(θ

j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ α j ,l (t )} =

Lj

l =1

j ,l

, φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ j ,l (t ) ⋅ e

j ( 2πf j , l t +ψ j , l )

}

(8.16)

8.1.2 Vector Channel Moving-Average Power Response
Presented here for the first time is a derivation of vector channel moving-average power
response (VCMPR) at the base station antennas from the jth mobile terminal, H j (t ) . The
moving-average received power at the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth mobile
terminal, U j ,m (t ) , is obtained using (8.11) as

U j ,m (t ) =

2
1 t +T / 2
u j ,m (t ) dt
∫
T t −T / 2

1 t +T / 2
=
T ∫ t −T / 2

∑{ a
Lj

l =1

L

=

m

(8.17)

(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ j ,l (t ) ⋅ e

{

}

}

{

}

j
2
2
1 t +T / 2
s
(
t
−
τ
)
dt
⋅
am (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ 2j ,l (t )
∑
j
j ,l
∫
T t −T / 2
l =1

Lj

{

}

= S j (t ) ⋅ ∑ am (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ 2j ,l (t )
l =1

Lj

{

2

}

= S j (t ) ⋅ ∑ Dm (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ 2j ,l (t )
j =1

+

+

Nm

Nm

2

⋅ s j (t − τ j ,l ) + nm (t ) dt

2
2
1 t +T / 2 j
2
a
(
θ
,
φ
)
⋅
ρ
(
t
)
⋅
s
(
t
−
τ
)
dt
∑
m
j
l
j
l
j
l
j
j
l
,
,
,
,
T ∫ t −T / 2 l =1
L

=

j ( 2πf j , l t +ψ j , l )

(8.18)

+

Nm

(8.19)

+

Nm

(8.20)

(8.21)

(8.22)

where T is the size of the moving-average window, S j (t ) is the moving-average transmit signal
power at the output of the jth mobile terminal, N m is the average noise power received at the mth
base station antenna, and Dm (θ , φ ) is the directivity of the mth base station antenna as a function
of angle explained in Section 8.1.1. The purpose of the above moving-average process is to
remove the fast-fading components that change rapidly and randomly due to the rapid and
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random phase changes over the window size T and to obtain the slow-fading components from
the received signal powers. The window size of T used in the moving-average process must be
not too large so that ρ j ,l (t ) is nearly constant during the integration but large enough so that the
following relationship is valid:

1 t +T / 2 j ( 2πfk , i t +ψ k ,i ) − j ( 2πfk ,l t +ψ k ,l )
e
⋅e
dt
T ∫ t −T / 2

1 if
= 
0 if

i=l
i≠l

(8.23)

The narrow-band moving average power at the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth
mobile terminal can be obtained using (8.13) and gives the same result as U j ,m (t ) in (8.20).
The vector channel moving-average received power (VCMRP) at the base station antennas
transmitted from the jth mobile terminal, U j (t ) , is written compactly as
U j (t ) = S j (t ) H j (t ) + N

(8.24)

where N is the vector average noise power and H j (t ) is the vector channel moving-average
power response (VCMPR) at the base station antennas transmitted from the jth mobile terminal
and expressed as

H j (t ) =

∑ { D(θ

L j (t )
l =1

j ,l

}

, φ j ,l ) ⋅ ρ 2j ,l (t )

(8.25)

where D(θ , φ ) is the vector directivity of the base station antennas and expressed as
D(θ , φ ) =

[D1 (θ ,φ )

D2 (θ , φ ) L

Dm (θ , φ ) L DM (θ , φ )] T

(8.26)

where Dm (θ , φ ) is the directivity of the mth base station antenna as a function of angle, as
expressed in (8.7) and (8.8).

Note that the H j (t ) in (8.25) depends on both ρ 2j ,l (t ) and

D(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) . ρ 2j ,l (t ) depends on the given propagation environment between the base station and
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the jth mobile terminal, and usually cannot be controlled.

However, the vector directivity

D(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) can be controlled if the antenna patterns are changed so that more signal power can

be transmitted or received between the base station and the jth mobile terminal.

8.1.3 Physical Meaning of the Vector Channel Moving-Average Power
Response
In this section, we investigate the physical meaning of the vector channel moving-average
power response by comparing it with the case when an isotropic base station antenna is used.
When a moving-average transmit power S j (t ) is transmitted from the jth mobile terminal, the
moving-average received signal power that would be received by an isotropic base station
antenna, U j ,iso (t ) , is obtained using (8.22) as

Pj ,iso (t ) =

∑ {S

Lj (t )
l =1

j

}

(t ) ⋅ ρ 2j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l )

(8.27)

Note that nose power is not included in the above equation. Then, the general case movingaverage received power U j ,m (t ) at the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth mobile
terminal in (8.20) can be expressed using Pj ,iso (t ) in (8.27) as

U j ,m (t ) =

=


 S j (t ) ρ 2j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) 
 +
 Dm (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ 
∑

P
t
(
)
l =1 
j ,iso




L j (t )

Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ ∑ {Dm (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) ⋅ p j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l )} +

Nm

(8.28)

Lj (t )
l =1

Nm

(8.29)

where p j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) is the normalized received power of the lth multipath component transmitted
from the jth mobile terminal and expressed as
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p j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) =

S j (t ) ρ 2j ,l (θ j ,l , φ j ,l , t )

(8.30)

Pj ,iso (t )

and satisfies the condition:

Lj

∑p
l =1

j ,l

(θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) = 1

(8.31)

So far, we have assumed that the number of multipath component L j is finite and the multipath
components are incident from discrete directions (θ j ,l , φ j ,l ) toward the base station antenna. The
moving-average received power U j ,m (t ) at the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth
mobile terminal in (8.29) can be modified to include the situation when there exists an infinite
number of multipath components incident from continuous directions as

U j ,m (t ) = Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ ∫ Dm (θ ,φ ) ⋅ p j (θ , φ ) dΩ +
Ω

Nm

(8.32)

where p j (θ , φ ) is the normalized received power at the direction of (θ , φ ) transmitted from the
jth mobile terminal when an isotropic receive base station antenna is used and satisfies the
condition:

∫

Ω

p j (θ , φ ) dΩ

= 1

(8.33)

In fact, (8.32) is the same expression as mean effective gain (MEG) in (4.6) except that it does
not include the polarization effect of the base station antenna for simplicity in this treatment.
The function p j (θ , φ ) in (8.33) is the same as that of the pdf (probability density function) used
in statistics and it will be called an angular power probability density function of the jth mobile
terminal in this dissertation.
The vector moving-average received power for jth mobile terminal, U j (t ) , can be written
compactly as
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U j (t ) =

Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ G e , j (t ) + N

(8.34)

where G e , j (t ) is the vector mean effective gain for jth mobile terminal and expressed as

G e , j (t ) =

[G

e , j ,1

(t ) L Ge , j ,m (t ) L Ge , j ,M (t )

]

T

(8.35)

and Ge , j ,m (t ) is the mean effective gain at the mth base station antenna for the jth mobile terminal
and expressed as

Ge , j ,m (t ) =

∫

Ω

Dm (θ ,φ ) ⋅ p j (θ , φ ) dΩ

(8.36)

Because U j (t ) in (8.34) is the same as (8.24), we can express the vector channel movingaverage power response for the jth mobile terminal, H j (t ) , using the vector mean effective gain
for the jth mobile terminal, G e , j (t ) , as

H j (t ) =

Pj ,iso (t )
S j (t )

G e , j (t )

(8.37)

The vector channel moving-average response for the jth mobile terminal, H j (t ) , can be
experimentally measured when a set of base station antennas with the vector directivity D(θ , φ )
is given. Since the measured vector channel moving-average response H j (t ) , is proportional to
the vector mean effective gain G e , j (t ) which is determined by the angular power pdf for the jth
mobile terminal, p j (θ , φ ) , it is very important to understand the effect of angular power pdf
p j (θ , φ ) on the vector mean effective gain G e , j (t ) when the vector directivity D(θ , φ ) is given.
Section 8.5.1 present the simulated effect of various models of p j (θ , φ ) on the vector mean
effective gain G e , j (t ) when the vector directivity D(θ , φ ) is given.
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8.2 A Forward-Link Beamforming System
8.2.1 Implementation and Operation of the Forward-Link Beamforming
System
The channel impulse response h j ,m (t ) at the mth base station antenna from the jth mobile
terminal in (8.5) is the same for both the forward link and the reverse link according to the
reciprocity theorem [Har61]. If the same signal s j (t ) is transmitted from the mth base station
antenna, the received signal at the jth mobile terminal is obtained as

u j ,m (t ) = s j (t ) * h j ,m (t ) + nMS (t ) =

∫

t

−∞

s j (λ )h j ,m (t − λ , t )dλ + nMS (t )

(8.38)

which is the same expression as (8.12) except that the received noise at the mobile terminal,
nMS (t ) , is different. The operation of the base station antenna is not the same on both links. On
the reverse link, two base station antennas per sector are being used for the diversity combining
technique in conventional wireless communication systems. On the forward link, only one base
station antenna per sector is used to transmit signal toward mobile users within the coverage in
conventional three sector wireless communication systems.
If a base station has M antennas instead of one antenna for the forward link transmission, it
can select the best serving base station antenna among the M available base station antennas so
that the strongest received signal is achieved at the jth mobile terminal. The physical meaning of
selecting the best serving base station antenna among the M available antennas is to choose the
best channel response among the channel responses between the M base station antennas and the
jth mobile terminal. In such a system, the received signal strength at the mobile terminal will be
significantly improved compared to the conventional system while the transmitted signal power
that is physically radiated from the base station antenna for the jth mobile terminal is the same.
We examine the performance of the forward link beamforming system that is implemented
using multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas.

The forward link beamforming system

will increase the received signal strength at the mobile terminals while the total radiated power
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within the same bandwidth is nearly the same compared to the conventional three-sector base
station system. In wireless communication standards such as CDMA that simultaneously use the
same wide frequency band for many users, most the RF signals received at the mobile terminal
are the interference signals transmitted from the base station for the other users. Only small
fraction of the total radio frequency (RF) received signal at the mobile terminal is the desired
signal transmitted from the base station for the desired user. The increase of the desired received
signal strength for each user while the total radiated power for all users in the same frequency
band means the increase improve the signal power while the interference power is nearly the
same. That is to say, the RF signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for each user will be increased as
much as the desired signal power for each user is increased.
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate the conceptual operation of the forward-link beamforming
system implemented with three sets of four orthogonal-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas.
This system can achieve reverse-link reliability improvement using the angle diversity principle
as presented through Chapters 3 to 7. On the forward link, this system can choose the best beam
for jth mobile user among the twelve beams as shown in Figure 8.2. The best beam selected for
the forward link transmission will be different for each user because the mobile user angle seen
from the base station will be different from user to user. If there are total of J mobile users
uniformly distributed within the coverage area, the base station will transmit J/12 signals per
base station antennas in this example.

In Figure 8.2, the third base station antenna with

directivity D3 (θ , φ ) is chosen to transmit the signal for the jth mobile user. The second base
station antenna with directivity D2 (θ , φ ) transmits signals for J/12 users other than the jth mobile
user in the coverage area. Although the second base station antenna is not used for the jth mobile
user, certain amount of the transmitted power from the second base station antenna is received by
the jth user and contributes as interference. The amount of interference power from the mth base
station antenna for the jth user can be obtained using h j ,m (t ) . Section 8.2.3 explains how to
calculate the performance of the forward link beamforming system using the vector channel
moving-average power response.
As explained in Section 6.1, 215 sets of narrow band measurements data at 73 measurement
sites for the urban NLOS environment condition were collected using one set of four orthogonal
-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas at the same location while the mobile terminal moved
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within the ±45° coverage area from the bore-sight of the base station. Since the multiple-fixed
narrow-beamforming system has nearly the same patterns for every 30° interval and our interest
here is the statistical performance, it is reasonable to assume that the performance of the
beamforming system characterized within 120° can represent the performance for 360°, as
shown in Figure 8.1.
Some wireless communication systems such as DECT (Digital European Cordless
Telephone), PHS (Personal Handy-phone System), and PACS (Personal Access Communication
System) use time division duplex (TDD) schemes that use the same frequency for both forward
and reverse links on a time-sharing basis [Lee98c]. These systems are for low mobility and inbuilding communications. Most wireless communication systems use frequency division duplex
(FDD) schemes that use different frequencies for forward and reverse links. In FDD, the vector
channel impulse response of the jth mobile user, h j (t ) , measured on the reverse link cannot be
used on the forward link because the fast fading components for two widely separated
frequencies are uncorrelated.
There are two possible forward-link beam selection methods for FDD to find the best base
station antenna among M base station antennas for the user j in FDD system. The first method
will be called as an open-loop beam selection in this dissertaion. The open-loop beam selection
method uses the vector channel moving-average response for the jth mobile userj, H j (t ) ,
measured on the reverse link.

The vector channel impulse response h j (t ) will experience

slightly different propagation path loss for different frequencies but the vector channel movingaverage response H j (t ) will be remained nearly the same. In other words, the base station
antenna that received the strongest moving average power among M base station antenna from
the jth mobile user on the reverse link will also deliver the strongest moving average power
toward the jth mobile user on the forward link. The second method will be called as a close-loop
beam selection in this dissertation. The close-loop beam selection method assigns different pilot
channels for the M base station antennas on the forward link. In a CDMA system, each base
station antenna transmits a portion of the radiated power on an unmodulated carrier that is spread
over a wide frequency range with the common short pseudo-noise (PN) code [Lib99]. The time
offset of the short PN code identifies the base station antenna. The pilot channel is used to
demodulate information contained on the sync, paging, and traffic channels, because it provides
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a coherent reference so that the mobile unit uses it for coherent demodulation. The jth mobile
terminal can measure h j (t ) on the forward link and send the information to the base station so
that the best base station antenna for the jth mobile user on the downlink can be chosen. The
close-loop beam selection method will be able to select the downlink beam for each mobile user
in a much faster manner than the open-loop beam selection method.
The performance of the closed-loop beam selection method depends on the feedback time
between the mobile terminal and the base station. Also, data collection for wideband vector
channel impulse response h j (t ) requires extra effort for the measurement hardware
implementation, a huge data file size, and longer data processing time. Thus, we examine the
lower bound performance of the forward-link multiple-fixed beamforming system using H j (t )
that is obtained from narrow band measurement data assuming the open-loop beam selection
method is applied.
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Base Station
D1 (θ , φ )

D4 (θ , φ )

h j , 4 (t )

h j ,3 (t )

h j , 2 (t )

h j ,1 (t )

h1 (t )

h J (t )

User 1

User J

h j (t )
User j

Figure 8.1

Illustration of the reverse-link vector channel response measurement
to examine the performance of the twelve-fixed narrow-beamforming
system that is implemented using three sets of four orthogonal fixed
narrow-beam base station antennas. h j ,m (t ) is the impulse channel
response at the mth base station antenna transmitted from the jth
mobile terminal.
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Base Station
D1 (θ , φ )

D4 (θ , φ )

D2 (θ , φ )

h j , 4 (t )

D3 (θ , φ )
h j , 2 (t )
h j ,3 (t )

h j ,1 (t )

h1 (t )

h J (t )

User 1

User J

h j (t )
User j
Selected channel response for the jth mobile user
Interfering channel response for the jth mobile user

Figure 8.2

Conceptual operation of the twelve-fixed narrow-beamforming system on the
forward link. h j ,m (t ) is the impulse channel response at the jth mobile
terminal transmitted from the mth base station antenna. In this example, the
third base station antenna with D3 (θ , φ ) is chosen for the jth mobile user on
the forward link because it is the best serving antenna for the jth mobile user.
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8.2.2 Performance Modeling of the Forward-Link Beamforming System
In this section, SIR of the forward link beamforming system in Section 8.2.1 is examined
using the vector channel moving-average received power U j (t ) that can be obtained from our
reverse-link measurement data.
The vector channel moving-average received power at the base station antennas transmitted
from the jth mobile terminal can be modified as

U j (t ) =

[U

j ,1

(t ) L U j ,m (t ) L U j ,M (t )

]

T

(8.39)

[

= S j (t ) ⋅ H j ,1 (t ) L H j ,m (t ) L H j ,M (t )

]

T

+ N

(8.40)

 H (t )
H j ,m (t )
H j ,M (t )  T
= S j (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅  j ,1
L
L

H ave, j (t )
H ave, j (t ) 
 H ave, j (t )

[

= S j (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ GE , j ,1 (t ) L GE , j ,m (t ) L GE , j ,M (t )

]

T

+ N

+ N

= S j (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ G E , j (t ) + N

(8.41)
(8.42)
(8.43)

where
H ave, j (t ) =

G E , j (t ) =

[G

E , j ,1

1
M

M

∑H
m =1

j,m

(t ) L GE , j ,m (t ) L GE , j ,M (t )

GE , j , m (t ) =

(8.44)

(t )

]

T

H j , m (t )
H ave, j (t )

(8.45)
(8.46)

H j ,m (t ) is the vector channel moving-average power response at the mth base station antenna
transmitted from the jth mobile terminal, as explained in Section 8.2.2. G E , j (t ) is named here as
vector quasi-mean-effective-gain (QMEG) since its physical meaning is similar to the vector
mean effective gain G e , j (t ) in (8.35), as discussed in Section 8.3. It satisfies the condition:

M

∑G
m =1

E , j ,m

(t ) = M
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(8.47)

The forward-link fixed-beamforming base station transmits the signal with the transmit
power PTx , j (t ) for the jth mobile terminal using the best base station antenna selected based on
the measured U j (t ) on the reverse link, as shown in Figure 8.2. Then, the moving-average
received signal power at the output of the jth mobile terminal antenna, S MS, j (t ) , is obtained as
S MS, j (t ) =

PTx , j (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ GE , j ,max (t )

(8.48)

where
GE , j ,max (t ) = max [GE , j ,1 (t ) L GE , j ,m (t ) L GE , j ,M (t )]

(8.49)

and GE , j ,max (t ) is the QMEG of the best serving base station antenna for the jth mobile terminal.
When J mobile users operating in the same frequency band are uniformly distributed within the
coverage region, each base station antenna will support J/M mobile users. And then, the total
transmit power at input of the mth base station antenna is calculated as

Prad,m (t ) =

J
×m
M

∑P

Tx ,i
i = MJ ( m−1)+1

(t )

(8.50)

which is the physically radiated power from the mth base station antenna. Any received signals
other than the signal transmitted for the jth mobile terminal within the same frequency band are
interferers at the mobile receiver. The total received interference power at the jth mobile terminal
transmitted from the base station is expressed as

I MS, j (t ) =

M

H ave, j (t ) ⋅ ∑

J
×m
M

∑{ P

m =1 i = MJ ( m −1)+1
i≠ j

Tx ,i

(t ) ⋅ GE , j ,m (t )}

(8.51)

If the transmit power PTx , j (t ) for the jth mobile terminal is same for all users, denoted PTx , 0 , the
above expression can be approximated as
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I MS, j (t ) ≈
=

J M
PTx , 0 ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ ⋅ ∑ GE , j ,m (t )
M m=1

(8.52)

PTx , 0 ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ J

(8.53)

Then, the SIR at the jth mobile terminal, SIR MS, j (t ) , is obtained using (8.46) and (8.51) as

SIR MS, j (t ) =

PTx , 0 (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ GE , j ,max (t )
PTx ,0 ⋅ H ave, j (t ) ⋅ J

=

GE , j ,max (t )
J

(8.54)

Note that the above expression depends on the propagation conditions between the base station
and the jth mobile terminal. The SIR at the mobile terminal for the conventional system that uses
only one base station antenna is obtained as

SIR MS (t ) M =1

=

PTx , 0 (t )
(J − 1) ⋅ PTx ,0 (t )

=

1
≅
(J − 1)

1
J

(8.55)

Then, the amount of increased SIR at the jth mobile unit with the forward-link fixedbeamforming system compared to the conventional system, GSIR, j (t ) , is obtained as

GSIR, j (t ) =

SIRMS, j (t )
SIRMS (t ) M =1

= GE , j ,max (t )

(8.56)

GSIR, j (t ) will be called the SIR gain for the jth mobile unit in this dissertation for simplicity.
Note that the above relationship is derived for the first time here. The physical meaning of the
above equation is that the performance of the forward-link fixed-beamforming system in Section
8.2 can be computed by using the experimentally measured vector channel moving-average
power response.
Any radiated power from a base station interferes the mobile terminals in the other cell. We
need to examine that if the forward link fixed-beamforming system achieves the SIR
gain GSIR, j (t ) in (8.56) at the cost of increased interference power toward the other cell.
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Directional radiated interference power from the conventional base station toward mobile
terminals in the other cells, Prad (φ ) M =1 , are expressed as

Prad (φ ) M =1

= PTx , 0 (t ) ⋅ J ⋅ D(φ ) M =1

(8.57)

where D(φ ) M =1 is the power radiation pattern of the conventional system. Directional radiated
interference power from the proposed forward link beamforming system, Prad (φ ) , is expressed as

Prad (φ ) = PTx ,0 (t ) ⋅

J
M

M

∑D
m =1

m

(φ )

≈ PTx , 0 (t ) ⋅ J ⋅ D(φ ) M =1

(8.58)

= Prad (φ ) M =1

(8.59)

The above result shows that the forward-link fixed-beamforming system achieves SIR gain in
(8.54) without the cost of increasing interference toward the other cells.
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8.3 Derivation of Mean Effective Gain as a Function of a
Mobile User Direction
In this section, we derive the vector mean effective gain and the vector QMEG as functions
of a mobile user direction. Both of them are compared to examine the physical meaning of the
measured vector QMEG.
Base station antennas are usually located above surrounding buildings and incident waves are
confined to a very narrow vertical angle range about θ = π / 2 in spherical coordinate system, as
shown in Figure 4.8. In this situation, p j (θ , φ ) is considered as φ dependent only and modeled
as

π

p j (φ ) ⋅ δ θ − 
2


p j (θ , φ ) =

(8.60)

Then, the moving-average received power at the mth base station antennas transmitted from the jth
mobile terminal, U j ,m (t ) in (8.32), is simplified as

U j ,m (t ) =
=

Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ DV ⋅ ∫

2π
0

Dm (φ ) ⋅ p j (φ ) dφ

Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ DV ⋅ Ge , j ,m (t ) +

Nm

+

Nm

(8.61)
(8.62)

where
Ge, j ,m (t ) =

∫

2π
0

Dm (φ ) ⋅ p j (φ )dφ

(8.63)

and DV is a directivity that accounts for the vertical pattern of the base station antennas when all
base station antennas have the same vertical pattern, p j (φ ) is the multipath azimuth power pdf
(APPDF) for the jth mobile terminal, and Dm (φ ) is the horizontal directivity of the mth base
station antenna as a function.

p j (φ ) and Dm (φ ) satisfy the following conditions, respectively:
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∫
∫

2π

p j (φ ) dφ

= 1

(8.64)

Dm (φ ) dφ

= 2π

(8.65)

0

2π
0

When the multipath angular power pdf p j (φ ) has a typical multipath azimuth power pdf
(APPDF), pA (φ ) , and the azimuth direction of the jth mobile user is 0, p j (φ ) is expressed as
pA , j (φ − φ j ) when the jth mobile user moved to the azimuth direction of φ j . Then, the mean
effective gain of the mth base station antennas for the jth mobile user is expressed as

∫

Ge , j ,m (φ j , t ) =

2π

Dm (φ ) ⋅ pA , j (φ − φ j , t ) dφ

0

(8.66)

Frequently, relative gain is used quantify the performance of an antenna relative to a standard
reference antenna such as half-wave dipole antenna [Stu98]. For example, a half-wave dipole
antenna has 2.15 dB gain, or 0 dBd gain relative to a half-wave dipole antenna. When we
compare the mean effective gain of multiple base station antennas to that of the conventional
base station that uses only one wide-beam base station antenna, Ge , j (φ j , t )

M =1

, the relative gain

under multipath fading condition is found as

Ge , j ,m (φ j , t )
Ge , j (φ j , t )

M =1

2π

=

∫
π
∫
0
2

0

Dm (φ ) ⋅ pA , j (φ − φ j , t )dφ
DEle (φ ) ⋅ pA , j (φ − φ j , t )dφ

(8.67)

where DEle (φ ) is the directivity of the conventional base station. DEle (φ ) would be the element
antenna pattern of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas before a beamforming network
(BFN) is used. The mean effective gain expression in (8.67) is useful for analyzing performance
of the fixed narrow-beamforming base station antenna systems when the APPDF is given or
known. Equation (8.67) is the measurable expression, but it requires simultaneous channel
response measurement of multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas with a reference base station
antenna that has the same element antenna pattern of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas.
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If there is only one LOS component and no multipath component exists, the APPDF for the
jth mobile user is modeled as
p j (φ − φ j , t ) = δ (φ − φ j (t ))

(8.68)

and the relative gain in (8.67) for no multipath fading condition is found from (8.66) using (8.67)
as
Ge , j ,m (φ j , t )
Ge , j (φ j , t )

Dm (φ j (t ))

=

(8.69)

DEle (φ j (t ))

M =1

The QMEG GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) in (8.46) can be directly calculated from the measured H j (t ) as

GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) =

=

H j ,m (φ j )
H ave, j (φ j )

=

S (t ) ⋅ H j ,m (φ j , t )
S (t ) ⋅ H ave, j (φ j , t )

U j ,m (φ j , t )
1
M

M

∑U
m =1

j ,m

(8.70)

(8.71)

(φ j , t )
N ≈0

When there is only a LOS component and no multipath component exists, the moving-average
received power U j ,m (t ) becomes
U j , m (t ) =

Pj ,iso (t ) ⋅ DV ⋅ Dm (φ j (t )) +

Nm

(8.72)

and (8.71) is expressed as

GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) =

D j ,m (φ j (t ))
1
M

M

∑D
m =1
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j ,m

(φ j (t ))

(8.73)

When the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas are implemented with a Butler matrix and 120°azimuth beamwidth antennas with DEle (φ ) , the denominator in (8.71) is approximately equal to
DEle (φ ) and is expressed as

1
M

M

∑D
m =1

m

(φ ) ≅

DEle (φ )

(8.74)

and GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) in (8.73) is approximately the same as the relative mean effective gain in (8.69)
when there is only one LOS component and no multipath component exists:

GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) ≅

Ge, j ,m (φ j , t )
Ge , j (φ j , t )

M =1

=

Dm (φ j (t ))
DEle (φ j (t ))

(8.75)

The above equation allows us to compare measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j , t ) with the theoretic
vector mean effective gain for the given APPDF models.
In this section, we showed that the vector QMEG G E , j (φ j , t ) that is obtained from the
measured data is approximately the same as the vector relative mean effective gain expressed in
(8.67).
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8.4 Multipath Azimuth Power Probability Density Function
Models
Although the stochastic multipath azimuth power probability density function (APPDF) is
very important to analyze the performance of smart antenna system, experimentally verified
APPDF models are not yet available for typical situation. Also, several APPDF models in the
literature are defined by using various parameters. A popular way to quantify the amount of
angular dispersiveness of different APPDF is to use the root-mean-square (RMS) angle
spread, σ φ , as [Lib99]

σφ

=

E[φ 2 ] − E 2 [φ ]

(8.76)

We will use this parameter to investigate the effect of various APPDF models on the vector mean
effective gain for the given values of σ φ .

8.4.1 Uniform Sector Multipath Azimuth Power Probability Density Function
Model
Uniform sector multipath APPDF model describes the situation in which multipath power is
arriving continuously and uniformly over a range of azimuth angles as shown in Figure 8.3(a).
The APPDF is defined by
 1

,
pA (φ ) =  α
 0,

−

α
2

≤

φ

≤

α
2

(8.77)

elsewhere.

where the angle α is the width of the sectors of incident multipath components. The standard
deviation of this pdf is obtained as
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σφ

α

=

(8.78)

2 3

8.4.2 Gaussian Multipath Azimuth Power Probability Density Function
Model
Gaussian multipath APPDF model describes the APPDF by the Gaussian distribution
function as shown in Figure 8.3(b) and is expressed as

pA (φ ) =

1

σ 2π

e

−

φ2
2σ 2

for φ ∈ [−180o , + 180o ]

(8.79)

This model is popular in the literature if measurement based high-resolution APPDF models are
not available.

8.4.3 Laplacian Multipath Azimuth Power Probability Density Function
Model
Recent measurement results show that the azimuth power spectrum seen at the base station in
outdoor propagation environments are close to Laplacian function. When the power spectrum is
normalized, its APPDF as shown in Figure 8.3(c) is expressed as

PA (φ ) =


φ
1
⋅ exp  − 2
σ
2 ⋅σ



,



for φ ∈ [−180o , + 180o ]

This is a propagation model obtained from AOA measurement [Ped00].
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(8.80)

8.4.4 Rician Multipath Azimuth Power Probability Density Function Model
When a LOS component and numerous diffusive scattered waves exist together, the received
signal strength is Rician distributed and the multipath angular distribution function is modeled by

pA (φ ) =

{(1 − K ) ⋅ p'A (φ ) + K ⋅ δ (φ )}

(8.81)

where K is the ratio of coherent to diffusive incoherent power, which is often referred to as the
Rician K-factor, and p 'A (φ ) can be any one of the angular distribution models defined from
(8.9) to (8.12).
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(a) Uniform Sector

(b) Gaussian

(c) Laplacian

Figure 8.3

Azimuth power probability density functions (APPDF) for various
RMS angle spread situations.
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8.5 Vector Mean Effective Gain as a Function of Mobile
User Directions
In Section 8.5.1, we examine the trends of simulated vector mean effective gain as a function
of mobile user direction for various APPDF models given. These simulated results help to
understand why measured vector QMEG as a function of mobile user direction in Section 8.5.2
is frequently much different from the theoretic vector QMEG when there is only a LOS
component and no multipath component exists.

8.5.1 Simulated Vector Mean Effective Gain as a Function of Mobile User
Directions
The vector directivity of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas, D(φ ) , are
shown in Figure 8.4. Peak value of each radiation pattern is equal to its directivity value in the
Figure 8.4. Simulated vector mean effective gain for the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base
station antennas as functions of the mobile user directions, G e (φu ) , are shown for various RMS
angle spread values σ and various APPDFs in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 using the following equation:

Ge,m (φu ) =

∫

2π
0

Dm (φ ) ⋅ pA (φ − φu ) dφ

(8.82)

where φu is the direction of the mobile user, Dm (φ ) is the directional radiation pattern of the mth
base station antenna that has peak value equal to its directivity value, and pA (φ − φu ) is the
APPDF when the direction of the mobile user φu is given. Note that G e (φu ) is equal to D(φ )
when there is only a LOS component and no multipath component exists.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the simulated vector mean effective gain G e (φu ) for the Laplacian,
Gaussian, and uniform sector APPDF models using the angle spread values of 5°, 10°, 20°, and
40°. The peak values of the simulated vector mean effective gain of the base station antennas are
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nearly the same as the peak values of the vector directivity D(φ ) when σ = 5°, slightly reduced
when σ = 10°, reduced almost to a half of the directivities when σ = 20°. The shapes of the
vector mean effective gain are not much different for different APPDF with σ = 5° and 10°, but
becomes different when σ is greater than 20°. The overall effect of the multipath angle spread
is the reduction of the peak value of the vector mean effective gain and widened responses.
These widened responses under multipath environments are called as effective antenna patterns
in [Zet00]. The reduction of the gain due to the multipath angle spread is referred to as the gain
reduction factor in [Gre99a][Gre99b].
The simulated vector mean effective gain G e (φu ) for the Rician APPDFs associated with the
three APPDF models , σ = 20°, and K = 0.5 are shown in Figure 8.7. These results show that the
existence of a LOS component alleviates the gain reduction due to the angle spread.
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Figure 8.4

The vector directivity of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station
antennas, D(φ ) , as defined in (8.7) and (8.26). Note that the vector
mean effective gain of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station
antennas as functions of the mobile user directions, G e (φu ) , is equal
to D(φ ) when there is an only LOS component and no multipath
component exists.
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(a) Laplacian, σ = 5 o

(b) Laplacian, σ = 10 o

(c) Laplacian, σ = 20o

(d) Laplacian, σ = 40o

Figure 8.5

The vector mean effective gains (MEG) for the multiple-fixed narrowbeam (MFNB) base station antennas as functions of the mobile user
directions, G e (φu ) , for various RMS angle spread σ when the
Laplacian APPDF of Figure 8.3(c) is given.
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Figure 8.6

(a) Gaussian, σ = 5 o

(b) Uniform, σ = 5 o

(c) Gaussian, σ = 10o

(d) Uniform, σ = 10o

(e) Gaussian, σ = 20o

(f) Uniform, σ = 20o

The vector mean effective gains (MEG) of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam
base station antennas, G e (φu ) , for various RMS angle spread σ when the
Gaussian and uniform sector APPDFs are given.
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(a) Laplacian, σ = 20o , K = 0.5

(b) Gaussian, σ = 20o , K = 0.5

(c) Uniform, σ = 20o , K = 0.5

Figure 8.7

The vector mean effective gains (MEG) of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam
base station antennas, G e (φu ) , when the Rician APPDFs are given.
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8.5.2 Measured Vector Quasi-Mean-Effective-Gain as a Function of Mobile
User Directions

The SIR gain GSIR, j (t ) that is the increased SIR of the proposed forward link multiple fixed
narrow beamforming base station compared to conventional base station that uses only one
transmit antenna, as explained in Section 8.2.2, is rewritten here again as

GSIR, j (t ) =

SIRMS, j (t )
SIRMS (t ) M =1

= GE , j ,max (t )

(8.56)

where

GE , j ,max (t ) = max [GE , j ,1 (t ) L GE , j ,m (t ) L GE , j ,M (t )]

GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) =

U j ,m (φ j , t )
1
M

M

∑U
m =1

j ,m

(8.49)

(8.71)

(φ j , t )
N ≈0

Figure 8.8 shows the measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j ) for urban NLOS environments when
the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal, d, is greater than 1 km. In Figure
8.9, the measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j ) for urban NLOS environments when the distance
between the base station and the mobile terminal, d, is less than 1 km. Solid lines plotted
together in the figures are the theoretic vector QMEG G E , j (φ j ) when there is only a LOS
component and no multipath component exists as expressed in (8.73) in Section 8.3. The QMEG
GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) is rewritten here as:

GE , j ,m (φ j , t ) =

D j ,m (φ j (t ))
1
M

M

∑D
m =1
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j ,m

(φ j (t ))

(8.73)

The measured vector QMEG GE , j ,m (φ j ) in Figure 8.8 is very close to the theoretic vector QMEG
for no multipath situation, which indicates that the multipath angles spreads are usually very
narrow when the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal is greater than 1 km.
Whereas, the measured vector QMEG GE , j ,m (φ j ) in Figure 8.9 show frequently large deviation
from the theoretic vector QMEG for no multipath situation, which indicates that the multipath
angles spreads are frequently very wide when the distance is less than 1 km. These results
indicates that the forward-link fixed narrow-beamforming system usually achieves high SIR gain
GSIR, j (t ) for distance greater than 1 km
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Figure 8.8

Figure 8.9

Measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j ) computed using (8.71) for urban NLOS
macrocell (d > 1 km) environments. Solid lines are theoretic vector QMEG
for no multipath situation.

Measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j ) computed (8.69) in for urban NLOS
microcell (d < 1 km) environments. Solid lines are theoretic vector
QMEG for no multipath situation.
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8.6 Measured Signal-to-Interference Gain as a Function of
Mobile User Directions and Distances
Although a significant amount of data were collected in the urban NLOS environment
condition, there is still not sufficient data to obtain curve fits to the functions for both the mobile
user direction and the distance. A binning process was performed so that enough measured data
points are available to obtain fitting a curve fit as the functions of both the mobile user direction
and the distance. The multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas have the nearly the same patterns
for every 30° interval and are symmetric for every 15°. These 15° ranges are divided into three
different angle bins, as shown in Figure 8.10. The 0-5° bin is the case when a mobile user was
located within 0-5° from the azimuth angle at the maximum directivity. The measured vector
QMEG G E , j (φ j , d j ) in urban NLOS environments when mobile users are located within each
bin are plotted in Figures 8.11 to 8.13. M1 is the greatest QMEG and M4 is the least QMEG
among four QMEGs for each measurement in the figures.
Third order least square polynomial curve fits of the SIR gain GSIR (r , φ ) in urban NLOS
environments for three angle bins are shown in Figure 8.14. Three-dimension (3D) and surface
contour plots of the curve fits for the SIR gain GSIR (r , φ ) in urban NLOS environments are
shown as the functions of both the mobile user direction and the distance in Figures 8.15 and
8.16.
The forward link beamforming system explained in Section 8.2 provides the highest SIR gain
GSIR (r , φ ) for the mobile users at the distance of about 2 km. It has very low SIR gain GSIR (r , φ )
at the distance of 300 m. The total number of mobile users is proportional to the coverage area
that is proportional to the square of the cell radius, R. It is desirable to choose optimum cell
radius so that the highest average SIR gain is achieved. The average SIR gain of all mobile users
within the same cell, GSIR,ave ( R ) , is obtained as

GSIR,ave ( R ) =

1
π R2

R

2π

r =0

0

∫ ∫
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GSIR (r , φ ) ⋅ rdφ dr

(8.83)

Because our measurement results are available from 150 m to 5 km, the above expression are
modified in our case as

GSIR,ave ( R ) =

R
1
(GSIR,0-5 (r ) + GSIR,5-10 (r ) + GSIR,10-15 (r ))⋅ 2π r dr
2
2 ∫ r =150
π ( R − 150 )
3

(8.84)

where GSIR,0-5 (r ) , GSIR,5-10 (r ) , and GSIR,10-15 (r ) are the curve fits of the measured GSIR (r , φ ) for the
three angle bins. Computed GSIR,ave ( R ) is shown in Figure 8.17. The forward-link beamforming
system achieves the lowest average SIR gain value of 2.2 when the cell radius R is 500 m and the
highest average SIR gain value of 2.8 when the cell radius R is 2.5 km. It is desirable to choose
the cell radius R greater than 1 km to achieve higher average SIR gain which is larger than 2.5.
So far, we have presented the results when the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station
antennas are used on the forward links. The average SIR gain when the base station can
electronically steer a narrow-beam toward a mobile users within the accuracy of 5° can be
simply modeled as

GSIR,steer ( R ) =

R
1
GSIR,0-5 (r ) ⋅ 2π r dr
π ( R 2 − 150 2 ) ∫ r =150

(8.85)

and plotted in Figure 8.17. The forward-link electronic steering-beamforming system achieves
the lowest average SIR gain value of 2.5 when the cell radius R is 500 m and the highest average
SIR gain value of 3.3 when the cell radius R is 2.5 km. These results show that the electronic
steering-beamforming system can achieve a little higher average SIR gain than the fixedbeamforming system. However, the implementation and operation of the electronic steeringbeemforming system requires significantly increased complexity and cost compared to the fixedbeamforming system while its advantage is a little.
The physical meaning of the average SIR gain value of 2.8 is that the total number of
simultaneously supported mobile users in the same frequency band on the forward link will be
2.8 times or 180% increased compared to the conventional base station. For the same number of
simultaneously supported mobile users, the forward-link fixed-beamforming system can support
much higher data rate due to the 2.8 times higher average SIR than the conventional system. In
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fact, 2.8 times higher average SIR is huge capacity improvement. Also, presented here is the
lower bound performance of the proposed forward link beamformig system, as discussed in
Section 8.2.1. It is practically not easy to achieve 2.8 times more capacity by deploying four
times more base stations because densely deployed base stations will interfere each other. The
added complexity and the cost of the proposed system will be negligible compared to those of
four times more base stations.
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5-10°
0-5°

10-15°

φ

Figure 8.10 Three angle bins of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam base station
antennas used in the measurements to obtain the vector channel
moving-average power response.
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Figure 8.11 Measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j , d j ) in urban NLOS environment when

users are located within the 0-5° bin as explained in Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.12 Measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j , d j ) in urban NLOS environment when

users are located within the 5-10° bin as explained in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.13 Measured vector QMEG G E , j (φ j , d j )

in urban NLOS environment

when users are located within the 10-15° bin as explained in Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.14 Curve fits of SIR gain GSIR (r , φ ) in the urban NLOS environment
for three angle bins in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.15 3D and contour plots of the curve fits for the SIR gain GSIR (r , φ ) in the
urban NLOS environment conditions.
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Figure 8.16 3D and contour plots of the curve fits for the SIR gain GSIR (r , φ ) in the
urban NLOS environment conditions when the distance is less than 1 km.
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Figure 8.17 Average SIR gains for the fixed-beamforming, GSIR,ave ( R) , and for the

electronic

steering-beamforming,

environments.
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GSIR,steer ( R) ,

in

urban

NLOS

8.7 Mobile User Angle Estimation using Multiple-Fixed
Narrow-Beam Antennas
The two popular approaches for estimating wireless location in mobile radio systems use
angle-of-arrival (AOA) or time-of-arrival (TOA) information. Some algorithms estimate the
AOA with very high resolution. It is known that the multiple-signal classification (MUSIC)
algorithm with forward/backward spatial smoothing can detect up to 2M/3 coherent multipath
signals with an M element array [Lib99]. Frequently, the problem is not the accuracy of the
algorithm itself but the NLOS bias introduced by the multipath components when the multipath
angular spread is very wide in urban NLOS environments [Caf00].
Although the forward-link beamforming system using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas
is a cost effective solution compared to the digital forward-link beamforming system, most AOA
algorithms are based on the array antennas. The orthogonal beam patterns of the multiple-fixed
narrow-beam antennas in the angle domain make it possible to estimate the direction of the
mobile users in LOS environments [Sak92][Sta96].

However, widely spread multipath

components introduce NLOS bias to algorithms based on a single direct ray assumption. A new
mobile user angle estimation algorithm using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas for NLOS
multipath fading environment conditions is introduced in this section. Section 8.7.1 explains the
new algorithm.

Simulation results using the algorithm are presented in Section 8.7.2.

Experimental results are presented in Section 8.7.3 and summarized in the Appendix.

8.7.1 The Algorithm for Mobile User Angle Estimation using the MultpleFixed Narrow-Beam Antennas
The radiation patterns of the twelve-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas in Figures 8.1
and 8.4 are nearly axis symmetric every 15°. The beam peak directions φmax and minimum value
directions φmin repeat every 30° as
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φmax = {±15°, ±45°, ±75°, …}

(8.86)

φmin = {±0°, ±30°, ±60°, …}

(8.87)

Note that actual φmax and φmin values differ slightly from the above values, but the difference is
practically negligible.
The shapes of the vector mean effective gain of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas in
the angle domain are affected by the multipath APPDF which is determined by propagation
conditions between the base station and the mobile terminal, as presented in Section 8.5. The
overall effect of the multipath angle spread is the reduction of the peak value of the vector mean
effective gain and the widened responses, but the shapes of the vector mean effective gain are
still approximately axis symmetric every 15°, as shown in Figures 8.4 to 8.7. These symmetric
shapes have two matching condition types that do not change for various values of multipath
angle spread. Figure 8.18 shows the vector mean effective gain of the twelve-fixed narrow-beam
antennas for the Laplacian APPDF with σ φ = 10o to illustrate the two matching condition types
that can be found every 30° of the mobile user angle φu . The moving-average received powers
of the twelve-fixed narrow-beam base station antennas at a given φu can be sorted as

PM1 > PM2 > L > PM12

(8.88)

where PM1 is the largest moving-average received power and PM12 is the smallest movingaverage received power among the twelve moving-average received powers at the given φu .
From Figure 8.18(a), we can find two matching condition types that are met at every φmax and

φmin as
Type 1.

PM2 = PM3 at φu = φmax

(8.89a)

Type 2.

PM1 = PM2 at φu = φmin

(8.89b)
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For example, when the mobile user is within the range of 0° ≤ φu ≤ 15°, PA2 (= PM2 ) is equal to

PA4 (= PM4 ) at φu = φmax = 15° and PA3 (= PM1 ) is equal to PA2 (= PM2 ) at φu = φmin = 0°, as shown
in Figure 8.18 (b). If we define a weight factor y as

y =

PM2 − PM3
,
PM1 − PM3

0 ≤ y ≤ 1

(8.90)

the two matching condition types in (8.89) are expressed using y as

1.

y = 0 at φu = φmax

(8.91a)

2.

y = 1 at φu = φmin

(8.91b)

Note that one of the above two matching condition types is met for every 15°.
A new mobile user angle estimation algorithm using the multiple-fixed narrow-beam
antennas for NLOS multipath fading environment conditions is developed and explained here.
As a first step, we select an initial angle estimate φM1 as φmax of the antenna M1 that has the
largest moving-average received power among all moving-average received powers. Then, the
mobile user angle is estimated within ±15° estimation errors. For example, when the mobile user
is within the range of 0° ≤ φu ≤ 30°, as shown in Figure 8.18(b), antenna A3 achieves the largest
moving-average received power PM1 and the initial angle estimate φM1 in (8.90) is set to 15°. As
a second step, more accurate mobile user angle estimation φˆu is performed using the weight
factor y as

φˆu

φ M1 −
= 
φ M1 +

∆φ
2
∆φ
2

⋅ yα
⋅y

α

if

Pleft > Pright

if

Pleft < Pright

(8.92)

where ∆φ is the azimuth coverage angle of each narrow beam antenna which is 30° for the
twelve-fixed narrow-beam antenna system, Pleft is the moving-average received power of the left
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narrow-beam antenna from the narrow-beam antenna M1, Pright is the moving-average received
power of the right narrow-beam antenna from the antenna M1, and α is an exponent on the
weight factor y used to obtain a better angle estimate of φu .
This algorithm can be considered as the simplest mobile user angle estimation algorithm
because it requires only finding three moving-average received powers, PM1 to PM3 from the
measured vector channel moving-average received power. Also, this algorithm is very robust
against fast fading because it uses moving-average received power to remove the effect of fast
fading.
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Type 2.
PM1 = PM2 at φu = φmin

PM2

Type 1.
= PM3 at φu = φmax

(a) Two matching condition types

PM1 - PM3
= PA3 - PA4
PM2 - PM3
= PA2 - PA4

(b) Vector moving-averaged receivedSpower at the given mobile user angle φu
Figure 8.18 Illustration of the two matching condition types that can be found from
the simulated vector mean effective gain of the multiple-fixed narrowbeam antennas plotted as a function of mobile user angle φu seen from

the base station. Laplacian APPDF with σ φ = 10o is used in the figure.
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8.7.2 Simulated Results of the Mobile User Angle Estimation Algorithm
This section presents results form simulations of the mobile user angle estimation algorithm
for the Laplacian APPDF model with various values of given values of angle spread σ φ . To
determine the accuracy of the mobile user angle estimation algorithm, two kinds of estimation
error are defined as

ε RMS =
ε

=

(

)

2
1
φu (t ) − φˆu (t ) dt
∫
T

(

(8.93)

)

1
φu (t ) − φˆu (t ) dt .
T∫

(8.94)

where ε RMS is the root-mean-square (RMS) estimation error and ε is the mean estimation error
of the algorithm. The accuracy of the algorithm was tested to find the proper value of the
exponent α using various APPDF models and values of angle spread σ φ . When the angle spread
is very narrow or no multipath component exists, accuracy of the simulated results is good with

α = 1/2. When the angle spread is very wide, α = 1 leads to slightly better results than α = 1/2.
Generally, 0.5 < α < 0.7 produces good results for various cases. Figure 8.19 shows the
simulated results of the mobile user angle estimation algorithm with α = 2/3 for the Laplacian
APPDF with various values of angle spread σ φ . RMS errors are 3.12° for σ φ = 1°, 1.33° for

σ φ = 10°, and 1.69° for σ φ = 30°, respectively, as shown in Figures 8.19 (a) to (c).
So far, we have assumed that the APPDF models are axis symmetric about the φu . However,
in a real propagation conditions, the APPDF can be asymmetric and there can be an offset from

φu . Also, the incidence angle of dominant multipath components can be very different from the
mobile user angle φu for a severe multipath propagation conditions.

In that situation, the

algorithm estimates the incident angle of dominant multipath components instead of true φu ,
which results in significant estimation errors.
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(a) σ φ = 1o

(b) σ φ = 10o

(c) σ φ = 30o

Figure 8.19 Estimated angles versus true mobile user angle are shown for the Laplacian
APPDF with various values of angle spread σ φ from simulations of the mobile

user angle estimation algorithm with α = 2/3.
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8.7.3 Experimental Results of the Mobile User Angle Estimation
Mobile user angle estimation algorithm using the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas
presented in Sections 8.7.1 and 8.7.2 assumes that there are twelve-fixed narrow-beam antennas
covering 360°. However, the measurement campaign was performed within 90° coverage areas
using a set of four-fixed narrow-beam antennas covering 120°, as explained in Section 6.1. Thus,
the algorithm applied to the measured data is slightly modified for our case, as summarized in
Figure 8.20. This algorithm with α = 2/3 applied to the 245 sets of measurement data and the
results are summarized in the Appendix.
The measured vector channel moving-average received power for six-example measurement
sites are shown in Figure 8.21 and the corresponding angle estimation results are shown in
Figure 8.22. The map for the four measurement sites is shown in Figure 8.23 for the better
understanding of the measurement conditions. The window size of the moving-average for the
data in Figure 8.21 is set to 40 wavelengths, which is 14.25 m at the frequency of 842 MHz. The
measured vector channel moving-average received powers in Figures 8.21 (a) to (d) are typical
situations where the moving-average received powers of the best channel M1 and the second best
channel M2 are significantly higher than the other channels, which means that the multipath
angle spread is not significant. The RMS errors of the angle estimation algorithm are 1° to 4° in
this situation, as shown in Figures 8.22 (a) to (d) and summarized in Table 8.1.
Sometimes the moving-average received power of the second best channel M2 can be close
to the other channels due to the increased multipath angle spread while the moving-average
power of the best channel M1 is still higher, as shown in Figure 8.21 (e). In this case, the RMS
error is increased to 7.76°, as shown in Figure 8.22 (e) and summarized in Table 8.1.
Ocassionally the multipath angle spread can be so severe that the moving-average powers of
the best channel M1 and the second best channel M2 are nearly the same as the other channels,
as shown in Figure 8.21 (f). In this case, the RMS error is increased to 28.00°, as shown in
Figure 8.22 (f) and summarized in Table 8.1. It is likely that all forms of mobile user angle
estimation algorithms may fail in this situation.
Summarized mobile user angle estimation results in Appendix show that this angle
estimation algorithm is usually very accurate for the distance between the base station and the
mobile user greater than 700 m, but frequently shows large estimation errors at the short
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distances. The accuracy of the angle estimation algorithm depends on the distance. Because the
total number of mobile users is proportional to the coverage area, the average accuracy of the
mobile user angle estimation algorithm depends on the radius of the coverage area.
The accuracy of the mobile user angle estimation algorithm is nearly the same as long as the
window size of the moving-average is larger than 10 wavelengths. Although the estimation
errors increase for very small window sizes, this algorithm still shows good results as long as the
window of the moving-average is larger than 2 or 3 wavelengths.
As a conclusion, the accuracy of this mobile user angle estimation algorithm is good enough
for practical applications, considering that most of the measured data collections were performed
for urban NLOS propagation environment conditions.
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If PA1 is the largest,
α

φˆ

u

P −P 
= − 45 + 15 ⋅  A2 A3  ,
 PA1 − PA3 

− 45o ≤ φˆu ≤ −30o

If PA2 is the largest,
and if PA1 > PA3
α

φˆ

u

P −P 
= − 15 − 15 ⋅  A1 A3  ,
 PA2 − PA3 

− 30o ≤ φˆu ≤ −15o

and if PA3 > PA1
α

φˆ

u

P −P 
= − 15 + 15 ⋅  A3 A1  ,
 PA2 − PA1 

− 15o ≤ φˆu ≤ 0o

If PA3 is the largest,
and if PA2 > PA4
α

φˆ

u

P −P 
= 15 − 15 ⋅  A2 A4  ,
 PA3 − PA4 

0o ≤ φˆu ≤ 15o

and if PA4 > PA2
α

φˆu

P −P 
= 15 + 15 ⋅  A4 A2  ,
 PA3 − PA2 

15o ≤ φˆu ≤ 30o

If PA4 is the largest,
α

8.7.4

φˆu

P −P 
= 45 − 15 ⋅  A3 A2  ,
 PA4 − PA2 

30o ≤ φˆu ≤ 45o

Figure 8.20 Mobile user angle estimation algorithm applied to the measurement
data.
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(b) MN13AA

(a) MN29DA

(c) M807EA

(d) MN11AA

(e) M809FA

(f) M809IA

Figure 8.21 Measured vector channel moving-average received power for sixexample measurement sites. The orientation of the mobile terminal
antenna was vertical for these datasets.
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(a) MN29DA

(b) MN13AA

(c) M807EA

(d) MN11AA

(e) M809FA

(f) M809IA

Figure 8.22 Estimated angles obtained by applying the algorithm in Figure 8.20 to the
measured vector channel moving-average received power in Figure 8.21.
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Base Station

2000 feet
MN29DA

M809IA

M809FA

MN13AA

Boresight
3000 feet

Figure 8.23 Four-example measurement sites corresponding to Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1

Experimental Results of the Angle Estimation Algorithm for Six Example Mobile Terminal Sites

Site Name

Distance from
Base Station (m)

RMS Error

Average Error

MN29DA

138.8 – 141.6

3.56°

1.84°

MN13AA

1042.7 – 1073.7

2.01°

1.66°

M807EA

2947.9 – 3089.9

1.17°

1.03°

MN11AA

5031.1 – 5090.8

2.03°

1.81°

M809FA

537.6 – 522.8

7.76°

-3.15°

M809IA

285.8 – 312.9

28.00°

2.82°
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8.8 Summary
This chapter investigated how much forward-link performance would be improved when the
forward-link narrow-beamforming technique was used instead of a conventional three-sector
base station antenna system in real urban NLOS multipath fading environment conditions. For
this investigation, the moving-average power vector channel response expression was derived
from the vector channel impulse response expression and the vector mean effective gain was
defined. Implementation and operation of the forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming
system were discussed in detail. It was shown that the performance of the forward-link multiplefixed narrow-beamforming system could be computed using the measured vector channel
moving-average power response.
The term, vector mean effective gain, was defined to express the mean effective gains of the
multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas as a function of a mobile user angle seen at the base station
compared to an isotropic antenna in multipath fading environments. Another term, vector quasimean effective gain (QMEG), was defined as the vector channel moving-average power response
normalized by the average value of the moving-average power responses at all antenna elements.
Vector QMEG in this dissertation is approximately the same as the vector mean effective gain
when 120° antenna is used as a reference antenna. Physical meaning of the vector mean
effective gain was illustrated by simulating it for the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas using
several multipath azimuth-power-probability-density-function (APPDF) models that were found
in the literatures. Also, measured vector QMEG for urban NLOS environments was presented as
a function of both the distance and azimuth angle between the base station and the mobile user.
It was shown that the SIR gain of the forward-link narrow-beamforming system compared to
the conventional three-sector system could be obtained from the measured vector QMEG.
Section 8.6 presented the SIR gain as a function of the distance and azimuth angle between the
base station and the mobile user using the measured vector QMEG. In addition, average SIR
gain was shown as a function of the coverage radius. These results showed that the forward-link
multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in Section 8.2 could achieve 2.5 to 2.8 times higher
average SIR than the conventional three-sector system in urban NLOS environment conditions
when the radius of coverage is larger than 1 km. The 2.8 times increased average SIR means that
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the total number of simultaneously supported mobile users in the same frequency band on the
forward link can be increased 180% compared to the conventional base station.
In Section 8.7, the new mobile user angle estimation algorithm for terrestrial multipath
fading environments was developed that uses multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas. There are
several angle-of-arrival (AOA) estimation algorithms that use array antennas, but this algorithm
enables the forward-link beamforming system in Section 8.2 to estimate the angle of mobile
users without additional installation of array antennas. The experiment results obtained using the
measurement data showed that this angle estimation algorithm could provide very accurate
mobile user angle information for most cases, as summarized in Appendix. Since the AOA
algorithm is not a necessary feature for the operation of the forward-link multiple-fixed narrowbeamforming system, this angle estimation algorithm should be considered as a value added
feature of using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Future Work
This dissertation has reported on an experimental and modeling investigation into smart base
station antenna performance for several scenarios. The results of this work are summarized in
Section 9.1. Section 9.2 outlines several possibilities for future work. Finally, Section 9.3
concludes this dissertation and discusses the impact of the results in this dissertation on the
future wireless communication system design and implementation.

9.1 Summary of Results
Chapters 2 and 3 provided background information for smart base station antenna systems,
and Chapters 4 and 5 explained the experimental hardware, measurement data collection, and
data processing of the experimental data. Measured propagation channel characteristics are
provided in Chapter 6. Chapters 7 and 8 presented the measured and modeled performance of
the smart base station antenna systems. The results in Chapter 7 and 8 are characterized and
analyzed using the information provided in Chapter 2 to 6.
In Chapter 2, an overview of multipath fading propagation was presented. Summaries of
multipath fading propagation mechanisms and large-scale propagation path loss models were
provided. Multipath channels were characterized using mathematical expressions. In addition, a
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survey of various vector propagation channel models was provided to illustrate the phenomenon
of the smart base station antenna system performance for different propagation environment
scenarios.
An overview of smart antenna systems was presented in Chapter 3. Fundamentals of space,
polarization, and angle diversity systems were discussed. Theoretical background of selection
combining (SC), equal gain combining (EGC), and maximal ratio combining (MRC) techniques
were illustrated. Fundamentals of adaptive beamforming techniques were provided and the
relationship between adaptive arrays and maximal ratio combining was discussed. Properties of
the multiple-fixed narrow-beam (MFNB) antennas and the relationship with adaptive arrays were
discussed.
Chapter 4 described the Virginia Tech smart base station antenna testbed that was used to
collect 245 sets of measurement data. Hardware details and the operation of the testbed during
the data collection were described. The definition and theoretical expression of mean effective
gain (MEG) were presented and illustrated. Also, simplified mean effective gain expressions for
the three kinds of base station diversity antennas were derived.
Chapter 5 addressed the data processing procedure and the definitions of several parameters
that characterize the performance of smart base station antennas in multipath fading
environments. A data processing procedure that separates the measured fading signal envelope
received at the base station into the short-term (Rayleigh) signal fading and long-term fading (or
local mean) was discussed.

The impact of the mobile-terminal antenna orientations on the

different base station diversity antennas was presented and compared under identical conditions.
A new term, relative diversity gain, was defined to quantify the total performance of the different
antenna diversity methods under identical conditions.

Definitions and data processing

procedures for diversity gain, relative diversity gain, and mean effective gain were illustrated in
detail. Note that relative diversity gain is approximately equal to the sum of mean effective gain
and diversity gain. Also, data processing procedures for the signal correlation coefficients and
power imbalances were discussed.
Chapters 2 through 5 provided background information on multipath fading channels, smart
antenna systems, the experimental hardware configuration, and the data processing procedures to
characterize and analyze the performances of the smart base station antenna systems presented in
Chapters 6 to 8.
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In Chapter 6, measured channel characteristics were presented graphically with fitting curves
as a function of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. Measured
environment conditions were described using a map and plots of the measurement sites.
Measured propagation path losses for different base station diversity antennas and mobile
terminal antenna orientations were compared under identical conditions.

Measured mean

effective gains, envelope correlation coefficients, and power imbalances for urban non-line-ofsight (NLOS) conditions were graphically presented versus distance between the base station and
the mobile terminal.

Also, measured channel characteristics for urban indoor NLOS and

suburban NLOS environment conditions were presented and summarized.

These channel

characteristics are critical to analyze the performances of the three reverse-link diversity methods
in Chapter 7 and the forward-link narrow-beamforming system in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 7, the measured diversity performance and the fitting curves with selection, equal
gain, and maximal ratio combining for space, polarization, and angle diversity were graphically
presented as a function of distance between the base station and the mobile terminal. The
emphasis of the Chapter 7 was to improve the reverse-link performance using the base station
diversity methods. These graphically plotted results allowed comparison of the trends of the
diversity performance for various base station diversity methods, distances, orientations of the
mobile terminal antenna, diversity combining methods, and propagation environment conditions.
Results presented in Chapters 6 and 7 confirmed what others have found that base station
space diversity with wide separation between antenna elements achieves low correlation
coefficient and thus high diversity gain. The measured diversity gain with selection combining
for space diversity was 8.9 dB at the 1% probability level in the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) and 4.8 dB at the 10% level in urban NLOS environments. The measured diversity gain
for space diversity did not show significant change for various propagation scenarios in urban
and suburban NLOS environments.
The relative diversity gain for polarization diversity was better than that for space diversity
when the orientation of the mobile-terminal antenna was horizontal but was worse when the
orientation of the mobile-terminal antenna was vertical in urban NLOS environments. It is
desirable to choose a polarization diversity system when the orientation of the mobile-terminal
antenna is slanted, but is not desirable when the mobile-terminal antenna is fixed to vertically
oriented. Polarization diversity achieved a slightly lower correlation coefficient when the mobile
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terminal was inside of buildings than when it was outside of buildings.

This channel

characteristic resulted in the slightly better polarization diversity performance when the mobile
terminal was inside of buildings.

In suburban NLOS environment conditions, polarization

diversity showed significant performance degradation compared to space diversity.
Angle diversity implemented using multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas achieved high
diversity gain at a short distance between the base station and the mobile terminal, but low
diversity gain at a long distance in urban NLOS environments. However, the angle diversity
antennas achieved high mean effective gain at a long distance, but low mean effective gain at a
short distance. As a result, the measured relative diversity gain for angle diversity, which is
approximately the sum of diversity gain and mean effective gain, was nearly constant over
various distances in urban NLOS environments. The measured relative diversity gain with
selection combining for angle diversity was 8.9 dB at the 1% probability level and 4.7 dB at the
10% level in urban NLOS environments, which is nearly the same as that for space diversity. In
suburban NLOS environments, angle diversity achieved very high mean effective gain and 1.5 to
2 dB better relative diversity gain compared to space diversity.
Chapter 8 investigated how much forward-link performance would be improved when the
forward-link narrow-beamforming technique was used instead of a conventional three-sector
base station antenna system in real urban NLOS multipath fading environment conditions. For
this investigation, the moving-average power vector channel response expression was derived
from the vector channel impulse response expression and the vector mean effective gain was
defined. Implementation and operation of the forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming
system were discussed in detail. The term, vector mean effective gain, was defined to express
the mean effective gains of the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas as a function of a mobile
user angle seen at the base station compared to an isotropic antenna in multipath fading
environments. Another term, vector quasi-mean effective gain (QMEG), was defined as the
vector channel moving-average power response normalized by the average value of the movingaverage power responses of all antenna elements. Physical meaning of the vector mean effective
gain was illustrated by simulating it for the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas using several
multipath azimuth-power-probability-density-function (APPDF) models that were found in the
literature. Also, measured vector QMEG for urban NLOS environments was presented as a
function of both the distance and azimuth angle between the base station and the mobile user.
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Section 8.6 presented the SIR gain as a function of the distance and the azimuth angle
between the base station and the mobile user using the measured vector QMEG. In addition,
average SIR gain was shown as a function of the coverage radius. These results showed that the
forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in Section 8.2 could achieve 2.5 to 2.8
times higher average SIR than the conventional three-sector system in urban NLOS environment
conditions when the radius of coverage is greater than 1 km. Note that the 2.8 times increased
average SIR can increase the total number of simultaneously supported mobile users in the same
frequency band on the forward link by 180% compared to the conventional base station.
In Section 8.7, the new mobile user angle estimation algorithm that used multiple-fixed
narrow-beam antennas for terrestrial multipath fading environments was developed. Experiment
results obtained using the measurement data showed that this angle estimation algorithm could
provide very accurate mobile user angle information for most cases, as summarized in Appendix.

9.2 Future Work
There are several possibilities for future work in addition to the investigated results in this
dissertation.

1. This dissertation investigated the measured channel characteristics and performances of
three base station diversity methods under identical conditions. Diversity methods are
not limited to the three methods presented in this dissertation and can be implemented in
combinations to maximize the diversity performance for a given scenario. Further study
about added cost and complexity to maximize the diversity performance using more than
two kinds of base station diversity methods would be an important research topic.

2. Experimental data reported in this dissertation was collected in a narrow-frequency band
at 842 MHz because only a 30 kHz frequency band was allocated. Virginia Tech has a
license to use a wide-frequency band about 2.05 GHZ. It would be possible to implement
a Virginia Tech wideband smart base station testbed at 2.05 GHz and perform wideband
data collection.
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3. Chapter 8 showed that the vector mean effective gain of the narrow-beam antenna is
significantly affected by the multipath azimuth-power-probability-density-function
(APPDF) at the base station antennas. However, the reported measurement results about
APPDF are few. More measurement results and research effort on APPDF are still
needed.

4. Chapter 8 explained the operating principle of the forward-link multiple-fixed narrowbeamforming system. It would be possible to implement the forward-link multiple-fixed
narrow-beamforming system and perform field trials.

The field trials would reveal

unexpected problems and suggest ideas to optimize several parameters of the deployed
multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in real multipath fading environments.

5. The forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in Chapter 8 achieves
increased signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) by selecting the best base station antenna for a
desired user to transmit signal. Hardware structure of the forward-link multiple-fixed
narrow-beamforming is very simple compared to the other forward-link techniques such
as transmit diversity and multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO).

When narrow-

beamforming and other techniques are combined together on the forward link,
considerable performance improvement might be achieved while added complexity and
cost are optimized.

6. Further investigation of the advantages and disadvantages between the RF and digital
beamforming techniques would be an interesting topic. Complexity and cost of the two
techniques will change in the future technology advance. Also, the two technologies will
have different advantages for different wireless communication standards.
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9.3 Conclusions
In this dissertation, several new results have been obtained regarding the smart base station
antenna performance through experimental and modeling investigations.

These results are

summarized in Section 9.1 and indicate that correct understanding of the propagation channel
characteristics between the base station antennas and the mobile terminal is a critical factor for
the optimized design and implementation of the wireless communication systems.
First, the measured propagation channel characteristics at the base station antennas are
obtained as a function of the distance between the base station and the mobile terminal, as
presented in Chapter 6. Statistical propagation channel characteristics are nearly the same for
both the reverse link and the forward link. However, the implementation and operation of the
both links have several differences, and the performances of the both links are usually
unbalanced.

Optimized wireless communication systems require balanced performances

between the both links.
Second, the reverse-link diversity performances of the three diversity methods are
investigated.

To compare the performance of different diversity methods under identical

conditions, the new term, relative diversity gain, is introduced in Section 5.4. Measured reverselink diversity performances of three diversity methods for several scenarios are presented and
summarized in Chapter 7. These results show that different diversity methods have different
advantages for different scenarios, and suggest that a proper diversity method should be chosen
for the given situation.
Third, the performances of the forward-link narrow-beamforming system are investigated
using the collected measurement data on the reverse link, as presented in Chapter 8. For this
investigation, theoretical vector channel moving-average power response expression is derived.
Then, measured vector channel moving-average power response on the reverse link is used to
model the performance of the forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system. These
results show that the forward-link multiple-fixed narrow-beamforming system in Section 8.2 can
achieve 2.5 to 2.8 times higher average SIR than the conventional three-sector system in urban
NLOS environment conditions when the radius of coverage is larger than 1 km.
Finally, the new mobile user angle estimation algorithm that uses multiple-fixed narrowbeam antennas for terrestrial multipath fading environments is developed. Experiment results
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obtained using the measured data show that the algorithm is accurate enough to be used in a real
situation.
The results presented in this dissertation will be very useful to design wireless
communication systems that optimizes performance, complexity, and cost for given situations.
Trends of the results presented in this dissertation can be used to predict the performance of
smart base station antenna systems in a similar scenario.
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Appendix
Summary of Experimental Results for the Mobile User
Angle Estimation
The mobile user angle estimation algorithm using the multiple-fixed narrow-beam antennas
in Section 8.7 is applied to 245 sets of measured data and the results are summarized in Table
A.1. Coordinate system for the mobile user angle estimation experiment is shown in Figure A.1
and the terminologies used in Table A.1 are explained here.

φ1

: Azimuth angle of the start point measured in clockwise sense from the North.

d1

: Distance between the base station and the start point of the measurement run.

φ2

: Azimuth angle of the stop point measured in clockwise sense from the North.

d1

: Distance between the base station and the stop point of the measurement run.

φBore

: Azimuth angle of the bore sight of the base station.

φBore = 137.38° for the urban environment measurements.
φBore = 317.34° for the suburban environment measurements.
V

: Vertical orientation of the mobile terminal antenna.

H+

: Horizontal and orthogonal orientation of the mobile terminal antenna to the direction of
the movement.

H||

: Horizontal and parallel orientation of the mobile terminal antenna to the direction of the
movement.
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In

: Mobile terminal was inside of a building. The story of measured floor is written within
the parenthesis. For example, ‘In (3)’ means the third floor inside of a building.

Out

: Mobile terminal was in outdoor environment condition.

O/B:

: Angle of mobile user is out of bound of ±45° from the bore sight of the base station.

N/A

: Measurement dataset is not available

LOS

: Line-of-sight condition between the base station and the mobile terminal.

NLOS : Non-line-of-sight condition between the base station and the mobile terminal. All
measurement conditions are by default for the NLOS condition if it is not specified as
LOS in the table.
Mean Error

: Mean angle estimation error, as defined in Section 8.7.2.

RMS Error

: RMS angle estimation error, as defined in Section 8.7.2.
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North

φ1
Base
Station

φ2

φBore

d1

d2

Start Point
Moving Mobile Terminal

Stop Point

Figure A.1 Coordinate system for the mobile user angle estimation experiment.
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Table A.1
Summary of Experimental Results for the Mobile User Angle Estimation

Site
Name

RMS Error
V

H+

Mean Error
H||

V

H+

Start Point
H||

φ1

Stop Point

φ2

(deg)

d1
(m)

(deg)

d2
(m)

Conditions

MN11A

2.03

1.69

1.39

1.81

1.41

1.28

168.68

5031.1

167.90

5090.8

Out

MN13A

2.01

1.99

1.91

1.66

1.96

1.81

127.30

949.1

131.87

935.3

Out

MN13B

2.58

2.72

2.74

-1.70

-2.45

-2.02

136.86

927.7

141.93

926.4

Out

MN13C

N/A

6.16

7.84

N/A

-6.04

-7.81

167.44

1042.7

170.66

1073.7

Out

MN15A

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

185.99

765.6

183.05

767.1

In (2)

MN15B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

185.91

778.3

183.23

780.0

Out

MN15C

9.99

N/A

N/A

9.26

N/A

N/A

161.75

580.9

156.52

569.9

In (2)

MN15D

9.55

9.95

N/A

9.51

9.62

N/A

161.90

561.2

157.83

553.3

Out

MN15E

5.87

4.08

4.31

5.84

4.04

4.29

162.59

594.8

158.08

585.5

Out

MN15F

5.83

6.72

6.76

5.71

6.67

6.46

159.72

789.6

156.55

775.8

Out

MN17A

7.68

7.72

7.62

-7.53

-7.54

-7.33

145.29

881.7

141.94

878.0

In (3)

MN17B

4.82

4.02

3.98

4.81

3.89

3.94

148.86

913.1

150.24

883.7

In (3)

MN17C

4.61

4.06

4.84

-4.38

-3.91

-4.73

148.40

775.9

144.35

768.2

Out

MN17D

2.32

3.01

3.43

2.30

2.99

3.41

129.55

657.7

129.65

694.0

In (2)

MN17E

10.97

12.68

12.93

-10.93

-12.61

-12.91

131.36

542.5

136.00

544.1

In (2)

MN29A

1.89

1.80

1.27

0.87

0.87

-0.58

127.95

698.4

127.60

637.4

Out

MN29B

6.83

3.46

4.36

-6.53

-2.39

-3.38

165.83

818.0

169.43

824.1

Out

MN29C

6.39

4.87

5.52

-5.70

-3.15

-3.94

148.65

138.8

145.79

203.8

Out

MN29D

3.56

3.25

2.83

1.84

2.78

2.20

148.65

138.8

125.98

141.6

Out

MD04A

3.82

3.43

3.25

-3.81

-3.40

-3.24

113.08

2082.3

115.11

2038.9

Out

MD04B

4.10

3.80

3.63

-4.09

-3.79

-3.62

113.08

2082.3

114.45

2181.6

Out

MD04C

1.15

0.81

2.52

0.53

-0.11

2.47

125.23

2653.0

126.56

2600.0

Out

MD04D

1.19

0.61

2.13

-0.76

0.32

-1.78

125.98

2623.7

127.26

2692.5

Out

M627A

18.32

21.61

26.26

-15.40

-21.08

25.94

103.40

616.6

105.97

595.1

In (3)

M627B

23.82

27.94

17.97

-22.97

-27.66

-15.51

103.40

616.6

105.97

595.1

In (2)

M627C

19.70

14.85

20.03

-19.30

-14.18

-19.60

103.40

616.6

105.97

595.1

In (1)

M627D

11.97

12.09

13.19

-11.83

-9.73

-12.20

105.87

641.0

99.94

699.0

Out

M627E

7.09

7.23

9.70

5.90

6.93

9.33

92.73

831.5

97.28

900.0

Out

M731A

3.07

1.70

1.62

-2.35

-0.76

0.39

158.21

1460.4

161.58

1426.7

Out

M731B

3.44

3.82

1.42

3.12

3.65

1.00

159.56

1552.9

158.09

1459.4

Out
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M731C

3.01

3.77

4.81

2.25

3.34

4.68

159.16

1196.9

161.31

1325.0

Out

M731D

3.45

3.54

3.57

-3.42

-3.53

-3.51

174.84

1251.4

178.39

1240.4

Out

M731E

2.68

3.26

3.44

1.26

0.96

-4.41

178.31

1603.3

174.62

1581.2

Out

M731F

9.50

8.47

6.27

9.18

8.37

5.74

170.54

1568.5

165.09

1562.3

Out

M804A

2.47

3.45

2.47

0.74

-1.48

-1.18

99.49

1361.9

96.87

1291.6

Out

M804B

2.27

1.47

2.24

1.57

0.27

1.98

93.69

1083.7

96.74

1026.3

Out

M804C

6.32

5.89

5.86

-6.31

-5.87

-5.84

108.79

990.7

111.07

1066.5

Out

M804D

0.84

0.66

0.36

0.74

0.59

0.09

122.31

1604.5

118.89

1639.0

Out

M804E

1.22

1.57

1.63

-1.00

-1.45

-1.59

116.99

1513.6

114.99

1401.7

Out

M804F

6.52

6.10

6.14

-6.46

-5.79

-6.01

106.70

1248.1

109.80

1203.8

Out

M804G

0.96

1.07

0.54

-0.29

-0.81

0.17

119.75

1105.1

127.58

1056.1

Out

M804H

0.62

0.86

1.15

0.40

0.77

1.05

122.25

1201.6

123.74

1311.1

Out

M807A

3.16

3.21

3.51

3.02

3.20

3.47

130.33

2464.3

131.00

2512.3

In (1)

M807B

4.27

4.81

5.54

4.26

4.78

5.48

129.24

2491.8

129.92

2541.4

Out

M807C

2.94

2.64

2.47

2.83

2.59

2.43

130.86

3221.5

132.78

3161.6

Out

M807D

1.02

0.93

0.87

0.66

0.60

0.56

124.90

3528.6

126.83

3638.0

Out

M807E

1.17

1.14

1.03

-1.12

-1.07

-1.01

118.24

2947.9

118.01

3089.9

Out

M807F

4.30

4.13

4.19

-4.28

-4.10

-4.16

112.20

3056.8

112.44

2907.2

Out

M807G

6.59

6.97

5.07

-6.57

-6.95

-5.04

108.34

2206.0

110.05

2316.4

Out

M807H

6.28

5.55

5.21

-6.27

-5.51

-5.19

108.43

1805.6

110.05

1895.2

Out

M808A

9.32

17.07

13.20

7.77

15.15

9.96

153.51

4648.7

152.22

4693.6

Out

M808B

10.92

21.81

4.82

-9.93

-14.63

-2.33

146.38

4842.4

146.12

4758.6

Out

M808C

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

O/B

183.32

1980.9

180.72

1925.3

Out

M808D

6.93

6.93

6.93

-6.89

-6.89

-6.89

174.06

2103.1

176.93

2079.9

Out

M809A

11.04

11.77

10.05

2.49

7.52

8.60

139.13

626.0

140.16

548.6

In (1)

M809B

10.64

12.47

11.23

4.13

11.37

11.00

139.13

626.0

140.16

548.6

In (2)

M809C

25.45

21.67

14.44

3.87

5.50

13.97

138.25

635.3

139.12

558.4

Out

M809D

33.91

6.21

4.05

22.57

2.39

1.25

139.91

637.5

141.14

560.6

Out

M809E

60.96

62.14

59.51

56.46

59.91

55.77

164.75

560.8

152.40

537.6

Out

M809F

7.76

6.53

10.44

-3.15

-2.39

-6.05

152.40

537.6

141.27

522.8

Out

M809G

11.68

7.00

8.69

-0.02

2.70

2.93

141.27

522.8

129.63

520.8

Out

M809H

15.39

5.61

6.22

-2.37

0.19

3.88

122.35

308.1

144.46

285.8

Out

M809I

28.00

14.87

13.36

2.82

-4.89

-1.76

144.46

285.8

163.24

312.9

Out

M809J

12.24

13.15

13.32

-11.96

-12.95

-13.11

163.24

312.9

174.68

351.4

Out

M907A

7.34

7.72

7.75

-7.20

-7.60

-7.69

141.78

877.9

145.41

882.7

In (1)

M907B

7.27

7.47

7.07

-7.15

-7.34

-7.00

141.78

877.9

145.41

882.7

In (4)

M907C

7.97

8.25

8.27

-7.86

-8.17

-8.16

141.78

877.9

145.41

882.7

In (7)

M907D

7.49

7.19

7.53

-7.45

-7.11

-7.41

141.42

679.9

148.73

690.0

In (3)

M907E

7.79

7.50

6.85

-7.71

-7.43

-6.72

141.42

679.9

148.73

690.0

In (2)
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M907F

4.93

4.43

4.63

-4.85

-4.25

-4.40

139.13

626.0

140.16

548.6

In (3)

M907G

6.85

6.38

6.63

6.72

5.80

6.27

157.96

165.7

171.50

185.5

In (3)

M907H

6.38

4.71

5.49

3.40

4.34

5.17

171.50

185.5

162.02

244.8

In (3)

M907I

5.46

5.02

4.51

5.32

4.87

4.34

162.02

244.8

152.12

231.4

In (3)

M907J

2.54

2.68

2.54

2.23

2.43

2.35

152.12

231.4

157.96

165.7

In (3)

MO13A

8.81

39.93

59.55

-8.47

16.81

59.18

344.51

265.2

318.53

259.3

Out, LOS

MO13B

2.81

2.56

10.69

2.65

2.40

0.03

314.16

264.0

296.06

304.1

Out, LOS

MO13C

5.44

6.44

3.69

5.18

6.39

3.17

296.06

304.1

283.79

370.1

Out, LOS

MO24A

4.25

3.48

4.32

-4.21

-3.44

-4.24

292.39

889.5

296.12

949.6

Out

MO24B

5.19

5.14

4.83

-5.17

-5.09

-4.73

291.01

915.0

294.96

973.4

In (1)

MO24C

1.14

1.69

1.76

0.67

1.18

1.22

299.19

1006.0

302.35

1077.9

Out

MO24D

0.61

1.13

2.51

0.05

1.10

2.31

295.02

718.0

296.70

739.1

In (1)

MO24E

3.41

5.45

6.41

3.18

5.03

6.17

294.35

727.1

296.08

747.7

Out

MO24F

5.03

16.69

14.63

-2.87

2.53

11.91

336.75

1410.3

339.75

1396.1

Out

MO24G

9.08

10.12

6.15

8.74

9.48

6.10

325.12

1419.1

324.21

1467.0

Out
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